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Absuact

Stress is a daily part of life for educational administrators. Because no one is

exempt from stess, an important issue for modern educational administrators is how to

deal effectively with it. The purpose of this study was to examine what causes stress

for female adminstrators and the coping strategies which they employ to effectively

handle their stress. It asked female administrators not only to identify their stressors

and coping æchniques, but also to express their opinions on gender differences

regarding role definition, stless, stessors and stress management staægies.

Qualitative data were collected from semisfuctured open-ended interviews with

nine female educational administrators from six Boards of Education across

Northwestern Ontario. Analysis of the interviews revealed the common stressors to be

interpersonal relationships, balancing their many role responsibilities, the Ontario

government's Social Contract, and time management. The respondents used a number

of common stress management techniques such as physical activity, talking with

others, self-talk, emotional release techniques and problem-solving processes.

However, while there were common themes expressed by many, each female

administrator also revealed a variety of stressors and coping strategies unique to

herself. All believed that the experience of stress is an individualistic experience,

suggesting that each individual reacts differently to different events and that each

individual develops her own reperüoire of coping strategies which works for them.
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Most participants believed that there were gender differences in the stressors.

The most commonly expressed difference was that women have the additional stressor

of balancing their personal role responsibilities of mother and wife with their career role

responsibilities of educational administrator. The women interviewed believed that

male administrators experienced less stress because their wives assume household and

family responsibilities, and that the roles of father and husband do not carry with them

the same time and energy demands as that of mother and wife.

If the goal for administrators is to manage their stress and thus to prevent burn-

out, this study provides female and male administrators with some insight into dealing

more effectively with the stressors found within their lives.
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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

The purpose of this research was to study, from the perspective of female

educational adminisûators, the current stessors faced by educational administrators as

well as the stress mÍrnagement strategies which are used in effectively dealing with their

stress. This study also asked nine women adminstrators to discuss their perceptions of

gender differences with regards to the experience of stress, causes of stress and coping

strategies. It was my belief and general hypothesis that the women administrators

interviewed would express the perception that their most stressful stressors were

dealing with interpersonal conflicts and for those in traditional family relationships, the

guilt they experienced attempting to balance their home and work lives.

Research Questions

The following questions formed the basis for the rcsearch conducted in this study:

1. How is the concept of 'stress'perceived by female educational administrators?

2. What do female educational administators perceive as creating stress within their

lives? What are their stressors?
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3. What strategies do female educational administrators report using to effectively cope

with their stress?

4. Do women administrators perceive that there are gender differences between the way

that men and women define and fulfill their administrator roles, experience

stress, identify the stessors in their lives and cope with their stress?

The focus of the study would be the data gathered from the last question as women

expressed their perceptions regarding gender differences and the tot¿l experience of

stress.

Personal Background to the Study

When I was an administrator in Manitoba, I found my first year very stressful.

However, there were a number of stressors in my life above and beyond the

administrative position which added to my stress. I was a full time teacher and

administrator within a new school and community, teaching a grade which I had not

previously taught. I was also president of my local teachers' association and I started

back to university to t¿ke my Pre-masters in Educational Administration. I was single

at the time and involved in many social circles seeking a potential mate. Combining all

these demands upon my time and energy, I learned a lot that year about managing

stress. I learned some very practical strategies which I have continued to practise

successfully since that time. The many events experienced during the course of that

year spured my inærest in the area of stress and stress management. I believe that
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stress management is of primary importance in successfully carrying out the role of

school administrator. I also came to believe that there are a number of stressors

external to the school worþlace which have a very strong impact on the management

of the administrative position. I experienced the cumulative effects of stress which

occur when stress from your personal life affects and adds to the stress experienced in

your professional life.

In 1987 and for the three years following, I joined the Equality in Education

Resource Team of the Manitoba Teachers' Society and delivered Stress Management

workshops to teachers across Manitoba. Moving to Ontario, I became part of the

"SOS" or "Strategies on Stress" team with the Federation of Women Teachers'

Associations of Ontario. I have personally delivered fifæen workshops to women

teachers across the province while the team as a whole has delivered over one hundred

workshops. The team was forced to grow from seven members to twelve members in

order to accommodate the number of workshop requests. Although these workshops

have all focussed on stress and the classroom teacher, many female administrators have

also participated. In the upcoming year, we are proposing the development of a

workshop specifically designed to address the stress and stressors experienced by

women in "Positions of Added Responsibility" such as Principals, Vice-Principals,

Consultants, Coordinators and Superinændents. I look forward to working with other

interested team members in the creation of this highly requesæd workshop and hope to

be able to share the findings from this research.

I have learned about the idiosyncratic nature of stress, stressors and coping

strategies from the workshops delivered and from networking with stress team

members. Stressors identified during the workshops ranged from workplace stressors

such as no windows in the classroom and interpersonal conflicts with other teachers,

administrators, and family members to the attempts of many female teachers to balance,
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without guilt and anxiety, their many personal and professional role expectations such

as mother, wife, teacher, adult education student, community club president, Sunday

School teacher and so on. In the fifæen workshops delivered in the past three years,

the common sftessors identified by female teachers and administrators include:

.Ministry of Education and Training documents and reports such as the

Common Curriculum, Outcome Based Education, Standards in Mathematics and

Language Arts and the Royal Commission on læarning.

o Interpersonal Relationship Stressors such as parent concerns and pressures,

conflicts with a principal, colleague or parent, conflict with and among students,

accusations of assault and/or abuse, loss of parents, mentors and/or aging colleagues

and managing personal obligations.

. Curriculum Issues such as meeting individual student needs, integrating

special needs students within the class, effects of media violence on students,

implementing the Ministry's St¿ndards in Language Arts and Mathematics, and

providing exta-curricular activities.

. Management Issues such as long term, short term, and daily planning,

covering the curriculum, administrative pressures with deadlines, report cards,

budgets, etc., performance appraisals and evaluation reports.

In this past year, an additional stressor which has frequently been identified has

been the Social Contract. The Social Contract is a three year provincial government

mandate imposed upon the "broad public sector" (which includes education) and

designed to help cut the province's debt. There are many aspects of this mandate. It

requires each Board of Education to save a large lump sum of money deærmined by the

size of the board and many other factors. Employee are to contribute 4.l5%o of their

salary by taking unpaid leave days ("Rae Days"). As well, each Board is to make

permanent staff reductions by 4.75Vo over the three year period. Because of the
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mandaæd number of school days per year, Professional Activity/Development days

have been taken and used as the unpaid leave days. Depending upon the age of

teachers employed by a Board, the staff reductions have been accounted for by

retirements in some cases and by lay-offs in other cases. Overall, this government

mandate has had a major effect on the morale of teachers and administrators. Reduced

funding for all resources across the Board as well as the reduction in Professional

Activity/Development days and in staff has created many negative feelings. Class sizes

have also increased as teachers and assistants are being cut. Many teachers and

administrators have expressed stess as a result of this cost-cutting measure.

With regards to unique effective coping strategies, one woman administrator

proposed that she uses ironing to "work out the wrinkles in her life" while another

teacher indicated that she chooses to look at family albums to remind herself of the great

times that she and her family have shared together. These types of unique appoaches to

stress management tended to be evidenced at each workshop offered. I became acutely

aware that there were possible gender differences through listening to the voices of

women.

Educational Significance

of the Study

This thesis is based upon interviews with nine women currently holding

"positions of added responsibility". It is based upon the belief that we can learn a lot

from the strategies which these women use to overcome the stress within their

administrative lives. Many of these women were "trailblazers" as they expressed the

fact that they were Írmong the first women to move into such positions within their
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Boards of Education. One participant commented that this "topic is very timely with

regards to the changes in gender in administration over the past few years." As such,

"these women had no maps to follow and few role models to emulate @etters-Reed,

1994)" (Russell, 1994, p. 1). The coping strategies which work for them may help

other women who are trying to maintain their own administrative positions despite

stressful inequities within the system.

What these women offer to other female educational administrators is not a

formula for the "right way" of successfully managing adminisnative sffess. They offer

a repertoire of coping strategies which have worked effectively for them to share with

others . "While each administrator must adapt these strategies to suit her own unique

style and situation, it is sometimes extremely helpful to know what has worked for

others in the past " (Russell, 1994, p.1). One participant noted in her interview:

"We can only speak from our own experience and if we only have one
experience, we don't know how that compares to others. I would be interested
to see if others have the same opinions and if I am part of the norn, or if I am a
way off base."

Russell (1994) suggests the following educational benefits to gathering the

stories of women:

"Whether based on women's diaries and journals or resea¡ch studies, such as
the ones on which this paper is based, stories through which women share their
experiences can serve several purposes. According ûo Cooper (1987), reading
about these experiences serves to "assuage our sense ofisolation and
validate our perceptions: 'I'm not crazy. Someone else felt this way before."'
(p.98) Writer, Beth Milwid (1990), sees the kind of "collective story" which
documents the challenges women face in "breaking into all-male fields" as
useful because it demonstraæs that they face "a remarkably similar set of
challenges", despite having unique personalities and positions (p.4). Stokes
(1984) argues that it is important to document and quantify women's
experiences of exclusion so that they will recognze that the baniers they
experience are neither of they own making, nor a reflection of their personalities
and competence. Such work, she suggests, "provides a focus for
organizational change" (p.1). Their experience is equally important to the next
generation of women who will follow them inûo leadership positions." (1994,
p.r-2.)
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Thus, the educational significance of this research is its value for other women

administrators who are currently experiencing similar stressors to hear the stories and

practical effective straægies employed which may prove useful to apply to their own

situation. This research also validaæs for many women that they are not the only one

struggling with specific stressors and gives them comfort in learning of others'

experiences. As well, this study has value for future women administrators to learn

from the pioneers who have had a rocky road to tavel.

The need for further research in the area of stress and administration is

suggested in a¡ticles by Swent (1990), Roberson and Matthews (1988), Milstein

(1992), Lam (1988) and Cooper(1988). Lam (1988), a Manitoba researcher,

concludes his article with:

"there is definiæly a need for more studies of the multiple causality of stress, as
well, as the less obvious, but equally damaging sources, to bring about a more
longJasting remediation or relief to the hard-pressed educational leaders."
(p.263).

In doing an ERIC search for articles and books on the topics of "Women

Administrators" and "Stress", I found only nine matches. Of these nine matches, only

two were available within Manitoba. It would appear that there is a noticable lack of

available literature on this topic within Manitoba. In doing the ERIC search for

"Women Administrators", it was noted that this descriptor has only been recognized in

the Thesaurus since 1990. It would appear that this is an important new field with little

research available at this time.

Because of the small size and the nature of the sample, generalizations to other

administrative situations cannot be made. However, it is anticipated that insight will be

gained which may be valuable to future research with larger sample sizes and samples

which are representative of more varied administrative situations. This study will
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identify and address issues for future research in the area of stress and educational

administration. Grant (1994) wriæs:

"fn real terms any effort that contributes, even in a minor way, to improving an
individual's quality of life is justification enough to pursue this study. Research
results are rarely powerful enough to dictaæ policies and practises but the
intention is to contibute to whatCohen and Garet (1975) have termed the
dialogue of policy making, and so to inform practitioners." (p.4).

Although this research does not propose to change policy, it is designed to inform

practitioners and help them deal with stress.
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CHAPTER TWO

The Liærature

Although therc is a lot of liærature available looking at strcss and the classroom

teacher, there is relatively little available relating stess to the educational administrator.

From the research literature which has been reviewed, two key points need to be

addressed.

Much of the research found to daæ focusses on data collected using American

administrators. Most samples were composed of secondary school administrators.

(Williamson & Campbell (1987), Roberson & Matthews (1988), Cooper (1988), and

Lyons (1990)). The largest number of research studies available on the topic of

administrator stress appear to be reported in the National Association for Secondary

School Principals Bulletin.

Because of the recent efforts of Affirmative Action encouraging women to strive

to hold administrative positions, most of the research samples in studies done to date

have predominantly male subjects. Moreover, most of the research which has been

done to date has been done by male researchers. Of the research found with an ERIC

search looking at "Educational Administrators" and "Stress", all articles which were

located were written by male researchers. Of the nine matches in the ERIC search for

"Women Administrators" and "Stress", there were six written by female researchers.

For the purpose of this study, the sample is composed entirely of female administrators

and I am a female researcher. The inærview data which were colle,cted in this study can
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only be analyznd and compared to the research findings which are presently available.

This hints at the potential for new findings to occur which may offer a different

perspective to past research which has been done.

Most of the research found to date has also narrowed its focus to include only

worþlace stressors. Most of the research found used a survey format rather than an

interview and it would appear that subjects were asked very specific workplace

questions regarding stressors and stress management straægies (Swent (1983), Cooper

(1988), Gmelch (1988), Lamm (1988), Milstein & Farkas (1988), Roberson &

Matthews (1988), Savery & Detiuk (1988), Wiggins (1988)).

Recent general stress research tends to emphasize the interconnectedness of

workplace and home stressors and their cumulative effect on the individual within the

worþlace (Swick & Hanley (1985), Krusor & Blaker (1992), Sullivan (1993), and

Minden (1994)). For the purposes of this study, participants were not restricted to

discussing only worþlace stressors. The option was left open for the identification of

stressors from all aspects of their lives. Stressors such as family conflicts and dealing

with teenage children living at home were two such stressors which were identified in

this study. These types of stressors are not apparent in the research dealing with

administrator stress found to date. The interaction and inærdependency of sftess levels

experienced as a result of an individual's personal and professional lives was

recognized and accepæd within this study. Krusor and Blaker (1992) suggest:

"The relationship between work and family is reciprocal. Kanter states, "...if
the emotional climate at work can affect families, so can a family's emotional
climate and demands affect the members as workers."" (p.30).
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Definition of Terms

"Stress" has been defined in various ways in the plethora of books and

articles written on the subject. One of the most commonly quoted definitions is Hans

Selye's, a pioneer in the field of stress research:

"Stess is the non-specifrc rcsponse of the body to any type of demand made
upon it, whether the demand is pleasant or nol It is the wear and tear within
your body." (Alley, 1980, p.5).

Other definitions tend to refine parts of Selye's definition. Brimm (1990) adds that the

bodily response may be either physical or psychological. He also suggests that the

demand may be an action or situation. Caplan (1978) focussed on stress in the

workplace and thus suggesúed that the demand may be "any characteristic or feature of

the job environment which poses a threat to the individual." (Maples, 1980, p.25). For

the purposes of this study, stress was defined for participants in opening discussion as

being any reaction or response which an individual perceives to occur as the result of

the influence of external or internal factors. It was also described as the frustration or

anxiety which is caused by perceived demands and pressures from outside and/or

within yourself. As the intent of this study was not to examine the physical or

psychological symptoms of stress, these were only occasionally mentioned and not a

focus of the study.

Important to this research study was a clear understanding of the ærm

"stressor". From the above definition of stress, the action or the situation which

causes the stressful reaction within the individual may be viewed as the "stressor".

Wiggins (1986) defines stressors as "the external and internal demands upon persons"

(p.120). These demands are perceived by individuals as challenging the person's belief
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systems and/or coping abilities. Stressors may be viewed ¿ìs any identified external

condition or event which has created some type of physical reaction for an individual.

Using this approach, specific stressors identified by people may be individualistic but

may also fall into common themes or caûegories.

"Coping strategies" was defined as conscious acts or events which the

participant practises for the perceived purpose of reducing her personal stress level. It

became evident that all people develop their own repertoire of straægies allowing them

to successfully cope with the sûess within their lives. Just as the experience of stress is

individualistic, so is the management of stress. However, coping strategies may also

fall into common themes or categories. Gmelch (1988) developed a taxonomy of

coping strategies when he categoriz,ed 156 techniques gathered in inærviews with

people from all walks of life.

Throughout this study the acronym "PAR" will be used in various settings.

"PAR'' stands for "Positions of Added Responsibility" and is a term used by teacher

federations in Ont¿rio. It is used to describe anyone in the position of Vice-Principal,

Principal, Curriculum Coordinator/Consultant, Department Head, Superintendent

and/or Director whereby the person is given additional responsibilities beyond that of

regular classroom teaching. The nine women interviewed in this study are all

Principals, Curriculum CoordinatorVConsultants or Superintendents of Education with

their respective Boards of Education. This study will focus on the stress issues which

these women in PAR positions perceive as being unique to a female in an administative

position.
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Working Assumptions About Stress

1. Stress is pervasíve and cumulative. It affects all aspects of our lives. The

stress we experience in our personal life strongly influences our ability to cope with

stress in our professional life. When stess levels are high in one area of life, additional

stress is more easily created in other ar€¿rs. Swick and Hanley (1985) suggest:

"Out-of-school intrapersonal stress may arise with feelings of inadequacy about
one's personal life. Teachers who feel unsure about their capabilities or
functioning as a spouse or a parent, or whose personal life is unhappy or
disorganized due to temporary or long-lasting familial changes, must cope with
the extra disadvantage of out-of-school stess as well as with whatever may be
waiting at school." (p.15).

Minden (1994) reinforces this concept suggesting that "for most people about half of

the stress level comes from personal life and the rest from work." (p.3). Thus, it is

generally perceived that stress within one's personal life has an effect on the ability to

cope with stress within one's professional life. There is a reciprocal interaction

between these two aspects of life.

Recentlv. a new book aooeared on the market. Cooine with the Stressed-Out

People in Your Life by Nathan and Stuart (Lgg4) which claims to contain strategies to

help people "connect and interact supportively with anyone who is upset, withdrawn,

depressed or preoccupied with stress, and stop the destructive domino effect of stress."

(Promotional Flyer). They emphasize that the stress of others becomes your stress

when you are exposed to the stress of those around you.

2. Stress affects each person differently. Actions or situations which may

generate anguish for one adminisüator may be viewed by another as an acceptable daily
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part of their adminisuative role. This was discussed with participants within each

interview. Monteiro (1990) supports this assumption:

"Although stress is a measurable fact, one's reaction to it is highly subjective.
It is a person's perception and appraisal of an event that makes it stressful. The
belief that negative consequences will follow leads to stess. Such a cognitive
process differentiates a stressor from a stimulus and determines the nature of the
stress reaction." (p.80).

In the same light, coping strategies which are effective for one administrator may

indeed be stress-inducing strategies for another administrator. Each person channels

stress in an appropriaûe or an inappropriaûe way based upon hiVher past experiences.

3. People act according to their perceptions. Neidhardt, Weinstein, and

Convry (1991) make the following statement, which was often paraphrased for

participants of this study just prior to the discussion of stressors :

"There will be no attempts made to make light of any stressors affecting you. If
something bothers you, it needs attention, no matter how trivial it may appear to
someone else. Therefore, it is very important that you do not underrate
yourself. Don't feel inadequate because you seem to react more to stress than
others around you. It may simply be ttrat they respond in less apparent ways."
(p. 7).

4. Stress is inescapable. People cannot live without it. A certain amount of

stress is perfectly normal and actually desirable as stress acts as a powerful source of

energy necessary for action. 'When 
stress becomes excessive and chronic, we must

learn to harness and manage its negative effects in order to avoid the physical illnesses

which tend to accompany it. The opposiæ is also true. Experiencing too little stress

can be as unhealthy and unsatisfying as too much stess. The goal for each individual is

to gain the benefits of stress and avoid the potential risks of stess.
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Stressors

In reviewing the research available through the ERIC search for

"Educational Administrators" and "Sffess", there are some valuable insights gained into

common stressors which were identified in study afær study. Brimm (1990) did an

analysis of past research which had been done regarding stressors as identified by

school administrators. He concluded the following:

"much of the research data which has been reported reveals that the major
causes of job stress among school administrators are role conflict (Kahn, Wolf,
Quinn, & Snoek, 1964); work overload (Piatt, 1981); inadequate compensation
@rown & Carleton,l980; Hendrickson, 1979); interpersonal conflict with
parents, teachers, and students @lumberg & Greenfield, 1980; Washington,
1980); and increased administrative responsibility @rown & Carleton, 1980;
Hendrickson, 1979)." (p.65).

These tend to be the recurring stressors in much of the current research as well.

McGrath and Gmelch (1985) created a conceptual scheme identifying four basic

types of stressors: role-based, task-based, boundary-spanning and conflict-mediating

stressors. These will be reviewed in detail in the following paragraphs.

Task-based stress "is specifically concerned with the lack of resources -

supplies, personnel and time - that inhibit the smooth execution of the administrators'

responsibilities." (Lam, 1988, p.252).

Cooper (1988), from his intensive surveying of secondary principals across

forty-eight st¿tes, found that eight of the ten top stressors identifred were task-based

stressors which have their origin in the day-to-day administrative duties of the

principal. Williamson and Campbell (1987) identified four major stressors in their

research and found the "single factor accounting for the majority of stress was

management of time" (p.109). Lyons (1990) reflects upon the high activity levels and

time management as major stressors among the seven stressors he identified. Other
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studies suggesting the importance of time and resource management include Wiggins

(1985), Lam (1988), Roberson and Matthews (1988), Whan (1988), and Brimm

(1ee0).

Role-based stress was described by McGrath and Gmelch (1985) as arising

because of incongruencies within an administrator's beliefs and attitudes concerning

his/trer role within the organization and the expectations placed upon the administrator.

Role conflict, role overload and role-based stressors are frequently

identified within the other studies. Role-based stress has been described as " stress

which arises from conflicts over job responsibilities in the organization" (Cooper,

1990, p.86). Savery and Detiuk (1988) suggest that the two major stressors which

primary and secondary æachers in Australia must cope with are role overload and role

conflict. Because principals serve as members of the superinændent's administrative

team a.s well as the school instructional team, Lyons (1990) suggests that conflicts exist

when directives from the cental office are contrary to the goals and expect¿tions of the

school staff members. Role overload implies that the perceived expectations of the

administrator position exceeds what the administrator believes is realistic. Erez and

Goldstein (1981) studied role ambiguity and role conflict in relation to the stress

experienced by elementâry school principals in Isreal and concluded that role stress

forced the principal to choose managerial duties to the detriment of hiVher pedagogical

duties. Numerous studies suggest that the administrator's perceptions and attitudes

towards their role definition serve as a primary stressor. In this study, female

administrators will reflect upon gender differences in role definition and the feasibility

of additional stress resulting from the differential definitions.

McGrath and Gmelch's (1985) final two broad categories revealed were

boundary-spanning stressors and conflict-mediating stressors. Both of these categories

involve inæracting with other people or interpersonal relations.
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Boundary-spanning stress arises due to the large number of inæractions with

other people that an administrator encounters within the realm of school-community

relationships. As Ministry mandates demand more and more input from parents and

community "partnerships", the poûential for the number of daily interactions with these

stakeholders increases as does the poæntial for differing values and opinions regarding

any issue.

Conflict mediating stress is generated by the pressures and demands placed

upon the administrator to resolve conflicts between various stakeholders within the

school setting. These stakeholders may include students, parents, educatisnal

assistants, cooperative education students, student-teachers, supply teachers, classroom

teachers, other administrators, different lobby groups with different mandates (eg.

Association for Community Living), and others.

The importance of maintaining good interpersonal relatÍons and

communication has been revealed in most studies. It has been identified using

various terms such as relations with supervisors and subordinaæs (Williamson and

Campbell, 1987), dislike/lack of acceptance by co-workers, lack of communication,

and inability to satisfy conflicting demands of various peers (IViggins, 1988), poor

interpersonal relationships (Sarros, 1988), Problem solver - Peacemaker's role (Lyons,

1990), and inærpersonal relationships (Brimm, 1990). Lyons (1990) points to the

importance of good interpersonal skills to the successful management of an

administrator position when he notes:

"the overall effectiveness of the principal hinges on his or her ability to resolve
these interpersonal conflicts....The process is time-consuming and stressful.
Sometimes the principal has little to show at the end of the day other than the
peace that has been restored and/or maintained." (p.45).

In reviewing all the stressors which have been identified in past research studies, it

is necessary to keep in mind the reciprocal nature of strBss and ttre interactions between
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stressors in quiæ varied aspects of the job. Inherent in an administrator's suggestion

that role overload is a stressor is a time management concern. Often there is an

accompanying statement that there is not the time required to complete the job

expectations. As was noted, both boundary-spanning stressors and conflict-mediating

stressors have the common element of interpersonal interaction. Both require

communication and conflict-resolution skills on ttre part of the administator in dealing

with diverse groups of educational stakeholders. Lam (1988) found in his study:

"Implicitly and explicitly, school administrators must have felt that pressure or
stress on one aspect of their job invariably increased stress on another area even
though by nature and sources, these stressors were very different." (p.255).

These studies reviewed all tended to focus on the job-relaæd stressors. When

looking at the plethora of general books and a¡ticles on stress, very little regarding

actual stressors is generally included. Sullivan (1993) devotes a chapter to the "Special

Stressors of Women" and Carr-Ruffino (1985), in her book The Promotable Woman.

deals with some gender differences regarding stressors. These will be discussed laær.

Can-Ruffino (1985) lists some of the common sources of stress mentioned by

Dr. Selye as being "(1) psychological upsets, (2) anxiety (from your reactions to life

events), (3) overwork, (4) drugs (including medications), (5) chemicals (including

additives and residues in food), and (6) excessive noise and air pollution." (p.140).

She goes on to report the findings of an American study which surveyed working

women in management. There women were asked to describe the job condition which

they believed to be most stressful. The results indicated that ""\ryork load always too

heavy", followed by pressure to work very fast, lack of authority to carry out

responsibilities, tight time deadlines, and the threat of costly decisions connected to

actions they take or decisions they make" (p.140) were the most sEessful stressors. In

a similar English study, women managers identified those above as well as "lack of

consultation and communication, perceived need to perform betær than male peers, sex
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disadvantage in career advancement, career-relaæd dilemma concerning whether to start

a family and office politics" (p.140).

Coping Strategies

Before reviewing the literature on the effective stress management or

coping strategies used by educational administrators, Gmelch (1988) suggests the

following propositions be considered:

"1. the individual is the most important variable - not one coping technique is
equally effective for all individuals in all situations;

2. prescription of coping techniques must be sensitive to cultural, social,
psychological and organizational differences; and

3. individuals who cope best display a repertoire of techniques to counteract
different stressors in different situations." (p.138).

Gmelch, in atæmpting to develop a coping taxonomy, concludes that:

"coping is an art, not a science and therefore should be personalized. ... no
technique exists which controls, manages or reduces stess for all people in all
situations. The solution rests in holistic inærventions to assault problems on
many levels, ie. to develop a comprehensive set of coping strategies." (p.223).

In the research reviewed to date, there is little consistency ¿rmong articles regarding

coping taxonomies and also among the results found in the resea¡ch studies as to which

type of coping strategy was the most effective for the most administrators. Many

different coping taxonomies were presented.

Monteiro (1990) proposes a taxonomy designed at the Brooklyn College Principals'

Center and based upon Benjamin Bloom's Tæronomy. The taxonomy divides effective

stress reduction strategies into three levels - Cognitive, Affective and Psychomotor.

Swent (1990) categorizes stress reduction straûegies into three similar groupings - 1.

Physiological Activities, 2. Cognitive and Psychological Activities and 3. Interpersonal

and Organizational Management Skills.
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Monteiro (1990) further categoiznd the snaægies within each grouping as those

which are appropriate for "Band-aid" Treatrnents and those which are appropriate as

Life Style Straægies. Swent (1990) noted that coping strategies may be viewed as

those usable for immediate or short-term reduction of stress and those appropriate

for managing long-ûerm stress. Monteiro (1990) and Swent(1990) both concluded that

it is important that principals engage in activities in all categories and that they learn to

move beyond the cognitive category to realize the role that the emotions and the body

may play in coping with stressors.

Swent's (1990) research revealed that the majority of administrators in his study

used physical activities as their major source of stess reduction. This contrasts with the

study done by Bailey, Fillos and Kelly (1987) who found that identified'exemplary'

principals scored higher in using the socio-psychological caægory of coping strategies

(eg. therapy, church, friends, support groups, family and solitude) than the

physiological category. They found that physiological patterns appeared to be less

evident than their other three categories - socio-psychological, avocationaVrecreational

and management skills.

It would appear in reviewing the research to date that each article has chosen to

categorize their coping straûegies using different but similar terms. Many have broken

their straægies down into three or four caûegories, others are more detailed with five to

seven categories. Roberson and Matthews (1988) used a tÐ(onomy devised by Feitler

and Tokar which has five caægories and found "The types of straægies reported by

Georgia principals in order of most frequently used to least frequently used were:

Physical, Mental, Psychological, Direct and Destructive." (p.81). This taxonomy is

one of few found which included inappropriate süess reduction stategies such as drug

abuse, alcohol and tobacco use and excessive eating. These are lisæd under the title of

"Destructive Strategies".
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Cooper (1988) had principals select their stress-coping preferences from seven

categories - Consultative, '!Vorkaholic, EatlSleep, Exercise, Time Out,

Receation/Passive and Active. He found that "the top three choices are: discussing

concerns with colleagues in education (consultative), delegating tasks or assignments to

others (active), and taking work home (workaholic)." (p.87).

The categorization sysûem developed and used by Gmelch (1988) is the taxonomy

which was used in this study. Gmelch collected 2,356 coping techniques and

categorized them into the following seven groupings: Social, Physical, Intellectual,

Entertainment, Personal, Managerial, and Attitudinal. His research revealed that the

managerial, attitudinal and social categories were used most frequently followed by

inællectual, physical, personal and entertainment. He concludes that effective coping

consists of building a reportoire of æchniques equally balanced in all seven categories.

Singular categorical æchniques may be effective in specific situations but "the moment

that stress attacks, educators may not always be able to jog or meditaæ." (p.223).

There are many general stress books and articles available over the counter

which propose any number of different coping strategies. Many suggest various

relaxation techniques, such as scanning and progressive relaxation, hypnosis, deep

breathing, autogenic suggestions and affirmations, and imagery training to name a few

(Charlesworth & Nathan (1993)) . Car-Ruffino (1985) proposes that stress can be best

managed by using some of the following straægies: Using time management, support

networks and assertion, taking an assertive approach to health, taking care of nutritional

needs, exercising regularly, controlling your environment, commanding your inner

resources (your personal power), living in the presenL mastering relaxation techniques,

visualizing the results you want and learning to let go. A few of these were suggested

within the research reviewed as they are in the many workshops delivered.
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Self-talk is a strategy which is described in many of the stress management

resource books but which was not mentioned in any of the research articles reviewed.

Butler (1981) and Helmstetter (1987) promote positive self-talk, defined as "the

constant internal diaglogue", as being one of the most influential straægies for

controlling the physical and emotional effects of stress. Butler (1981) calls self-talk

"The Language of Self-Support" and she notes:

"Hans Selye, who originated the stress syndome concept, agrees when he says,
"In our life events, the stressors'effects depend not so much upon what we do
or what happens to us but on the way we take it." How we construe a situation
and how we take it brings us back, of course, ûo our own self-talk, to what we
say to ourselves about a critical incident." (p.7).

Both Butler (1981) and Helmstetter (1987) offer stress management suggestions

through stategies for promoting positive self-talk.

Russell (1994) describes the role of a positive attitude and a sense of humor in

helping women managers cope in a traditional male system. She noted that "Whether

describing how they dealt with a crisis, the people in the organization they most

admired, or their own definition of success, the importance of a positive outlook and a

sense of humour was the most common theme running through the interviews." (p.7).

One respondent commented that "you've never seen a pessimist be successful in the

history of mankind." (p.7). One straægy which was proposed by a respondent within

Russell's study was to force a smile, "regardless of how you feel and then bitch

afterwards or pound the wall, but take it." (p.7). Humour was discussed as being used

for a variety of functions such as taking control of the situation, of resisting the role of

the victim, of helping them fight isolation by making connections with colleagues, and

dealing with difficult or stressful situations. Russell noted with regards to the

respondents "Most of them could be described as very positive in their approach to

life." (p.9).
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Potter (1987) emphasizes the importance of having a social network upon

which to draw in order to cope with stress. She notes that "Social support acts as a

buffer against stress and burn-out" (p.44) promoting the influence which support

systems and networks can have in reaffirming an individual's competence and self-

worth. She suggests that:

"The modern worþlace is a social environment. Succeeding on ttre job
requires more than just accomplishing tasks. It also means building productive
relationships. You can improve your effectiveness by taking time to build a
network of allies." (p.46).

Having a supportive network of friends and co-workers is a coping strategy which has

been identified in other books which were reviewed such as Shakeshaft (1990),

Witkin (1991), FWTAO (1992) and White (1992). Wirkin (1991) talks abour the value

of female friendships to women and looks at socialization patærns which lead women

to relate to other women. She notes that "not only is friendship more natural among

women, it also fills a number of basic needs in our lives. Your female friends can add

warmth, fun and meaning to your life in a way no one else does." (p.28a).

It would appear that people develop their own repertoire. They may try

something new if it fits with their personality and lifestyle but in general, they will

resort to those coping mechanisms which have worked for them in the pasl

Female Stress Issues

Research information regarding gender and stress is beginning to surface as it

becomes recognized that females and males respond differently to stress and stressors.

As the number of women in administrative roles increases, there is more research being

conducted with the goal of helping them deal with the special stessors they face.
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In this section of the Liærature Review, there will be a number of issues

explored. Initially, research looking at the differential physical effects of stressors on

men and women will be reviewed. Research investigating the differential effects of

social role expectations for men and women will be explored. The general conclusions

of these studies a¡e inferences regarding the increased obligations which the roles of

mother and wife carry when compared to the roles of father and husband. The issue of

balance which women administrators attempt to establish between personal and

professional lives will be addressed. Other female stress issues which will be

reviewed include the need of women to prove themselves in a traditionally male-

oriented system, the different management and communication styles which men and

women stereotypically demonstrate, different philosophies with regards to hierarchy

and bureaucracy and the importance of relationships and networks to women's ability

to cope with stress. Special female stressors which plague most women such as body

image, self-esteem, and victim-like thinking will conclude the section.

Adler (1993) wriæs that researchers are currently investigating the differences in

the physical reactions to stress experienced by men and women. She notes:

"Researchers don't know yet why men's amd women's immune systems
perform differently in response to sEess. It may be in part because one sex
finds a problem, such as a marital conflict, more stressful than the other does."
(p.8).

In examining the research done by Kiecolt-Glaser, it was found that "women's

endocrine and immune functions change more than men's and that the changes in

women are more closely related to the behaviours during interaction - the negative

behaviour in particular."(p.8). This suggests that perhaps negative interpersonal

relationships may be more snessful for women than men. Adler (1993) wriæs:

"Many rcsearchers and lay people alike believe that women are more affecæd
than men by stress relaæd to their personal relationships. Men are believed to
be more wrapped up in their jobs." (p.10).
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She also added that:

"Many studies, including those as recent as 1992, have argued that women are
more affecæd by their relationships with their children than men are, because
"women more than men are socialized to feel responsible for the quality of their
family relationships." Dr. Barnett and her colleagues wrote. Women define
themselves by their relationships more than men do, those studies found. For
example, researchers have argued ttrat employed mothers will feel more guilty
than employed fathers about not being as available to their children." (pl1).

Aneshensel and Pearlin (1987) support this notion, suggesting that "problems and

frustrations encountered on the job and at home are differentially distressing to women

and men @earlin (1975). Men are found to be more depressed than women by stains

encountered at work, while women were more depressed than men by marital

problems." (p.86).

In reviewing the literature on social role expectations and gender, Barnett and

Baruch (1987) suggest that the "effects of the same role combinations may be different

for men and women; many researchers argue, for example, that the combination of paid

worker and spouse roles are more beneficial for men than for women (Cleary &

Mechanic (1983); Gove & Tudor (\973);'(p.122).

Barnett and Baruch (1987) report on two hypotheses which have been

developed to explain the interdependency of social role obligations and stress. The

Scarcity Hypothesis put forth by Goode (1961), Cosner (1974) and Slater (1963) states

"the more roles a woman occupies, the less energy she will have, the more conflict she

will experience, and the more negatively will her well-being be affected." (p.123). It is

generally accepted with this hypothesis that the social role obligations of mother and

wife are very demanding with regards to time and energy. The Expansion Hypothesis,

proposed by Marks (1977) and Sieber (1974), points to the many positive gains to be

enjoyed from occupying multiple roles. They note that "most of the literature on

negative effects of multiple role involvement, such as role strain and role conflict, has

centered on women." (p.125) and that "because the roles of husband and father are
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viewed as subordinate to the employee role and traditionally have involved fewer

obligations, issues of conflict and strain are rarely addressed." (p125) with regards to

men. Barnett and Baruch (1987) suggest that in the past men def,rned success in ærms

of meeting their goals within their work environment while women defined success in

terms of having a happy marriage and experiencing motherhood. They note that times

are changing and with additional research there is "increasing evidence that for women

as well as men, the more roles one occupies, the greater the chances of being physically

healthy, more satisfied with life and less depressed." (p.122). Thus, the Expansion

Hypothesis is gaining support with time and research.

Carr-Ruffino (1985) supporß the Scarcity Hypothesis for women noting:

"For example, when they accept the primary responsibility for the children and
the housework, there are simply more things going on in their lives - things
they perceive as crucial. ... women who have not resolved inner conflicts
concerning their ca¡eer role and their wife or mother roles are subject to
added stress." (p.139)

This supposition is confirmed by Morrison et. al. (1987) who state that "living a full

life is more challenging and more difficult for female executives than it is for the male

colleagues. ... Many women find that they have the major responsibility for the

household, maintaining a relationship, and child-rearing." (p.113). Apter (1993)

supports this perception in her book aptly named Working Women don't have Wives.

Krusor and Blaker (L992) note that "women are generally expected to the 'emotional

glue' of a marriage and family. Coupled with a full- or part-time job, work and family

expectations become contradictory." (p.30). The FWTAO (1991) noted that within the

sarnple of female administrators whom they surveyed, family responsibilities was a

significant deterrent for women considering applylng for a PAR position.

Aneshensel and Pearlin (1987) propose that because "work is defined as

centrally important to men and the family to women, then problems in these areas may

take on an added potential to evoke distress." (p.86) In discussing "Stress Between
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Occupational and Family Roles", they discuss the inærdependency of stress among

many roles and suggest that " a given role may be experienced as stessful not because

of anything inherent in the role itself, but because it is incompatible with other

important social roles." (p.87). The example which they offer to support this belief is

that of a woman experiencing work-related stress, not because of the work but because

her " working results in conflict with her husband or because she is taxed by an

overload of household tasks." (p.87). They concluded that "Due to different normative

expectations for appropriaûe behaviour, the roles of wife and mother are likely to be

more time consuming and expansive, to invoke more areas of responsibility,and to be

more disruptive of other social roles than the roles of husband and father." (p.87).

Swiss and Walker (1993) support this notion noting "Society's taditional expectations

exert no pressure on fathers to st¿r as both parent and professional." (p.3) and adding

that "despiæ the rapid evolution and expansion of women's roles in the last decade, the

roles of men at home have barely moved" (p.4). The women interviewed within their

study strongly suggesæd that few changes have taken place in the last decade regarding

men assuming more responsibility in the home and with the family.

Shakeshaft (1989) reports on a study done by Fisher in 1978 in Michigan

whereby:

"only 347o of the women teachers agreed that for women a successful marriage
and a successful job as a school administrator are compatible. This means that
66Vo of úte women teachers didn't believe ttrat the two full-time jobs could be
successfully carried out at the same time by a woman. For males to be fathers,
husbands, and school administrators entails not two careers, but one. For most
men, family responsibility is work responsibility - bring home the paycheck.
For most women, work responsibilities are added to home tasks." (p.89).

Swiss and Walker (1993) make the point that while we often refer to a "working

mother", we rarely hear people in society talking about a "working father".
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Barnett (1993) proposed that as the "role patterns of men and women become

increasingly similar, we need to rethink our ideas about gender differences conceming

the effects and importance of work, marriage and children." (p.10). Adler (1993)

discussed a 1989 study that found "when men zurd women have similar household

responsibilities, men are almost as strongly commitæd to the family role as are women"

(p.11).

Much ado has been made of the "Superwoman" syndrome whereby a working

wife and mother continues to maintain all the responsibilities of the home while

carrying the additional burden of her job responsibilities. Hardesty and Jacobs (1986)

write:

"It is sad and frighæning that women are still casualties to unrealistic societal
pressures and the relentless competition of the worþlace despiæ the growing
recognition that the corporate Amazon is only a media-manufactured myth.
W'omen are even forming clubs for "reformed" superwomen. To get women
off the superwoman "treadmill", an ouüit called Superwoman Anonymous
celebrates the "joys of doing nothing for a full five minutes."" (p.336).

Women are starting to realize that they cannot do it all. This has been a slow process

and many women are still in the early stages. Swiss & Walker (1993) in their book,

Women and the WorVFamily Dilemma, write:

"Despite increasing numbers of professional women entering the work force. . .

despite proving themselves as capable and talented in their professions as the
men who sit next to them in their offices . . . women still assume all the public
blame and experience the private anguish when it comes to the potential
collision between their careers and their children. Today, more than ever
before, women with strong career ambitions who also want to be successful
parents face a disturbing dilemma: how ûo reconcile these two critical goals
without compromising the quality of eittrer one." (acket cover)

This hints at the problems which female educational administrators experience in trying

to balance their personal and professional lives.

Swiss & Walker's (1993) book analyzes interviews held with over 902

professional women, all of whom had graduated from Harvard's Business, Law and

Medical schools. They point out that not only do women face a "glass ceiling" when in
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administrative positions but also a "maternal wall - a transparent but very real barrier

that significantly hinders a mother's ability to balance successfully work and home."

(p.5). They propose that balancing family and work persists as one of the major

stressors in American life today and quote "a recent Time/CNN poll reported that

"helping women balance work and family" is the top concern of the women's

movement." (p.55)

Swiss & Walker (1993) discuss role overload in the context of women's

attempts to balance their family and work role responsibilities effectively. They suggest

that when there is not a good fit benveen career and children, women demonstrate signs

of role overload such as guilt, stress, fatigue, questions about competence and

professional burn-out. "In neither role do women have a sense of a 'Job well done".

Their frustration builds as they realize that their husbands - as fathers and professionals

- suffer no such conflict and few challenges to the roles they have chosen." (p.41).

Apter (1993) supports this notion suggesting that women often experience

depression when they are unable to meet all the perceived demands of their many roles.

Women who establish family as their first priority suffer intense stress as they attempt

to balance a strong desire for career with their perceived desire to be the perfect mother.

A Canadian Conference Board of Canada study reflecæd the effect of a poor balance on

the workplace suggesting that "Many workers are so exhausted by their struggle to

juggle work and family that they can't perform up to par." (Bueckert, 1994). K¡usor

and Blaker (1992) discuss the relationship between family stress and employee

productivity noting fhat:

"The most powerful influences on how people distibute their time and energy
between jobs and family life are sex role and work expectations. ... As society
views child care and housework as primarily the mother's responsibilities,
many mothers will likely experience'negative spillover'from farnily to the
worþlace. In a survey conducted in 1980, working women overwhelrningly
reported not having enough time to meet their home and work obligations."
(p.31).
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The Federation of Women Teachers' Associations of Ontario (1991) discuss the

importance of a supportive husband and family to a female administrator's promotion

and success within her role. They offer strategies of encouragement for women

interested in PAR positions on their opening page such as "Select your husband

carefully." (cover page). In reviewing sources of encouragement for female

administrators, they noted that "complex issues relating to the role of family members

were raised, particularly the support available from family members in combination

with the importance of family responsibilities." (p.7). In discussing barriers to

promoúon in a study across Ontario, they reporæd that "Evidence overwhelmingly

confirms the hypothesis that family responsibilities remain a major concern, and that

more women would be interested in PAR if thev could find awav to balance their

professional and family lives." (p.9).

Can-Ruffino (1985) alludes to another stessor which is occasionally identified

by women in management positions, that being the need to prove themselves. She

notes that "women are likely to experience more stress than men in the process of

establishing their credibility and advancing within an organization because of the

stereotypes and other barriers." (p.139). She also refers to an English study which

identified a "perceived need to perform betær ttran male peers" as a stessor for women

managers. Morrison et. al. (1987) support this suggesting that women executives

believe that they must put more time and energy into their job than their male

counterparts to be acceptable and accepted. Russell (1994) recalls a comment from an

inærviewee, "f cannot afford to be average or to meet the minimum requirements for the

position." (p.4) as she discusses the performance pressure which female administrators

experience. Swiss and Walker (1993) related the perceptions of one respondent in their

study:
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"Mine was the frst generation that thought - just maybe- that if we worked
twice as hard and trvice as long, we could have it all. And we did get more
choices. But we have done better at playing according to the men's rules than
changing them to our own." (p.48)

Fassel (1990) relates women's self-esteem to their work ethic and suggests that

"women's hidden fea¡s of inadequacy actually drive us to perform" (p.58) in order to

be perceived as indispensible. She quotes Stern (1988) as suggesting:

"Our unconscious goal is to be so desirable, so smart, so competent, so giving,
so perfect, that others will be convinced they can't get along as well, if at all,
without us. In our efforts to guarantee career security and advancement, to hold
on to our relationships, and mostly, to create and maintain a positive image of
ourselves, we pretend we are infallible and that nothing is beyond our scope. "
(p.1s)

Fassel (1990) maintains that women obtain their identity from their achievements and

from their need to do everything perfectly in such a way that we please others. When

these desires become obsessive, women become workaholics.

Gender differences in communication styles are discussed at length in books

such as How to Talk so MEN Will Listen by Woodall (1990), You Just Don't

Understand: W'omen and Men in Conversation by Deboratr Tannen (1990), Working

Together: The New Rules and Realities for Managing Men and'Women at'Work by

Baridon and Eyler (1994) and Men and'Women: Partners at Work by Simons and

Weissman (1990). Woodall (1990) notes:

"Women are aclçnowledged as having great strength in areas of communication
that are vital to business (and family) harmony. The communication skills that
foster this strength include lisæning, consensus building, and facilitation.
These characteristics, while essential to group communicating, sometimes work
against their goals of being lisæned to, of being powerful." (p. 30).

Siress (1994) promotes her newest book, A 'Working Woman's Communications

Survival Guide with the following descriptor:

"What a woman doesn't know - or doesn't say - can torpedo her career. It's
not just education, training and experience that get you ahead. It's speaking the
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language and knowing the unspoken rules of a business culture that reflects
male standards and behaviour. And it's doing it in a way that doesn't
undermine your self-esteem or entrap you in female stereotypes that can hold
you back." (Promotional Flyer),

Russell (1994) discusses a number of barriers to women in administation and suggests

that "Key among these are men's preference for working with other men which tends to

isolate women from important supply networks." (p.4). 'Women ænd to feel stressed

when others withhold information and communication breaks down. She recommends

that "Men need to be made aware of the unconscious ways in which their male bonding

practises shut women out of important information networks and deny them valuable

opportunties to learn and develop." (p.15).

Russell (1994) looks at the role of socialization in establishing different

communication styles:

"Cava (1988), drawing on the work of Gilligan (1982), credits women's strong
communications skills to the fact that girls tend to be socializedto sense others'
needs. As a result, they see themselves as part of "a web of relationships and
feel threatened by isolation", while boys tend to "learn from their fathers to seek
independent achievemenl Ties to others threaten their (boys') self-esteem"
(Cava, p. 11). The concept of the web is used by Helgesen (1990), as well, in
her study of women's leadership with its emphasis on relationships. ... Men's
development sftesses separation, achievement and competition while women's
development stesses relationships, attachment and cooperation. " (p. 1 3).

Women experience stress when they feel compelled to participate in the competitive

nature of the male organization, as well as when things go awry with their

relationships. They strive to maintain many positive, cooperative relationships with

others.

Simons and Weissman (1990) discuss the importance of acknowledging the

existance of gender differences in communication and management styles. They offer

tips to both genders on how to best deal with the opposite gender's stereotypical

approaches to communication and management It is suggesæd:
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"Today women must continue to learn skills that have Eaditionally been seen as
male skills. Men will have to become more proficient at things women have
been taught to do. What these are can be seen more clearly by looking at what
ukes place in organizations which are run largely by women. Women-run
organizations tend to offer a focus on the individual and personal fulfillment.
This results in greater organizational effectiveness and better bottom line
results." (p.54).

There is more research being done and more literature appearing on the market

delving into the gender styles which improve the efficiency of the worþlace. Morrison

et. al. (1987) note that:

"Over the years, many people have argued that the abilities and attitudes of male
managers are very different from those of female managers. Historically, the
perceived differences have been used to keep women out of management. But
now it has become fashionable to say that the differences are beneficial, that
women will complement men in the management ran}s and bring a healthy
balance to business." (p.48-49).

They go on to suggest some of the særeotypical differences reported in the liûerature,

"One commonly ciæd difference is that women are more people-orienæd and less

authoritarian than men and use a more participative management style." (p.49).

However, in their research findings, these differences did not hold true and they

concluded that "Gender differences in management style may be mainly in the eye of

the beholder." (p.49). Their findings suggest that "executive women are more like

executive men than they are different in ærms of their goals, motives, personalities, and

behaviour." (p. 50).

Shakeshaft (1990) looks at the "Differences Between the Ways that Men and

'Women Manage Schools" and suggests that "Not only are women's day-to-day

interactions different from men's, women's styles of administration offer contrast -

sometimes subtly, sometimes dramatically - to the ways men manage schools."

(p.166). She goes on to note:

"there are some differences in the ways they spend their time, in their day{o-
day inæractions, in the priorities that guide ttreir actions, in the perceptions of
them by others and in the satisfaction which they derive from their work. These
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differences combine to crcate a work environment which is different for women
than for men." (p.170).

The FWTAO (1991) suggest that "women are finding ways to integrate their female

strengths into leadership roles, thereby adapting these roles, although for the

trailblazers, it has often been a difficult and lengthy tåsk, Not only is the level of

acceptance of female leadership styles growing, these styles are becoming increasingly

valued." (p.9) As women become a larger part of the workforce, the traditional

androcentric philosophy is being adapted to incorporate women's ways of

communicating and managing. Russell (1993) commented on gender differences with

regards to conflict resolution. She noæd that women ænd to:

"bring those together to negotiaæ a solution, and to develop skills in staff and
students that will serve them well beyond the current crisis. Several men
inærviewed referred to the different management styles of their women
colleagues and described ways in which they used strategies they had learned
from observing these female colleagues, suggesting that females may in subtle
ways be changing management styles." (p.14-15).

Workplaces are being challenged to accept the important contributions women's styles

can make to the daily operation of the organization.

Women tend to hold differing views of hierarchial and bureaucratic structures

compared to men who have traditionally created them. Ferguson (1984) discusses, in

her book The Feminist Case Against Bureaucracy, the inherent components of an ideal

bureaucracy and suggests that:

"Managers who break these rules and seek to humanize, perhaps even
democratize, relations within their offices are posing a fundamental threat to the
organization; even if their offices function effectively, they are subverting the
hierarchy, undermining the official value system, attacking the organizationally
defined identitiy of other managers, and propagating relationships within the
organization which are antithetical to the legitimaæd ones. Small wonder that
managers who do attempt such reforms are seldom rewarded and ofæn
punished." (p.Iz)

The typical management styles of women ænd to humanize the workplace and to work

counter to many of ttre traditional qualities of a true bureaucracy. This can create stess
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for women managers. She discusses the bureaucratic requirement of depersonalization

and isolation. She reflects upon the importance of relationships to women and notes:

"If we see that the human self is created by a process of interaction with others,
in which individuals arrive at their own unique identity through viewing
themselves from the perspective of others, then the destruction of personal
relations through bureaucratization threatens the foundation of self-identity. It
is the sentiment of isolation that describes most immediaæly the character of
social life within the bureaucracy. Men know and inæract with one another as
role occupants. In each of their disparate roles, they are recognized as
representatives of a different type of skill and talent. At no point do they
acknowledge each other as entire persons. If recognition is one of the bases of
personality, the system of roles fails to provide support for a unitary definition
of personality." (p. 13).

Ferguson makes a case against bureaucracies as they have been naditionally defined.

Helgesen (1990) describes a web-like hierarchial structure which became

evident through her studies of women managers. "The new system is circular;

positions are represented as circles, which are then arranged in an expending series of

orbits." (p.M). Women chose to define their position within their organization as

being in the middle of things rather than at the top. She wriæs "Inseparable from their

sense of themselves as being in the middle was the women's notion of being connected

to those around them, bound as if by invisible strands or threads. This image of an

interrelated structure, build around a strong cental point and constructed of radials and

orbs, quiûe naturally made me think of a spider web - that delicate tracery, compounded

of the need for survival and the impulse of art, whose purpose is to draw other

creatures to it." (p.46). Analysis of diary studies indicated that women portrayed this

construct in the "management structures they devised and in the way that they

structured their meetings." (p.46) She relaæs the importance of group affiliation to this

construct as having a higher value than individual achievement. Thus, Helgesen talks

of a "Web of Inclusion" to describe the feminine version of the traditional masculine

hierarchy. The "web of inclusion" is most concerned with the bondage and
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connections among its membership rather than the isolation and depersonalizatson

characteristic of true hierarchial systems.

Russell (1994) talks of the vit¿l role which networks and support systems play

in allowing women managers to cope with the isolation which often accompanies their

position. She suggests that "isolation remains a major problem for women middle

managers. Having fewer people with whom to discuss and work through problems

probably limits one's ability to improve problem-solving and decision-making skills."

(p.9). Every women manager whom Russell interviewed spoke of her feelings of

being alone or on her own. It soon became evident that networks and support systems

provided "sources of strength, support, and inspiration for these managers." (p.10).

She also found that her respondents indicated that "managers' information networks

and informal networks were more.important to their functioning than training." (p.11).

They also related important functions of their support systems as being to help each

other in the middle of a crisis, to allow each other to vent their frustrations and nurture

their personal growth. They provide a stress rclease for women managers which is not

to be found through other coping strategies. Russell concludes that "However

important women's networks are for their nurturant qualities, they do not make up for

the fact that women are still excluded from the more powerful male dominated

networks where information critical to organizational operation is shared." (p.12). She

also noted that "support groups and friendship networks among women workers are

serving as models for male workers." (p.6).

Sullivan (1993) talks of women in general as having "special stressors": body

image, self-esteem and victim-like thinking. With regards to body image, Sullivan

notes that different body types have been desirable throughout the ages and different

cultures. She lists descriptors which men and women gave themselves in a self-

appraisal and concludes:
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"Men do care and worry about their appearance, but their sense of value or
worthiness throughout time has not depended on it. The feeling of not being
okay, of being ashamed of their physical appearance is a major "silent" sffessor
in women's lives. It can penneate thoughts and actions, decreasing self-
confidence and self-worth." (p.24).

She goes on to discuss self-esteem and strcss suggesting that a lack of self-esteem can

cause unlimited stress in the lives of women. She notes that "feelings of unworthiness

can manifest itself as anxiety around people whose approval we want or tasks we feel

we could never do well."(p.28). She suggests that women question why their

significant others within their lives (husbands and children) care for them and that they

sometimes spend the bulk of their waking hours dwelling on these concerns. "'We may

compensate by trying to be perfect. Or we may feel like we can never do enough and

then exhaust ourselves trying, which leads to anger and frustration. We may avoid the

pain of low self-esæem by exhibiting obsessive behaviours." (p.28). She concludes

the chapter suggesting that victim-type thinking is a prevalent attitude in today's society

and she reflects upon the negative effects of this attitude upon our immune system. She

recommends that action is needed in order to step out of this attitudinal syndrone.

Many of these female stress issues were identified by participants within this

study. Some of the issues were identified as stressors by the women whom were

interviewed, while others became apparent in discussions of gender differences with

regards to fulfilment of the administative role and the identification of sfessors. Some

were elaborated upon in great det¿il while others were briefly mentioned in passing. As

the topic of gender differences and female stress issues forms the focus of this study,

this body of research reviewed was important in supporting or negating the perceptions

of the women within this studv.
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CHAPTER THREE

Methodology

This study examined four main areas: the perceptions of women adminstrators

regarding their personal definition of stress; their perceived stressors or sources of their

personal stress; their personally effective strategies for managing their stress; and their

perceptions regarding gender differences in the definition of stess, in the identification

of stressors and the coping strategies used. The data which were gathered were the

perceptions of female educational administrators. To best gather the desired opinions,

perceptions and/or points of view, it was necessary to talk directly with the women

administrators. Because of the personal nature of the individual's perceptions, the

selection of a methodology that allowed each participant to speak freely and openly

about the topic was required.

The Interview Approach

An interview approach was chosen as the best way to address the research

questions. The interview methodology allows face to face questioning. Grant (1993)

discusses the power of the æchnique and its many advantages:

"First, this style of research enables a subject to articulaæ in his or her own
words how a situation is perceived. In order to gain insight into understanding
an individual's perceptions, the interview also provides the ability to probe for
more information or ask for elaboration on a relevant poinf The advantage of
being face-to-face offers ttre chance for ttre researcher to identify useful non-
verbal clues that might be missed with other methods. These capacities to
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clarify ideas will add to a more complete undersønding of the perceptions, and,
therefore, the ability to satisfy the research questions." (p.48).

Fournier-Gawryluk (1993) suggests that "participants ænd to be more motivated to

participate in a study regarding personal issues, particularly if negative feelings are

involved, when the approach is one of an interview." Thus, an interview format was

chosen as the methodology best suited to the nature of the research.

The inærviews in this study were semi-structured and open-ended. They were

semi-structured as each participant was asked the same questions in the same order as

they appeared on the Inærview Schedule. They were of an open-ended nature as the

questions allowed for individuality in responding to the probes asked by the

interviewer. Often there were points which would emerge which were not necessarily

foreseen by the interviewer and these tended ûo present some valuable insights into the

topic being discussed. As Grant (1993) suggested with his research "the intent in

choosing this type of design was to combine the benefits of a stn¡cture that gives some

uniformity among subjects with the flexibility of being open ended to allow participants

to express their perceptions freely." þ.48)

The Inærview Schedule

The interview schedule used in the research is found in Appendix A. The

questions were created as a result of prior reading of research done in this area, open-

ended probing ûechniques studied at a facilitation conference, and insights gained in

"SOS" or "Strategies on Stress" workshops. The questions were discussed with

another woman administrator prior to conducting the fonnal interviews. The design of

the questions with regards to their coherence and their ability to ascertain the desired

information from participants was reviewed.
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It should be noted that I was not especially inæresæd in whether the participants

could define the term "stress". This question was included primarily as an opener to

clarifying the difference in meaning between the two úeûns "stress" and "stressors".

Each interview was started with a clarification suggesting that "stress" was the physical

reaction which individuals experience caused by external and/or internal "stressors".

This set the stage to then move into the discussion of "sffessors".

Most questions started with the phrase "As a woman and an administrator".

This opened the platform for the women interviewed to reflect upon any gender

differences they had experienced and to look at the effects of combining the gender with

the role.

Questions were designed to account for differences in stressors and coping

strategies when dealing with on-the-spot sressful situations and with long term lifestyle

applications.

The Sample

Prior to any research being conducted, permission was obtained from the

University of Manitoba Ethics Review Committee. Letters were sent to ten possible

participants explaining the nature of the research and asking their permission. A copy

of this letter and consent form can be found in Appendix B. Nine of the possible ten

female educational administrators accepted the invit¿tion to participate. Not hearing

from one administrator,I telephoned her to ensure that she had received the letær. She

noted that she was very interested in the topic but explained that she had taken on too

many responsibilities and felt that she was too 'stressed'to try and find the time for the

interview.
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The criæria identified for sample selection was that the women to be inærviewed

were cuffently holding "Positions of Added Responsibility" in Northwesærn Ontario.

The names of the women holding these positions for the three public Boards of

Education were obt¿ined from a 1994 "PARrr directory sent out by the Federation of

Women Teachers'Associations of Ontario to all "PAR" women. To obtain the names

of the women in PAR positions in the sep¿uate Boards of Education for these three

towns, telephone calls were made to the boards. After identifying myself and the

purpose of the request for the nÍLmes, the names were given over the telephone. The

names for all those who qualified to participate in this study were placed within a box

and randomly selected. There were twenty-three female educational administrators

within the six boards which took part in the study. Although the total sample number

selected was ten, one participant chose not to take part in the research.

Daø Collection

Each participant was sent a copy of ttre inærview questions a week prior to the

scheduled interview date. This gave the participants an opportunity to think about the

type of questions which I would be asking and in most cases, notes were made to help

them prepare for the actual interview setting. "I made some notes so that I wouldn't

forget anything important," was a common comment made by participants. Many

expressed appreciation at having some time to think through the questions and to

" gather their thoughts".

All interviews were recorded onto audio-cassettes and later transcribed as was

indicated to the University of Manitoba Ethics Review Commitæe, Since many of the

transcriptions were quiæ lengthy, varying from fifæen to forty-five pages, a summary

of each inærview has been prepared for the reader which maintains the overall integrity
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of the information provided by the participant. Upon the approval of this thesis, the

tape recordings will be destroyed.

Most of the respondents appeared quiæ excited about being involved in the

study and were pleased to have been selected. Many talked about the cathartic rclease

which the interview provided. Some expressed that reflecting upon the questions

helped them gain a better picture of their past year's experience and that they had used

this experience to guide their development of goals and plans for the upcoming year.

One participant su ggested :

"thinking about the questions was therapeutic in itself. It helped me to focus on
the year that just ended and to make some plans for the year ahead."

Limitations of the Studv

This was an exploratory study and as such was limiæd to the examination of

four areas of interest what does stess mean to a female educational administator, what

causes stress in their lives, what strategies do these administrators use to effectively

cope with their stress and do they perceive that gender differences exist with regards to

fulfilling the administrator role, to experiencing stress, to defining stressors and to

coping sraægies which are effectively employed.

The results of this study are based upon the perceptions of the participants at the

time of the interview. The same interviews may produce quiæ different results if they

were given at another time of year, another stage in the participant's life or after a

memorable life event. There are a number of variables to consider which mav influence

the participant's perceptions expressed.
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The fact that I k¡rew all ttre participants prior to the study may have an influence

on the validity of the perceptions expressed. In some cases, perhaps the participants

opened up more to me than they would have to a stranger. On the other hand,lnowing

the participants may also be viewed in some cases as having a detrimental effect as

participants may have chosen not to express the perceptions which they perceived I was

seeking rather than their true beliefs. Also, if they perceived, for whatever reason, that

their opinions expressed would not be kept confidential in a small town setting, their

responses may have been more of a formal surface nature rather than the indepth beliefs

which they do indeed hold.

As the interviewer interacting with the participants, it is obvious that the results

may have been influenced by my non-verbal body language or my reaction to

statements made by the inærviewees. As well, the fact that the inærviews were held in

different locations at different times of the day could influence the results. Some

interviews were held in the administrator's office during or afær school while others

were held in the participant's home afær dinner. The relaxed setting of the participant's

home may have encouraged more open conversation than the offìce setting which was

intemrpted by telephone calls and æachers making inquiries about bus accommodations

and students.

Lastly, it must be recognized that the sample chosen represents a very small

group from a small area of the province of Ontario. Participants tended to be very

interested in this study and keen to.participaæ. They had not had many opportunities in

the past to be involved in research such as this. Thus, generalizability to a larger

population is limited. However, the data collected are of value to other female

educational administrators experiencing stress and as a building block for future

research.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Inærview Summaries

There were nine female educational administrators who participated in this study

and each has given her consent to be quoted within this document. Interviews were

conducted from mid-May to the end of lune in 1994, with the exception of one

inærview which was held during summer holidays due to scheduling difficulties. Four

of the interviews took place within the participants' homes while the other five took

place within their offices. The four interviews held within homes all took place after

dinner in the evening of a school day. The five interviews held within participants'

offices occurred either during school hours or immediaæly after school. The interviews

varied in length with the shortest being thirty-five minutes and the longest interview

being two hours and fifteen minutes.

The summaries which are provided here are just that -- summaries. However,

they will give the reader an opportunity to get a flavour for the types of responses

which were generated by the research questions asked. Some direct quotes will be

incorporated while some general comments will summarize the stories told by the

participants. Stressors and coping strategies have been categonzed according to

Gmelch's (1988) taxonomy to allow readers to note the commonalities at a quick

glance.

For the purpose of the study, all names of the participants and anyone named

within the interviews have been changed to allow anonymity for the participants.
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Fictious first names have been given to each female educational administrator

interviewed and these names will be refened to throughout the document.

The interview summaries have been organized such that the first four

summaries are Principals, the next two are Superintendents of Education and the last

three are Curriculum CoordinatordConsult¿nts. The last inærview has been woven

into the Data Themes for reasons explained at that point.

Alexandria

Alexandria is an elementary Principal who has been an administrator for over

ten years. She is in her late forties and married with no children. Alexandria was very

excited about taking part in the study as she is always very interested in women's

issues. She is very supportive of women and active within her women teachers'

federation.

The inærview started with her comment that it could be a cathartic experience

for her and she would just "let it all hang out".

Stress was defined by Alexandria as "a strain, a pulling, either positive or

negative, but it is a stain on your emotional staûe and your physical state." She found

it was difficult to rate her current súess level as she views her stress on a "fluctuating

scale depending upon what I am comparing it with."

In identifying her stressors, Alexandria identified a number of stressors in her

life.

Social Contract. As the Social Contract Negotiator for her Women Teachers'

Association, she expressed a "frustation of having no control over what is going on".

Interpersonal Relationships. "Whatever is going on with the st¿ff, or individual

staff members or between st¿ff members, has a great effect. I am pretty sensitive to
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that and that can cÍeate a sEessor." She went on to discuss student interactions and her

role as the chief disciplinary person creates stress, as does dealing with parents and

upper administration. She rank ordered "mediating problems or things that are

happening between adults" as her second most stessful stressor.

Managerial Stressors. Alexandria noted that deadlines, paperwork requirements

and time pressures were concerns. She listed her role as staff evaluator as her greatest

stressor. Public speaking was also a stressor identified. An interview for a bigger

school was identified as a poæntial stressor in the future.

When Alexandria was asked how she identified her most stressful stressors,

she suggested that "a lack of confidence in what I am doing makes these the most

stressful" as well as a strong desire on her part "to keep everything peaceful and

cooperative".

In identifying her effective coping strategies, she suggesæd that she had a very

supportive spouse who was always there when she needed him and that the following

straægies worked for her:

Physical Straægies. Alexandria lisûed walking in the morning, taking a recess

duty to get fresh air and walk around, "having a coffee or five coffees", eating healthy

foods, taking a Vitamin B complex, not eating too much sugar, getting enough sleep,

having a bath in the evening, having sex, and occasionally having a glass of wine as

her physical strategies.. She did note, "f don't drink on a regular basis. I consciously

try to avoid alcohol in stressful situations. I don't want it to become a way of coping

with stress."

Entertainment Straægies. She revelled at her opportunity each evening to watch

two soaps -"mindless ælevision shows" - which she tapes during the day.
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Attitudinal Strategies. She talked of forcing herself to smile, self talk such as

"saying to myself "You've got it pretty good", and a æchnique which her husband

taught her:

"He told me to think ttratit is only a 3D movie. So look at the situation as
though it were a 3D movie and tãke yourself out of your body. Perch yourself
somewhere else and say, "In the long run, in the great scheme of things, this
won't matter one hill of beans. It is insignificant compared to a real significant
problem."

Alexandria also commented on recently refusing a request from her director to sit on a

committee. She stated:

"He came over to me and asked, "What,I thought you would sit on this." I just
told him, "Bob,I don't have the time!" and smiled. He was trying to pry
other reasons out of me but I just said no. There will be other things which I
want to do later."

This led to a discussion on learning to say "No" without the guilt that usually

accompanies it and she expressed her desire to learn to be more selective. She

expressed a concern that administrators often feel pressured to do it all and aren't

selective or focussed on priorities. She notes that "you feel like you have to keep

adding and adding and adding" and suggests that competition is important to the

director and so he highlights that type of activity. She is learning to cope with this

stressor.

Alexandria had many perceptions regarding gender differences and similarities.

With regards to the definition of the role, she noted "I think that there are real

differences." She explained the emphasis on competition that has been institutionalized

by the men in administration within her Board. She discussed how difficult it was not

be drawn into the "mentality of competition" and she did not "particularly tike feeling

that. I see us working together for the common good." She expressed a perception

that "male administators seem to believe that their day is over at 4:30 pm. and they are
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gone from the school." unlike herself and other female administrators. She expressed

some concem over her diffrculty with balancing her roles and separating her roles:

"I f,rnd it very diff,rcult to balance my life at home with my life at school. I find
that I carry my school home with rne and I can't always get it off my mind. I
always feel like I should be doing the many things left unfinished at the end of
the day and feel guilty when I try to take some time for myself. Sometimes
I will plan a weekend to relax and then I experience guilt the whole weekend
because of the school things I should be doing. I may as well be doing the
things which are bothering me as I don't relax anyway. I don't think that the
men I know carry this guilt with them and I believe that they are better able to
separate their school life from their home life."

She continues to comment that for female administrators, the "number of outside roles

which they hold beyond their role as female administrator places a lot of stress on

them."

She suggested that parents treat the male administrator differently from how

they treat female administrators and she rationalized this:

"I would bet that parents would be more reluctant to call the males at home than
they would be to call me at home or the other female administators. But that is
just a feeling. Maybe it is a positive factor. Perhaps the parents feel
comfortable enough to talk to me when they have a problem and feel
comfortable enough to know that I will not reject them when I am at home or at
school. So it could be a positive thing."

She suggests that men do not always consider the many roles the women administators

hold and gave an example of going to a conference with a male adminisnator:

"He had a wife at home packing his suitcase and making sure that all was in
order and he didn't have anything to plan for. It was my responsibility to make
sure that the laundry was done. Not thatl even have a family. This is a big
difference. It seems that males don't have as many roles as women do."

With regards to gender differences within coping strategies, Alexandria

proposed that coping strategies are individualistic. She suggested some strategies

which another female Principal employs (ie. sewing, rvorking around the house and
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visiting with her grandaughær) and relates these to what she perceives as the strategies

which many male administators use (golfing, working with their hands or other types

of physical labor, refinishing furniture or painting).

Brituny

Brittany is a secondary school principal who has been an administrator for less

than five years. She is in her late thirties and married with a young baby at home. We

met in her school office at 3:30 pm. afær a day of school. She had writæn meticulous

notes and she appeared very organized and ready for the inærview. She answered the

questions quickly and with confidence. We were intem¡pted four times by the

telephone and by knocks on the door by st¿ff and students; however, each time she

carried on with the exact word of the sentence with which she had left off.

When asked for a definition of "stress", Brittany indicaæd that she had given

this a lot of thought and came up with "life in the nineties, a state of being, a way of

living, and the thing it meant most to me was juggling." She talked of juggling her

family, her staff, her students. and described the results of this:

"You end up with no time for yourself. You end up with very poor eating
habits and very poor sleeping habits. You try ûo cram in ever¡hing. You lack
exercise. Juggling all that was the big thing that I thought meant 'stess' to
me.tt

When asked to describe a stressful situation or event, Brittany explained in

detail about a recent suicide of one of her students and the stress which this created for

the students, staff, and community. She described her role in attempting to meet the

needs of all the groups and how she had handled the stress. She commented that "you

just have to get yourself through those situations. It wasn't until about two weeks after

that that it hit me what really happened."
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In listing her various daily stressors, she suggested:

Interpersonal Relationships. The problems which her students have was listed

as a daily stressor. She discussed ttrat these were not simple problems which bandaids

could remedy but sexual assault and legal problems which needed a lot of attention.

Managerial Stressors. Here she emphasized telephone interruptions and

intermrptions by staff and students when she was trying to do some work in her office

were frustrating. Brittany noted that the telephone was her number one stressor. Also,

she listed expectations from the Ministry of Education such as the many changes

accompanying the Transition Years, Drug Education and Safe Schools: Anti-violence

Policy development were stressful.

Time concerns such as:

"the daily racing out of my office at 5:00 pm, to pick up my fourteen month old
baby. To pick him up, get him home, feed him, feed my husband who is only
home for a hour because he is working nights."

and finding the time to get everything done when everyone else wants something done

for them right away were suggesæd. She commented that she makes a list but rarely

gets to it. She also discussed moving into a new school and found it stressful to choose

the furnishings for the new building.

Personal Stressors. "My fourteen month old crying at home" w¿N a stressor.

She noted that he is not a sleeper and she is up with him at least three times each night.

She also proposed:

"you never have time to sit down and have lunch or a coffee break. You don't
get any time to do anything for yourself. And I know that you should make
time to do that. But.I am bad. I don't."

When asked about what makes these stressors the most stressful in her life, Brittany

suggested their frequency and the lack of control she felt over her own life. "I have
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found that the higher you go up the Administrative ladder, the less control you have

over your life."

In discussing the coping strategies which she uses to deal with her stress,

Brittany proposed the following:

Physical Stategies. She enjoys walking with friends.

Entertainment Strategies. Occasionally she enjoys sitting and watching

television noting that "a movie or a sitcom is a big thrill and a real release because I

don't do it very often".

Social Strategies. Here she listed talking with close friends who are also

teachers, having a supportive husband at home and going out for dinner with friends as

being stress relievers.

Inællectual Strategies. She noted that she enjoys reading books such as The

Seven Habits of Highly Effective People. Perfect Parenting, and Ward and June

Cleaver Don't Live Here Anymore.

Managerial Stategies. Brittany does some paperwork at home as a strategy and

she suggested:

"As f never get my paperwork done at school, and that bothers me, (although it
is not a priority for me), anottrer thing I do after having put Thomas to bed is I
sit down and do paperwork for school. Then I can go to bed ready to sleep as I
feel like I have accomplished something in the day and that I am ready to go on
with the next day. I find that to be a weird release. But it works."

She also noted that she takes time off at home and she spends time with her son. She

placed a strong emphasis on her planning skills as helping her deal with her stressors:

"How I deal with these stressful events is plan. I am a big planner. With the
Transition Years,I drive people crazy with more meetings than you can ever
imagine. But, we have to plan; we have to know what we are going to do
ahead of time."

Attitudinal St¡aægies. Brittany always looks towards the future. She will ofæn

reflect to herself, "Today may be really bad but that doesn't matter because tomorrow is
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Friday". Looking forward to trips and planning for something special in the future

helps her. Brittåny suggested that she finds stressful crises easier to deal with than the

little everyday things.

When asked to reflect on gender differences, Brittany was of the opinion that

there are def,rniæ differences in how male and female administrators fulfill the demands

of their role:

"I really believe that when men have a job like this, they can really concentate
on their job. If they have a meeting at 7:00 pm., it doesn't matter because they
go home and have their dinner and their wife does the dishes and takes care of
everything. Last night I had a dinner meeting to go to at 5:30 pm. I had to run
from here to the babysitter to pick up Thomas, get him all changed and bathed
and fed and out the door back to the babysitters for 5:30 pm. Most men would
not have that pressure at all. They would go home and get changed for their
meeting and go on to their next one. 'Women are not so lucky."

She commented that men do not feel the social pressure from society to juggle as many

roles compared to women and noted that women "still feel like we have to juggle

everything. We just can't give it up to anyone." She hinted that delegation or other

solutions may be helpful in the future.

Brittany also discussed that as a female:

"in a role where there really isn't very many females, you have to prove
yourself. Whether we like it or not, we have to do it I fìnd that it is even more
so since all the EmploymentEquity mandates have come into play, because
people assume you got the job because you are female. They don't look at all
the qualifications which you have and think that you would have the job
regardless of Employment Equity. I have found that I have really had to prove
myself."

She commented that she perceives that her students teat her differently as a woman in

her adminisüator role and that she has never been verbally or physically attacked. She

suggested that this may be because the "students see me as a'mother'image and hold

onto the belief that you don't hit a woman."

She believes that males and females experience stress and deal with it as

individuals. In talking about gender differences in stressors, she suggested the
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variables of family makeup and the ages of the children affect overall stress for women.

She commented again on the fact that the male administrators have their wives at home

to care for the children and do those things which personally create stress for her. She

felt that males used similar coping strategies and noted that in talking with others, it had

been discussed that exercise, getting out with friends and talking with people in similar

positions were stategies everyone tried to adopl

Cara

Cara is an elementary Principat in her first year of administration. She is in her

early forties, is married and has teenagers living at home. The interview was held in

her school office at 3:30 pm. and she appeared somewhat weary from the events of the

day. It was obvious that Cara had thought about the questions and she had jotted down

a few words to jog her memory. She noted that she thought of other comments as she

talked her way through the inærview.

When asked to define "stress", she suggesæd that stress is "anything which

alters my physical or mental or spiritual well being. It is something which I experience

as a result of a change or incident" She continued on to describe it as the effect created

when something went wrong or bothered her or she felt pressured or out of control.

She extolled a feeling of powerlessness "to do what I believe I should be doing or what

I believe is right, based upon the experiences I have had."

In identifying the stressors within her life, she suggesting the following:

Social Contact. "If I hear Social Contact one more time, I will scream!"

Managerial Stressors. Cara lisæd making decisions about staffing and the

allocation of work and subjects as a stressor. She noæd that some of these decisions

were being made by the Board and that they were being made "despite our beliefs and
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negative feelings about their outcomes. I am quiæ a naive kind of person who thinks

that if you present points to the positive, that those points will be considered in the

ultimate decision and accepted." She was upset to find that decisions were being made

otherwise.

Interpersonal Relationships. Bad feelings among staff members such as when

there is a misunderstanding and people are angry with each other was a stressor

identified. Cara also listed conflicts on st¿ff and disciplining children as creating stress

in her life.

Cara discussed the stress created when she is torn benveen two loyalties. "I am

thinking of a particular conflict where I was torn between a parent and a staff member.

Knowing that I have loyalty to both of them is a stressor to me but also a part of being

in administration." She highlighæd the fact that she had many people to whom she

must answer.

Personal Fears. Cara expressed the fact that she has not been sleeping well

because she has "little subconscious fears that I will forget something that is really

important".

Managerial Stressors. Cara also feared forgetting to cancel a supply teacher and

other such administative details.

When Cara was asked what made the stressors she suggested the most stressfi¡l

for her, she responded:

"I think they are all people things. Those are the things which cause my stress.
It is not appointnents or paperwork but people issues. It is incidents which
have to do with people and relationships which is the common aspecl"

When discussing coping strategies which work for Cara, she suggested the

following:
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Physical Strategies. Cara suggested walking a lot and doing housework,

something she defined as an activity over which she had some control, as relieving her

stress.

Social Strategies. She noted that she has a supportive husband also in

adminisnation with whom she likes to talk and also a secretary whom is a great listener.

Verbalizing stressors out loud was a strategy Cara uses and both her husband and her

secretary allow her this release.

Intellectual Sraægies. Cara identified that she had attended workshops where

stress was discussed in groups and the coping strategies of others were shared.

Entert¿inment Strategies. She enjoys reading a mindless book which puts her

into a different world.

Attitudinal Strategies. Cara reflected on going to church and having a faith to

help her through rough times. She discussed how "the use of prayer on a daily basis

works well for me." She commented on her sense of humour and her ability to laugh at

things and to put them into perspective. Ca¡a mentioned her ability to separate issues as

an effective strategy as "I leave one behind while I deal with another."

Managerial Straægies. Making time for herself and being able to remove herself

from the situation when facing a crisis are two strategies used. With regards to her

time, she mentioned that she has two teenagers at home and sometimes she must leave

things behind to spend time with them.

When Ca¡a was asked for her perceptions concerning gender differences and

similarities with regards to how men and women define and fulfill their roles, she

suggested:

"...in my experience with male administrators,I find them to be more removed
and unemotional about decisions in a snessful situation. But, as a woman, I
find that my reaction is much more emotional and much more a gut reaction
rather than mind."
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She goes on to hypothesize that "when an incident or something has to do with

feelings, I think it will cause more stess for a woman than a mar."

In relating her views on gender differences with regards to stressors, Cara

noted that a feeling of lack of control creates stress for both genders. She also

suggested that the number of years of experience and other factors than gender affect

the individual ability to deal with stressors. She noted that both genders had the same

reports to do, the same paperwork and the same routines with which to deal. She then

goes on to explain that other areas may be less stressful for men than women. She

offers the following example and explanation:

"For example, I think that when I have to discipline children, I do it like a
mother, as that is what I am, that is where I am coming from. Not to be sexist,
I think there are differences benveen how a mother and father define their roles
in a family. Therefore, in administration, I am sure that there is a difference in
how these stressors affect them. I think ttrat I might be more emotional about
children's difficulties than a male administrator because I have always been very
involved with my own children's education. I know what sort of things were
importrant to me and I feel that experience really makes a difference as to
how I will deal with children. I always think before I act as to how I would
have wanted my children to be teated in this situation. I think that there are
differences in that wav between females and males."

With regards to coping strategies and gender differences, Cara proposed that

outside interests and sports were two strategies employed by both genders to relieve

stress. She noted that the actual activities may not be the same but that these were two

common themes mentioned by many administrators with whom she had daily

interactions.

Cara's interview was concluded with a statement regarding the recent

introduction of female administrators to her board:

"I think had you done your thesis a couple of years ago, you might have gotæn
different results. I have been watching the number of female administrators
increase. 'We 

have two female administraûors within our group and both of our
appointnents were this year. So, last year, you would have gotten a different
perspective."
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Danyelle

Danyelle is an elementary Principal in her laæ forties. She has been an

administrator for less than six years. She is married with æenagers living at home as

well as older children who are living on their own. The interview took place at 8:30

pm. in her home over a cup of coffee. She had misplaced her Inærview Schedule so I

gave her a new copy when I arrived. She read through the questions and wrote a few

notes as I was drinking coffee.

When asked for a personal definition of "stress", she suggested that'stress' to

her is:

"the little aggrevations throughout the day, the week, the month, that tend to
make you feel, or to create, an inner tenseness within your syst€m, often
without you being aware of it."

Danyelle added the symptoms which she experiences such as "the tense shoulders, the

confusion, the spinning mind and the shortness of breath" to the discussion of stress.

In describing her stressors, Danyelle quickly and confidently suggested

the following:

Interoersonal Relationshios. Confrontations with Darents was the first stressor

named and she supported this with a recent example which was still upseting to her.

Later in the inærview, she discussed a parent whom was "particularly critical of me and

made me feel very incompetent and gave me low self-est€em." She commented that

different discipline styles were involved and that this one parent is very difficult to deal

with. "I think every school probably has at least one parent like her." Thus, she listed

parents screaming at her as a major stressor.
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She went on to suggest that staff arguments and hassles and juggling all the

personnel within her schools (educational assistants, coop students, Futures students,

parents and staff and students) posed stressors for her. She noæd this is frustrating

because "sometimes it doesn't even seÆm pertinent to school and the students.".

Danyelle also lisæd "a student who is out of control" as a major stressor.

Managerial Stressors. Here, dealing with emergencies such as a whole school

evacuation and the phone ringing were described. Also, the new Principalship which

Danyelle was anxiously awaiting to take over in the fall was a stressor.

Social Stressors. Family related stressors were described by Danyelle. Her

son was leaving for college and she felt the stress of getting him ready and off as well

as his absence next year.

Danyelle also commented on "stress associated with any change in life. Death

and perhaps birth of a grandchild are possibilities." as well as the graduation of her

daughter from Community college at the end of June.

When asked what had made the stressors which she had listed the most

stressful for her, she commented upon the degree of intemrption when you are trying to

get something done. She concluded:

"I guess it is the higher level.thinking pq problem-solving which they all have
in common. You have to shift your mind into a differentmode than your
norrnal operating mode and think, "Okay, what do I want to do here?""

In describing her effective coping strategies, Danyelle suggested the following:

Ph)¡sical Straægies. Danyelle walks three miles every day, enjoys sitting in the

jacuzzi and/or swimming daily in her pool. She gets her hair done and looks forward

to having a weekly massage at the hairdressers. Danyelle explained that her massage

therapist is presently teaching her to deep breathe and offered the comments:

"She tells me to think about my breathing. I tend to keep it all inside such that
when I get to her on Saturday morning, she says, "Oh, my goodness, what
happened this week?" She can tell where the stess is and it is usually right
across my shoulders. And she is tryrng to train me to move from the shallow
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breathing which I tend to do. She has taught me the difference benveen the
shallow breathing and the deep breathing. So I am trying to make a conscious
effort to use that tip."

Danyelle also commented on how helpful her half hour drive to and from school was as

a means of working through sressful events. "f have a half hour drive to rehash things

through so that I am not coming through the door like a screaming idiol"

She also mentioned that she enjoys doing physical interior decorating and

renovating activities such as painting and the maintenance required by the apartment

block which she and her husband own.

Attitudinal Straægies. Danyelle believed that being a good listener helps her.

She asks others for their input and does not pretend to be an expert with all the

answers. She nods and lets others diffuse while thinking through the issue in her own

mind.

Managerial Strategies. She has learned the value of taking time out. Sometimes

at school, Danyelle will walk around the block or walk around the school to get away

from everything. She is a proponent of "MB'WA" or "Management by Walking

Atound". She noæd that she does some paperwork and when she needs a break, she

takes a tour of the school walking up and down the stairs.

With regards to her new job, Danyelle noted:

"Being prepared, spending a lot of time just thinking about what I am going to
do, what my entry plan is going to be, is how I plan to help deal with the
stress. "

An additional strategy which she suggested at the conclusion of the inærview

was having a lady come in and do her cleaning as this relieves the pressure and allows

her to help her husband manage the aparnnent block which they own.

Intellectual Strategies. Danyelle noted that she has attended many workshops

and that she enjoys reading articles in magazines and other print materials. Books she
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recommended included The Joy of Workins which helps women deal with rejection

and Celebrating Anger which offers different straægies to use when you are upset or

angry. Danyelle telked about the'silent scream'as one such strategy.

Social Straægies. Danyelle belongs to an organized networking group called

"\ irIN, or "Women in the Nineties". They go out for lunch or dinner and talk about

strategies for dealing with stressful situations.

When asked to reflect upon gender differences, Danyelle reflected upon a recent

experience she had had on an interview team for an administrative position. She

explained:

"There was a real difference in the calibre of the inærview and the way that each
was prepared for the interview. The women all had excellent covering letters
and resumes which were very extensive. The male just had a short blurb on a
piece of paper. IVhen the questions were asked, the women were very
thorough and they answered extensively, going on and on and on."

Danyelle continued on with a comment on her perception that women still feel

the need to prove themselves in their administrative position. She noted:

"I think women feel that they must be t'¡¡ice as good as the men. We push
ourselves higher and harder. Whether it is real or imagined, I don't know.
But, I have heard from other Principals who say that as they look around at the
pool of people that they can only see women as being logical choices for the
PAR positions as they stand oul The women are busy getting their
qualifications. We are given the tough jobs ofæn and we do a good job.
When we do a good job, then we are given more. It never stops."

She also labels women as being "jugglers" and comments that women do not seem to

know when to say "No." 'Women continue to add to their repertoire of roles and

responsibilities.

When queried for her perceptions regarding gender differences in the

experiencing of stress, Danyelle had the opinion that women internalize stess more:

"We tend to think, again, that we have ûo be the peacemakers. That's inbred
and therefore we try to smooth the waters and try to solve everyone's problems.
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... I think men screarn more and blame others more. They don't really own up
to their responsibility in a conflict situation from what I have observed. They
seem to think that louder is right, bigger is betær. If they scream louder, then
they are going to be right."

She went on to suggest that most of the women she knows attempt to cope in similar

ways, with walking being the most common strategy. She also commented that she

has noticed that a lot of the males she knows use alcohol as a means of coping.

'When 
asked about the gender differences regarding stressors, Danyelle noted

that the sexes share many of the same stressors and that it is also an individualistic

experience. "Everyone copes with different events differently." Some events are

stressful to some and some are not. In tenns of similar stressors, she suggesæd:

"We find that the stess comes from the ûop down, that the administation is
pushing the sftess down a level. The way that they cope affects our lives. And
the management style of the top really influences the whole system. We as
middle managers are pushed. I think that the men are more resentful of external
expectations. The men think, "I have to manage the school. That is all ttrat I
have to do. I don't think I should have to do exta-curricular system
responsibilities." I don't feel that way. I feel ttrat I have competent people in
my school and if I can't be of assist¿nce to help the system, there's a problem.
I have a system perspective. ... I am guessing that they feel more comfortable in
thei¡ school as it is their territory, just as teachers feel comfortable in their
classroom. r' .

Danyelle concluded the interview by suggesting some additional variables

which she believes influence an administator's coping ability:

"I am wondering about age difference, if that would make any difference.
Now, as I am in my laæ forties, I am no longer afraid to st¿nd up to the males.
What's the worst thing they could do to me? I am not afraid to stand up to
administration. What's the worst thing that they could do to me? I don't have
any of those fears and I don't feel threaæned by very much any more. I don't
feel good sometimes when I get criticized. But, basically I feel good about
myself. I try to do the best that I can do without making mistakes. At
least I am doing something. I am not sitting and hiding somewhere."

She continues to expand upon this fact and describes characteristics of women going

through menopause according to her readings:
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"You seem to see women going into their fifties with this conf,rdence, this inner
confidence which just comes from within. You realizn that there are no external
fears out there. I think when we are yourger we are always afraid of what
"they" are going to think or say. Then we realize that there is no "they". f am
me and I am comfortable being me and if you have a problem with me, then that
is your problem. I wonder if young administrators have that inner strength or
insight?"

Danyelle also comments that general life experiences such as death of a parent and the

stages your children pass through help individuals learn to cope and develop character.

Eveline

Eveline is a Superintendent of Education and she has been an administrator for

over ten years. She is in her late forties and married with older children in her home

only in the summer and holiday seasons. The inærview was held at 1:30 pm. in

Eveline's office. She had some notes writæn on the Inærview Schedule and it was

obvious that she had thought about the questions prior to the inærview.

When asked to offer a personal definition of "stress", Eveline suggested that

stfess means:

"those things which happen to you whether through your work or your
personal life or anything else that you are doing that causes you to suffer
physical and emotional tatima, that whole sense of anxiety and pressure that
comes towards you."

Eveline identified the following stessors in her life:

Social Contract. She identified this as one of the big stressors for her this year

and she compared it to an octopus which just keeps spreading. She commented:

"It's what it has done to so many areas within which I have to work. It seems
that every time I turn around, it has had an impact on this or an impact on thal
Then the reactions that it has had on people create stress. ... it sands out head
and shoulders above ever¡hing else."
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Eveline elaborates, suggesting that "the one thing that the Social Contract has brought

out which I personally find very difficult ûo work with is negative attitudes and negative

behaviours" within others.

Inærpersonal Relationships. Eveline suggested that some of the people with

whom she works cause stress for her. With regards to the influence of the Social

Contract, she noted that "the whole morale issue and how to deal with it and work with

people" poses a major stressor. She describes co-workers and teachers who have

developed deep negative attitudes and how this negativism starts to eat them up. She

reflects that "You can feel it hanging around and when you are talking to them, trying to

deal with something which should be tairly straight forward, the situation turns mearr."

Eveline talks of dealing with the "fallout of all the things which are going on

and trying to keep positive myself." She indicaæd that she gets upset with herself when

she finds herself getting caught up in the wave of negativism which others are

experiencing.

Managerial Stressors. Eveline emphasized that she experienced stress in trying

to balance her whole life, her personal life with her work. She explained:

"The fact right now is that the balance is not very good so I find myself being
placed in situations where I am trying to explain myself a lot. That goes on
daily. I find it difficult to find time to do the things at home that need doing and
to spend time with my family. I am always riding that guilt trip."

She starts off each day justifying how she is spending her time and what she is going to

be doing. She goes on to rationalize that her family react they way they do because they

are hurt and believe that everything else is more important to her than they are. They

"ask "'What about me?" when you have all these other things going on."

Time was another stressor identified as she noted that she is being asked to do

more and more with less and less. She also lisæd appointments and meetings as

stressors.
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Attitudinal Snessors. Eveline identified a feeling of high anxiety resulting from

being bombarded with issues and responsibilities. She noted:

"I feel that I am the one that has all the spears pointing at me. I feel like I have
to dodge the bullets. I find that I feel like I am the target and that gets to be a
high stressor."

She spoke of all the different aspects of her job and the 'overwhelming' feeling she

experiences at times. She finds it difficult to keep up with, and stay ahead of, all the

expectations.

Social Stressors. Eveline also noted that there are the normal stresses

associated with lifecycles such as people dying and getting sick.

When asked about commonalities which make these stressors the most

stressful, she expressed the perception that it is the quantity of roles and responsibilities

which are common. She explained that she tries to deal with the quantity by priorizing

them and shifting the activities around so that she has some down time to get organized

between them.

In looking at Eveline's coping strategies, she suggesæd the following strategies:

Managerial Straægies. She suggested that she will prepare herself in advance

for sftessful situations whenever this is possible.

Eveline noted that she maint¿ins some strong routines and by doing things the

same way all the time, she reduces her stress.

She commented how important it was to her to organize her life. She

suggested:

"I lty.to organize my lifg. I h¿ve taken things out of my life which really used
to be important to me. I don't worry about my house éveryday. I don'icare if
there a¡e a few dustballs anymoÌe. I know that worrying i3 stúpid and I am just
creating q bungll of stress for myself which I don'r need. ... if [keep some
organization with the regular things that go on in my life, then I canfit the other
things in and keep my stess under control more." 

-
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Physical Strategies. She does some stretches whenever possible and noted that

she will do head and shoulder sEerches while driving in the car.

She enjoys physical activities such as curling in the winær and golfing in the

summer. She remarked "The one area that I know works for me is physical activity.".

Attitudinal Strategies. Eveline commented on the importance of keeping a

positive frame of mind. She uses the following strategy when going into a potential

negative and stressfr¡l situation:

"I say to myself, "Count to ten". If I have to, I count to ten again. I set myself
up to say "Don't get mad. Don't get angry. Don't get frustrated. " I lower
myself into a more passive mood."

She also noted that in some situations, she becomes a good listener. She avoids getting

involved and keeps herself insulated from the emotional trauma. "I will just sit and

lisæn."

Eveline avoids stress by dealing with things one at a time. "I don't let them

build up. I try to isolate situations. ... I take one day at a time. I only look one day

ahead in terms of what I have to do. ...Then I look at it in pieces ... and break the day

down, "

She talks about sEess as being a source of energy and emphasizes that she

shifts, rather than reduces, her stress to make use of this energy source. "I take my

energy out of one contÊxt and place it in another to reduce my stress. This helps me

more than actually taking all the energy and trying to dissipaæ if "

Inællectual Straægies. Eveline reads books and att€nds workshops to help her

with stress.

Social Straægies. She talks to other people. She especially noted that she talks

with her yoga instructor and "with others about the things that they do to help

themselves with stress."
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In reflecting on gender differences, she remarks that she perceives definiæ

differences in how male and female administrators define and fulfill their role demands.

She reflecæd on the'feeling'dimension of women and suggests:

"I feel personally, according ûo my opinion, that women are far more sensitive
and caring. As a result, when things happen in the worþlace, women are more
sensitive ûo their effects and recognizethe effects in other people. ... most
women tend to be a little more sensitive to things which men accept as being the
routine things of the day. Men may believe that things just happen. I ænd to
get more into the human side of the situation and look at how the person will
feel as a result of the event."

She comments on her perception that it is healthy having men and women work

together as they each bring a different perspective with them to the issue. "It helps us

to round the picture a little more."

Eveline also comments on.the belief that women must prove themselves in an

administrative position which is traditionally a male role. She proposes:

"Women also have to go a little bit further than men. They have it harder.
They do. Whether it is our own fault that we feel that way or not, I can't
rationalize it. But I do know that most women that I know in these positions
work harder and longer than most men. They have this feeling that they have to
perform a little bit betær in order ûo equal the men's performance."

She briefly touched on the stercotypes which still exist and believes that because

she is a woman, "there is an expectation that I am going to act and react a certain way

from a male's perspective."

In looking at gender differences in the experiencing of stress, she expressed the

perception that stress is individualistic. She commented on the rising number of

physical illnesses which women are now experiencing as they are being exposed to

administrative positions which were typically male positions. But she concluded that

"everybody has different levels (of stress) which they can handle and different ways

that they can deal with them."

With specific questioning regarding gender differences and the identification of

stressors, Eveline believes her stressors are somewhat different based on the nature of
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her position. She notes that she has more stakeholders making demands upon her than

your average school Principal. She concludes "f am working on this larger scheme of

things and trying to keep everyone generally happy, but not everyone specifically."

She suggests that males and females have some different coping straægies and

some similar coping strategies. She notes that everyone develops their own repertoire

of straægies and that not all straægies work for everyone.

The interview concluded discussing the difficulty encountered in trying to

measure 'stress levels'. We discussed the fact that the inærview questions really only

measure the person's individual perception of what they are experiencing. Also the fact

that this study is a qualitative rather than a quantitative study was suggested, as

perceptions rather than numerical measurements are being explored.

Fiona

Fiona is a newly appointed Superinændent of Education although she has been

an administrator for just less than ten years. She is in her laæ forties and married with

teenage children living at home. She is currently living apart from her family because

of her position and commuting home each weekend. The inærview was held in Fiona's

office at 1:30 pm. The interview opened with Fiona commenting that she had made

some notes as she had thought about the questions and she added:

"thinking about the questions w¿rs therapeutic in itself. It helped me to focus on
the year that just ended and to make some plans for the year ahead."
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When asked for a personal definition of "stress", Fiona suggested that stress

was:

"anything that motivates a change in your behaviour, either positive or negative.
It can energae you or it can leave you just feeling absoluæly worn out, like a
dishrag. It is a force which is out there. Sometimes you can label what the
stress is and sometimes you are not even aware of what it is. It does change
your behaviour in some way."

In identifying her current stressors, it was interesting that many stressors which

Fiona suggested were gender relaæd. Her sressors were:

Social Contract. She discussed the deteriorating effect that this had on

relationships with administrators and teachers as well as its effect on her abitity to fulfill

her role when there were no Professional Development days during which to work with

staff.

Inærpersonal Relationships. Fiona expressed concern that the Social Contract

initiated negative relationships between adminisftators and teachers.

Learning to communicaæ with the men of her Board was an expressed stressor

and Fiona related her perceptions on the gender differences in the communication

styles. She noted that "because you don't stamp your feet or shout, sometimes my

point of view was not taken seriously. So, I had to find ways to let my colleagues

know when issues were really important." As well, she explained that her male

colleagues "are not used to sharing the information or not certain how to share

confidential or difficult situations" with a woman administrator.

Fiona also discussed the stress of dealing with different communication styles

in relation to interacting with principals. "I was working with male and female

principals with different styles of dialogue. I learned to adjust to different people

regularly."

"Maintaining relationships, in terms of professional relationships, friendships

and family relationships" was also suggested as a major stressor.
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Managerial Stressors. Her physical and communicative isolation from the

males at the main board office was a concern. She expressed the following concern:

"As a woman, being isolated from the main board office when all of my
colleagues were male and they all work there, crcated stress for me. There was
a lot of informal information which was shared amongst them and I don't
believe that it was inæntional, but they would forget to inform me. They would
forget that on their way to the coffee pot that they had talked about something,
thinking I knew about it, when I didn't. That was a strcssor for me in trying to
make sure that I was current and that I was part of the decision-making."

Fiona also found that her managerial style was different than her colleagues and

thus a stressor. She describes herconcern as such:

"I found, as a woman, that my management style was different. My style tends
to be less confrontational. I don't want ûo get into a power struggle.
Sometimes, people inærpret that as I don't have a bottom line. That was
stressful sometimes, as I would ttrink that I had a situation solved. Because I
was not very forceful about it, others would comment, "Oh, I didn't think that
you meant what you said." I had to get used to thal"

Fiona also commented that balancing time lines and ælephone calls and writing

reports and attending meetings was a stessor. She noted that it was the time pressures

or demands which caused her the most stress. "My greatest stressor is trying to

balance the time commitrnents in terms of meetings and doing things within the Board

and the office and at a regional level and within the schools, which is where I would

like to spend more of my time."

An additional stressor proposed was organizing meetings as well as shifting

gears between meetings as she goes from one meeting to the next meeting with very

different stakeholders and mindsets involved.

Report writing and the process which Fiona goes through to write reports

created stress for her.

Personal Stressors. The fact that Fiona lives apart from her family and spends

eight or more hours each weekend on the road travelling home creates a stress in her

life. She commented that "I go home, I get into a new environment and I just get
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settled in when it is time for me to pack up and come back." Commuting to her home is

to continue for the upcoming year and Fiona noted that "continuing to cope with this

long distance relationship with my husband is stressful."

The fact that her children are both leaving home in the upcoming year was

another stressor which Fiona addressed. "Knowing that they are not there will have a

stressful effect on me." Her daughter's attendance at university will create some

financial uncertainty which Fiona projecæd would be a stressor.

When asked to suggest the coping straægies which she uses effectively, Fiona

proposed the following:

Managerial Straægies. She plans and organizes her day with the help of her

secret¿ries. She noæd that her secretaries are very supportive and added:

"They * y"ry good at saying "No.'l to people-as I {ryays-try to_squeeze in one
more appointnent or one more meeting. They have helped me a lot in terms of
saying "No, she can't do that today," as I find it very difficult to say "No."."

Part of planning her day includes scheduling some time at home between meetings

whenever possible.

Fiona tries to keep a journal where she wriæs about all her experiences. This

has worked well in the past but she did not find the time this past year because of her

new situation and her many time commitments.

Social Straægies. Fiona commented on how she had worked hard to "develop a

network of people with whom I can talk" in her new location. She emphasized how

important it is for her to talk through her concerns and sEess.

Personal Straægies. Fiona uses an emotional release as a means of reducing her

stress. She commented "I might just go somewhere and have myself a nice little cry

and get it out of my system. When I come back, I have that out of the way and I am

ready to deal with the issue again." This is her way of getting past the emotional

blockage which clouds many stressful issues.
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Music was later discussed as a strategy used. "Depending on the mood I am in,

I may want something quiet or something to spark my energy."

Intellectual Straægies. Fiona attends workshops, listens to audio tapes as she

drives each weekend in the car, watches TVO programs and reads. She recommended

Gloria Steinem's new book, Revolution from W'ithin and Sæphen Covey's The Seven

Habits of Highly Effective People.

Physical Stategies. She tried to do exercises once or twice a week but this was

also not successful with her time commitrnents this past year.

In terms of gender differences, Fiona spoke quiæ confidently about differences

in a number of areas which affected her ability to fulfill her role. As was mentioned

earlier, she believes that there is a difference in communication and management styles

which has created stress for her. She also views a difference in problem-solving

styles. She commented:

"The other thing that really helps me is having someone to talk to. I don't want
someone to tell me what to do. I think that this relates back to the different
communication styles between male and female colleagues. When I discuss a
problem with a male colleague, they will have ten alternatives. "You can do
this and this and this." They are fine. However, when I discuss things with a
female colleague, she ofæn will ask questions to allow me to come to my own
answer. Most of the time I know inside what it is that I want to do but I
don't want to be told. I need someone to lisæn and to facilitiate me coming to
my own conclusion."

Fiona expressed her perception that men are betær able to say "No." and to

restrict the boundaries of their role. She suggested that:

"men have the advantage of being able to limit their role. Personally, I find it
difficult to put a limit on my role. In order to do the job efficiently, f am
sometimes not as efficient as I could be. I want to maintin, support and develop
the relationships which go along with with position, I think sometimes men
don't feel as obligated to do that. ... Maintaining the relationships is really
important to me. There are times when I have to say, "Here is the bottom line.
This is iL" But I tend to extend my job probably further than I need to."
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The other major gender difference which Fiona expressed was the whole issue

of the multiple female roles with accompanying responsibilities which most males do

not experience. She explains:

"as a female administrator, you don't let go of that role of parent, housekeeper,
laundry person, etc. ... If I try to get home for that hour between meetings
which I talked about earter, I have to prepare my meal when I get there. My
male colleagues go home to a meal that is prepared, enjoy it, sit down for a few
minutes and rush back to the next meeting. I prepare it, eat it, clean up and sit
down for five minutes if I am lucþ."

Generally she states that the experience of stress is not gender based but an

individualistic experience. She suggests that it is different for each person and that

while some people thrive on stress; others try to avoid ir

She perceives that stressors are similar for most female administrators with the

exception that she believed that perhaps she had more evening commitments than other

PAR positions. In looking at male administrators' stressors, she noted the only

difference she could perceive other than those mentioned was the difference in home

responsibilities. "LJnless you have a full-time, live-in support person, I think that alt

those home things add to your stress."

In describing gender differences in coping strategies, she believed that there are

some differences. She emphasized the importance of have someone to talk things over

with and felt that this did not have the same emphasis for male administrators.

In concluding the interview, Fiona addressed two additional family issues to the

information requested on the Biographical Information form. She discussed two

situations of which she is aware where adult children were moving back into the family

home with babies and grandchildren in tow. She also discussed the whole issue of

child care arrangements which are necessary for female administ¡ators, especially when

úavel is an inægral part of their job responsibilities.
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She talked of a recent article she had read discussing female superinûendents and

the number who were opting out because of the stress. She noæd that the article

discussed family as being one of their major stressors. She was not able to find the

article.

Gina

Gina is a Curriculum Consultant with less than six years of administrative

experience. She is in her early forties, is married, and has teenagers living at home.

The interview was held in her home at 6:30 pm. She had a notepad at her side where

she had written notes to herself. She appeared exciæd and anxious about the inærview.

In defining "stress" in her own words, Gina suggested that the one word would

be 'change'. "I think it is how your body responds to any demands, either an outside

demand or a demand which comes from inside."

In describing her stressors, Gina started off noting that she had been "thinking

about this and I have had job-related stress and family-related stress. I think of the

two, the family stess was the worst for me to deal with." She spent the majority of the

interview talking about her family stress. At one point, she asked, "Are you wanting

personal stress things too or more just job-related?" In turn, as the interviewer, I asked

her "Do you think that the personal stress influences the job?" to which she responded:

"'Well, cetainly it does. She (her sisær) works in the Board Office too and so
she would call my office. I would pick up the phone and it was a daily stress
with which I had to deal. It was on my mind all the time. My job helped me to
keep busy and to not think about it a lot but then there would be those
moments when it would come back and I would think about it again."

The general süessors which Gina identified within her life wer€:

Managerial Stressors. She suggested that telephone calls were a stressor. She

also talked at length about her recent application for a principalship and the preparation
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process through which she went. She talked of the stress of writing the resume and of

preparing for the interview. She spoke of deadlines and organizing for meetings as

being stressful. Having her administrator ask her to do something which was not part

of her daily planned agenda posed a stress as did trying to fit in everything which she

would schedule. She noted that sometimes she gets herself involved in too many

things.

Budget time was discussed as a stressful time as she was never certain as to

whether or not her consultant position would be cut to save funds. She would be

teased a lot about the possibility and she "was really devastated." In the passing of

years, she has learned "to toughen up a bit and not look at things so personally."

Social Stressors. Gina talked of the frustration which she experiences when

other people do not understand her job responsibilities and criticize her accordingly.

Personal Stressors. Running her home and getting her family out the door to

school each morning posed stressors for Gina. She commented:

"I would come home at nighL and I have a family, so I was trying to deal with
4"*, preparing supper and everything else that goes with my family role....
So, just gening up and getting the family organized. Getting everyoñe off to
school. ... There is all ttrat kind of family relaûed stress on a daily basis."

Having teenagers in the home was also discussed. She explained that she and her

husband have always supported their kids in any of their sports activities. As one son

was living and playing hockey in another town, it was often stressful to make the effort

to attend all his games.

Gina also noted that she and her husband were in the process of trying to sell

both their house and their cottage to buy their dream cottage on the lake. Maintaining

the necessary tidy appearance and the weekly upkeep such as cutting the grass at both

places was stressful.
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The argument or conflict experienced between Gina's sister and herself and the

two families was her major family stressor. She explained the problem in detail and

how it had consumed her thoughts for the whole year until it was resolved.

Attitudinal Stressors. Gina discussed running a huge conference where she

forgot to thank one person and she dwelled for days on the one negative aspect of the

day rather than the many positive aspects. "Those kind of things make me feel like I

am beating my head against the wall."

She also commented that sometimes she believes that she can do more than she

is capable of doing and she no longer enjoys those activities originally designed as

stress relievers. "I'11 say, "Yeah, I can do that." and then I look at my week and

shudder."

In describing her job satisfaction, Gina explained that she always puts her best

effort forth on the job. However, she concluded the discussion suggesting that "trying

to find a balance and do the best job that you can is a stessor."

h describing her effective coping sEategies, Gina suggested the following:

Enærtainment Straægies. Gina indicated that she likes to rent movies when she

wants "to be entertained and to have a few laughs." She and her husband enjoy going

for a car ride and use the ride as a thinking time without intemrptions.

Physical Snategies. When stressed after her interview, she poured herself a big

drink. Sometimes she sleeps when she can't handle any more stress. She curls in the

winter and noted that when she is on the ice skipping, she doesn't think of anything but

the game. Gina walks every moming, come rain or shine, with nvo other women.

Social Snaægies. Gina likes to do things with friends such as go for a boat ride

or just visit or play cards. She enjoys this on Friday night to unwind from her week's

events. She belongs to a sorority and also to a women's group called "'WIN" or

"Women in the Nineties". She noæd that she had a good friend, a cousin, with whom
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she liked to talk and with whom she can really open up. She also discussed having an

aunt that "always makes me feel good. If I ever have had a bad time regarding a family

situation, something sad, I always feel like I want to call her. She always makes me

feel good. She always says the right thing." Gina also reflects on talking to other

people in the office to help her with stressful events.

When she needs some advice, she is not hesitant to talk with a lot of people.

She will phone someone and ask for their help.

She commented on her supportive husband and boys who help her around the

house. She noted that housework can create stress when she gets behind.

Attitudinal Strategies. Gina uses a lot of positive self-talk to help her get

through stressful events. In preparing for her job inærview, she noted:

"I just kept saying to myself, "You will get through this! You have got to.
Look, you have done this and you have done that. You will get through this.
Right now, you are thinking you can't do this or get it all done. But, you just
have to think that you can get through iL" And,I usually do."

Gina also noted that in times of stress, you have to be able "to count on your family and

not be afraid to talk things out."

Gina reflects upon her own personality and notes that she is "a positive person.

I never look at the negative." She takes one day at a time and one step at a time in

planning for a change or special event.

Managerial Straægies. Gina noted that she tries to manage her time wisely and

to be organized. She gave as an example the fact that she always makes her haircut

appoinnnents one month in advance so she can plan it into her schedule. She noted that

she does "like to have things planned. That relieves my stress so that it doesn't all pile

up on me,"

Gina makes lists for herself and accomplishes things lisæd by delegating some

work to her supportive secretary.
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She tries to be prepared for a stressful situation and that increases her comfort

level. As with her inærview, she gives a lot of thought to what she is going to say.

She noæd that she is "extremely organized. I don't leave anything to chance."

Intellectual Strategies. Gina noæd that she reads articles, books and magazines

as well as attends workshops to help her with her stress. She noted that she had

ordered some books on communicating with the public and ways of marketing your

school to prepare her for her new Principal position.

In reflecting upon gender differences with regards to how administrators meet

the demands of their roles, Gina proposed:

"Women take their job more seriously and worry more about it than men. ... I
feel that we project our mothering role onto our jobs. V/e want eveything to run
smoothly with as little chaos as possible. We will do whatever we have to do
to create a peaceful "win-win" situation. Women ænd to be very thorough and
we like to do the extra little things that men wouldn't worry about. ... We go
out of our way because we want things to be really special. We want it to be
really nice. Of course, it puts more stess on us because it is more work."

Thus she concludes that women are more thorough and add that "little frill" to

everything that they do.

She also proposed that women take things more personally and worry more

about things than men. Women "take their job home with them more too." She

suggests that "men seem to be able to shake it off. Women tend to take things more

personally or harder or more seriously. They seem to take things more as a personal

affront than men."

Gina also perceives that women in administrative positions still have to work

harder to prove themselves. She noted:

"I feel that I have to work twice as hard and I still feel insecure at times. I want
everything to be perfect and I want to let everyone know that I can handle all the
work. Yet, I look at the other men in the office and the piles of unfinished work
on their desks. They don't appear phased. They seem to believe that they have
put in their day and they can just leave at 4:30 pm. to enjoy their evenings. I
feel that I have to get everything done or at least, the major projects, before I
can relax."
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Gina also commented upon the "lack of family obligations which men have":

"'Women have to run their family and home as well as their job while men have
wives to do all those tasks for them. Trying to juggle all the roles can become
difficult. As I was saying, I am lucky that I have a supportive husband and that
my two sons help out. But,I still feel that men have it a lot easier as they only
have their job responsibilities to occupy their minds."

In responding to the question concerning gender differences in the experience of

stress, Gina perceives that this is an individualistic experience. However, she does

make some generalizations concerning the physical symptoms of stress:

"I feel that women show their stress more than men. Women tend to express
their discomfort with things while men will often keep their stress inside. I
think that this is good as it is better to get your stress out in the open and to
release it than store it up in your body. However,I think for women the key is
to learn the socially acceptable place to release iL"

In relation to stressors, she suggests that job-related stressors are similar for

both male and female adminisnators. She supports this belief using the Social Contract

as her example. However, she also reiterat€s her belief that:

"women administrators have family obligations which create stress for them
which are similar to myself. I do believe that the male administators do not get
themselves as involved in family-related stressors compared to the women.
Also, women have the added süessor of trying to balance their home and job
responsibilities which the men do not appear ûo have."

In reflecting upon gender differences and coping süategies, Gina suggested that

everyone has different coping straægies while we share some of the same ways. She

proposed:

"I think each of us has developed our own unique ways while we have other
straægies which are universal to all administrators in all PAR positions. ....
When we try each other's strategies to see if they will work, some do and some
don't."

The inærview concluded with Gina suggesting that she had enjoyed the exercise

and that it was good for her to have ûo come up with answers to the questions.
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Hillary

Hillary is a Curriculum Coordinator whom has been in an administrative

position for less than six years. She is in her laæ forties and is married. She has

teenagers living at home as well as older children who a¡e out on their own. We met

for the interview in her office at.4:30 pm. She had gone home for a break and returned

to her office for the purpose of the interview. She appeared somewhat anxious about

the interview but also very inæresæd in being able to share her experiences with others

through the study. It quickly became revealed in the interview that 'stress'was not

something new to Hillary. She talked of being in the process of learning how to

control her levels of stress. She noæd that she had "experienced a serious personal

illness which I thought may have been caused by stress. So that was when I learned

that I had to let go of it." She also noted that she was not willing to suffer the

consequences that stress can cause and so "I have had to learn to manage my stress."

She had writæn detailed notes on a noûepad to guide her through the interview and help

her remember her many points.

When asked for a personal definition of "stess", Hillary noted that:

"stress is a frustration or a feeling of powerlessness when I have no control. It
(this question) also made me realize that I am a control freak. As soon as I
don't have control of a situation, I find it becomes stressful for me. So, it is not
when I encounter a problem but when the solution to the problem lies with
someone else and I have no control over it that I feel stress."

She went on to discuss her feelings of powerlessness and lack of authority to

accomplish what she was supposed to do. When asked to rate her current stess level,

she responded with:

"Well,I had a hard time, I must admit, separating my personal life from my job
and I guess I have a hard time separating the two at the best of times. I fînd my
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work is a salvation to me sometimes when I am stressed at home. It eives me
something different upon which to focus."

She then talked of her job and personal stressors. She proposed the following

stressors as affecting her life:

Managerial Stressors. The many changes proposed by educational authorities

and the Ministry and teachers' reactions to change were major stressors in her

curriculum coordinator position. The aging staff who are virtually æaching with a

'retired' attitude were described as very frustrating. She noted: "There is a general

feeling out there that I only have 'x' number of years to retirement and I want to coast."

She suggested that it was frustrating to deal with those attitudes when your job is to

implement change.

Hillary describes Minisüry of Education initiatives as a stessor as there are high

expectations with a lack of support with regards to personnel and money and time

offered for their implementation.

She rank ordered "lack of time to get the things done that I know have to be

done and that I want to get done" às well as a "lack of resources" as third and fourth in

rank ordering her stressors.

Social Contract. This is creating stxess as she suggested because: "we are

asking teachers to change, we are asking them to do more with less, and now we are

telling them in a lot of ways that what they are doing is not valued as much. We

haven't gotten a raise around here in ages."

A spin-off of the Social Contract, Hitlary commented on Rae days being a

stressor as her job entails the delivery of professional development. "People are saying

that we need the professional development and yet there is no time. Again, you lose

that control. You know what the need is, you know how to solve the problem, but it is

out of your hands."
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Interpersonal Relationships. Here, Hillary talks about staff morale issues and

the Board's solution of striking a Morale Commitæe.

She also believes that stress is created when others do not understand her role

responsibilities and she has to defend herself. "OtÌrcr people's perceptions of what I am

doing in my particular job are not always clear and I found that if there was something

that they did not understand, they would bring them up at the Morale Commitæe

meeting. I would try ûo tell them that that was not the way it was but they did not want

to listen and I ended up having to.defend my position. I didn't feel like I should have

had to do that."

Hillary also noted that a stressor is "when the beliefs and values of co-workers

are really opposed to my own." She described conversations with æachers who were

not on the same "wavelength" as herself and the frustration she experiences as she sits

and listens to them espouse a view which is contrary to her own. She noted that she

does not want to come across as "preachy or self-righteous" so she just listens and

leaves the situation frustaæd.

Hillary commented on the negative attitudes of administrators in various

leadership experiences which she has shared with them. She was very conscious of the

fact that often she feels ttrat she over-reacts and refers to the culumative effect of stess.

"It is generally like the straw that broke the camel's back. ... I know that I w¿N over-

reacting to the situation and yet it was just one of those things that bothered me."

However, she rank ordered the attitudes of co-workers as being her number two

stressor.

Attitudinal Stressors. Hillary commented that ofæn when a situation does not

go as she had planned, she feels responsible for whatever reason. "Somehow, I felt

like I was responsible for the behaviour of these grown up people." She noted that she

takes things personally and experiences stess.
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She added to her rank order of stressors a fifth stressor as we were going

through the inærview. She noted that "I hate when I am put into a situation where I am

expected or obligaæd to show up for something." She disliked feeling that she has to

do something which she doesn't want to do and it creates a social pressute within her

leading to stress. "When other people start placing obligations on me, that I'should'do

this or I 'should' do that, then I get stressed."

Personal Stressors. When asked ûo rank order her stressors, Hillary ranked her

family as her number one stressor:

"Family came up on top. I probably feel this way because if you were to ask
me what my priorities in life are, family would be number one. So when things
are not working out therc, I am stressed."

She noted later in the inærview that she had learned a lot about stress and its

management as a result of having a house full of teenagers.

Intellectual Stressors. Hillary indicaæd that a future stressor would be taking

the Principal's course which was coming that summer. She perceived that "if I were to

get into that type of position, I would probably have to learn a few more coping skills."

When asked about her daily stressors, Hillary took a different approach and

discussed many variables which affect her daily experience of stress. She noæd that

her daily stressors change as a result of : "my family and what is going on at home, the

timing of things that happen ("If you are on overload already and then one more thing

drops on your plate, I react differently."), her state of health ("If I am under the weather

in some way, it affects my coping ability"), and how big the responsibility is that is

given to her ("Sometimes there are nagging annoying little things and other times, you

may have a deadline to meet with no one cooperating and it becomes a major

stressor.")."
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When queried about any commonalities regarding the stressors which she rank

ordered as her most sftessful, she commented on their degree of importance to her life

and the degree of control, or lack of degree of control, which she has over them.

In describing her coping strategies, Hillary suggested the following techniques

which worked effectively for her:

Anitudinal Straægies. The first stategy which Hillary chose to address was the

relinquishing of responsibility and contol over others. She notes:

"Something that I have found that I have had to do was learn that I can't control
people and I have had to learn that they are responsible for their actions and the
consequences which come out of them. A lot of that came from having a house
full of æenagers. I really realized that no matter what I wanted for them, they
are not put on their earth to make me happy. They are put on this earth for their
own lives and to learn from their experiences. Some of those times have been
really tough and I guess in a small way,I have been able to tansfer my coping
strategies to my work. That has been a big one for me - letting go."

When she becomes embroiled in a stressful situation, Hillary indicaæd that she

often will step back and look at the situation and ask herself "Why has that little thing

bothered me so much?' at which point she attempts to put the event into a more

objective perspective. She will ofæn ask herself, "What more could I have done to

change the outcome?" and work through the scenario of a stressful event within her

mind making mental notes of changes she could make for future events.

Physical Straægies. Hillary started taking weekly Tai Kwon Do classes and

indicated that this helped her let things go and leave her problems behind.

She also revealed that "doing something helps me" and noted that she enjoys

going outside and working in her garden as a stress reliever.

Hillary noted that she ænds to turn to sleeping as a means of responding to

stress. She found that "my natural way of dealing with stress if I don't deliberaæly do

something is to sleep. I found that when I am stressed,I am extremely tired. It is like I
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have sleeping sickness. So unless I choose to do something else to alleviate the stress,

I might as well just hibernate.".

Entertainment Strategies. Taking a quiet walk or sitting in her back yard

enjoying the sounds and sights of nature were suggested as an effective strategy for

Hillary. She noted:

"As bizarre as this sounds, I can go in the front door and out the back door and
it is like a whole different world. You see the river and the trees. ... I can just
go outside and relax and calm down. I can sit down and have a cup of tea for
fifæen minutes and get a grip on things that are bothering me when I need that
break."

Managerial Straægies. When placed in a stressful situation, Hillary tends to

"stop and assess the situation. I f,rnd that I become more stressed and fasær if I react

because then I am also stressed by my reaction. My reaction inænsifies the whole thing

that much more." She went on in the interview to suggest that in a stressful situation,

she attempts to separaæ herself from the situation and objectively assess her reactions.

"I ask, "Is there a better way to react to it?" I try to think before I do anything if at all

possible." She refers to this strategy as a'problem-solving process'. She asks herself

questions such as "This is the situation. What are my options here? What will happen

if I choose this or that?"

Hillary commented on the. importance of good communication and its role in

eliminating the development of stress.

Intellectual Straægies. Hillary reads print literature such as the loy of Stress.

She noted that she read a lot of self-help books when she realized that she was having

trouble with her stress.

Social Straægies. She noted that she also turns to friends or colleagues when

she is seeking some help and advice. She talks of the importance to women of having a

support network to help deal with the feelings of isolation that many women

administrators experience.
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With regards to gender differences as to how males and females define their

administative role and fulfill its demands, Hillary expressed that she believes that there

are basic differences.

She also perceives that women administrators, because they are in what was

traditionally a male role, must work hard to prove themselves. She proposed that "a

female in an administrative role feels a lot more like they have to prove themselves.

Males have just come to accept administrative roles as their right whereas females

probably feel that they have to work twice as hard as the males to be acceptable, Maybe

I am overstating that point but ttrat is how I feel."

She also indicated that a woman's socialization affects her role as an

administrator. She proposed:

"I think there is a basic difference in the way that males and females deal with
things too. I think that rwomen tend to feel more responsible for other people.
Maybe that is part of that 'mothering' role, the feeling of being responsible for
other human beings. So I think that females carry that over. It is a leamed
thing, of course. We have all been taught in those ways."

She hints of differences in managerial styles when she suggests that there are

differences in the ways that administrators deal with others and then refers to

differences between assertive and aggressive behaviours. She noted that "Aggression

is thought of as a positive quahty in a male but not necessarily in a female."

In looking at how the genders experience stress, Hillary expressed the belief

that stress was an individualistic experience but also that there were differences. The

differences she proposed here were:

" Women want something more out of the job than just a job. rWomen want to
be socially accepted and that's what I am finding with the women I know in
these positions. It is good to have a support network because if you don't, you
feel like you are all alone, To men, it doesn't appe¿ìr to me that it matters so
much to them if they are accepted. They just go outside of their job for their
social acceptånce. It doesn't seem to me to be quiæ the same."
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Hillary believes that all administrators, female and male, experience similar stressors.

She did st¿te that she believed as a result of her position as a curriculum coordinator

that she had less control and authority compared to a school principal. She also noted

that there may be some differences because males "are not as concerned with consensus

building or being the nice guy all the time" compared to women.

Hillary expressed the opinion that coping straægies were probably different for

each administrator depending upon their experiences in the past and their evolution of

strategies which work effectively when dealing with stress.

The interview concluded with Hillary suggesting that "teaching itself has

become a very stressful job and so it just stands to say that an administrator's job will

be stress-ladened."

Janelle

Because of the extensive nature of the interview with Janelle, her comments will

serve ¿¡s the introduction to the major data themes which have been repeaædly appearing

within all the interviews. Before beginning the analysis, a brief introduction to Janelle

and her experiences with stress are in order.

Janelle is a Curriculum Coordinator with over five years of administrative

experience. She is in her early fifties and is married with older children who no longer

live at home. Arriving at her home at 4:30 pm., Janelle took me for a tour of the

beautiful grounds surrounding her home. She then þroceeded to serve a homemade

lasagne dinner. Her husband joined us for the meal. After clearing the table, we began

the interview.

fanelle had written out many notes on a notepad. She noæd:
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"I have made some notes. I do not necessarily plan on following them, but
when I thought of things, I through I had better jot them down to help me
remember all that I wanted to say tonighl"

As the interview lasæd over two and a half hours (with a short coffee break), she

managed to cover all her notes and more. She has an expansive command of the

English language but she ofæn appeared to experience difficulty being concise. She

commented on the style of others being a stressor as she recognized that her style is

different. At times, she would ask, "What question are we dealing with?" when she

found herself off track. However, in the process of transcribing her interview, it

became evident that she had managed ûo cover all the common data themes which others

had discussed inærmittently, and with great detail and substantiation of her points.

Janelle was very exciæd about participating in this study. She is currently

working on her Masters and seeking a topic for a major paper. She believed that she

had a lot to share with others on the topic of sness because in the previous year she had

taken ten days off work prior to Chrisunas "due to job-related stress" and then in April

she developed an ulcer. I had decided, as the interviewer, to lend her an empathetic ear

and to become an active listener. Rather than attempting to keep her on the topic of the

specific questions, I let her ramble to see where she would go. When she commented,

"I hope that you don't mind that I am all over the map on this topic, as that is the way

that I work.",I nodded my approval to let her go.
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CHAPTER FTVE

Themes in the Data

The Meaning of Stress

Each interview was started with a discussion regarding the concept of "stress"

and participants were asked to suggest their own personal perceptions of stress. It

soon became evident that a common theme was a lack of control leading to the physical

manifest¿tions of stress. Some participants chose to use one word to explain their

perceptions of "stress", with words such as "change", "juggling", "life in the nineties"

and others suggested. Some participants expressed difficulty in capturing the true

essence of stress with words. Reference was made to the positive and negative aspects

of stress and to its cumulative toll when stress from various aspects of their lives

inæracæd and combined.

V/hen asked for a personal definition of "stess", Janelle stated:

"I think if I had to use one word to describe what "str€ss" means to me
personally, it is disempowerment. It is anything or any situation where I feel I
have no conftol over either the environment or the course of events or
something. I feel very frustraæd and so it is a negative situation for me. So, it
is then a negative situation where the feeling is such that I have no control."

A lack of control was the terminology used to define stress by Alexandria, Brittany,

Cara, Hillary and Janelle. Although Alexandria does not use the terms within her

definition, in the course of her interview, she does make reference to the "frustration of

having no control over what is going on" irl reference to the Social Contract and other
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stressors. Janelle spoke of the causes of her ten day leave due to job-related stress,

with the resulting cause being her lack of control:

"I was completely feeling like I was being brushed aside and as though I really
had nothing to contribute. That is what it really boils down to when we talk
about disempowerment and loss of control. Not that we need to control for
power but the loss of power to control your own job and things that you lnow
you are capable of doing."

Other participants such as Cara, Fiona and Gina emphasized that stress was

caused by, and often created, change. They viewed stress as something causing an

alteration in their physical, spiritual, emotional or mental state. Some talked about their

awareness of their stress and noted that in some cases, they were not conscious of the

stress they were experiencing.

Brittany's description of stress as being 'juggling' was certainly discussed by a

number of participants but she was the only one who chose to define 'stress' in terms

ofjuggling her many social role responsibilities.

Alexandria and Hillary were the only two talking about the positive aspects of

stress. Hillary noted "I read the Jol¡ of Stress but I haven't quite managed to accept that

there is a great deal of joy in stress. So most of my answers will deal with the

negative."

Janelle expressed the opinion of many when she said, "I know what stress is

but to try to put it into words and actually tie it down is difficult." Each participant

offered their own unique definition of stress based upon her experiences and beliefs.

Ianelle makes reference to the cumulative effects of stress when she noted:

"... That was sitting on top of another very stressful situation. It compounded
all my stress and it just sort of blew up."

Others indicaæd that this was observed in their experiences as well. Alexandria talks

about how her stressors are interwoven to create her cunent stress level described in the

interview. Gina asked in the inærview if I was wanting personal stressors or just job-
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related stressors. When I asked her if she believed that the personal stress she had

experienced had influenced her job, she responded with:

"'Well, certainly it does. She (her sisær) works in the Board Offîce too and so
she would call my office. I would pick up the phone and it was a daily stess
with which I had to deal. It was on my mind all ttre time. My job helped me to
keep busy and to not think about it a lot but then there would be those
moments when itwould come back and I would think about it again."

This hints at her underst¿nding that stress in one role within her life was being carried

over to another role and adding to the stress being experienced there.

Hillary appeared to view stress as a constantly shifting experience and she was

the only panicipant to reflect on the variables which influence her stress level each day.

She suggested that her daily stressors change as a result of : my family and what is

going on at home, the timing of things that happen ("If you are on overload already and

then one more thing drops on your plate, I react differently."), her state of health ("If I

am under the weather in some way, it affects my coping ability"), and how big the

responsibility is that is given to her ("Sometimes there are nagging annoying little

things and other times, you may have a deadline to meet with no one cooperating and it

becomes a major stressor.").

Eveline was the only participant who made refercnce to stress as being a source

of energy. Later on in her interview, she discussed that rather than trying to dissipate

her stress level to reduce her physical manifest¿tions, she attempts to shift her stess to

a more functional energy form.

" I find that I tend to reduce my stess most by shifting my energy. I believe
that stress is energy. I take my energy out of one context and place it in another
to reduce my stess. This helps me more than actually taking all the energy and
tqying to dissipate iL"

This is the approach developed by Pertik and Senter (1990) in their book devoted to

helping students channel thefu stress into positive energy forms. Hanson (1985) also
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talks of using stress to frght stress or how individuals can shift their energy to work for

them in a more positive mode.

Discussion

The responses offered by the participants with regards to this question often

gave me some insight into their understanding of stress. In many cases their definitions

of stress actually identified a major stressor for them.

Feeling out of control is a major cause of stress for any individual. Swiss and

Walker (1993) note that "Loss of control is not easy to accept, particularly for women

accustomed to being in charge." (p.30).Witkin (1991) proposes that "the higher one's

sense of control, the less one's stress." (p.283). Russell (1994) promotes the flipside,

"Taking Control", as one of the survival staægies which her respondents emphasized.

She notes that her respondents' "view of control involves making choices, choosing

not to be a victim of circumstances. Taking contol ... may increase one's sense of

individual power." (p.15). Books which suggest assertiveness training as a coping

strategy emphasize the importance of people believing that they are in control of their

situation ((Can-Ruffino (1985), Charlesworth and Nathan (1984) and Miller and

Smith (1993)). Can-Ruffino (1985) suggests that the prevention of burnout:

"requires an assertive approach ûo dealing with people that gives you more
control over your life and helps you avoid becoming the victim of others'
manipulations, g¿unes and whims." (p.145).

Thus, the lack of control is frequently dealt with in the literature whether discussing

victim-like attitudes (Su11ivan,1993) or assertive behaviours which help individuals to

deal with their feelings. Swiss and Walker (1993) conclude that "Unless a woman is

willing to take the risks that come with fighting back, her career and her self-esteem can

be devastated if she lets others define her work ethic." (p.35).
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Change has been identified as a major educational stressor in literature. Fullan

(1993) addresses the burnout which can result from being constantly bombarded with

change and the cynicism which results. Hanson (1985) talks of the "Three Major

Changes Contributing to Today's Worþlace Stress".

Most respondents ænded to identify external sources as creating stress. Janelle

was the only one who discussed at length her inærnal sources of stress, those personal

beliefs and values which created stress within her life.

In responding to the question as to whether or not male and female

administrators experienced stress similarly or differently, seven indicated that the

experience of stress was an individualistic experience and not gender-related. One

respondent, Danyelle, expressed that she believed that there were differences. She

noted that "women internalize stress more" than men and discussed the need

experienced by women to always be the peacemakers. She perceived that "men scream

more and blame others more. They don't really own up to their responsibility in a

conflict situation from what I have obseryed."

Asking the participants to define sress in the beginning of the interview allowed

me to clarify my definition of stress for the purposes of this study, and led to a brief

discussion regarding the differences in definition between "stess" and "stressors", the

next topic on the Interview Schedule.
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CHAPTER SD(

Themes in the Data

The Identification of Stessors

Participants were asked to suggest daily factors which influcenced their stress

levels. They were also asked to describe intense stessful situations. They were asked

to rank order their top five stressors and to suggest what common element existed to

make these the most stressful stressors of all the stressors listed. Many of these

questions were prefaced with the words "As a woman and an adminstrator" which

encouraged the participants to express any perceptions regarding gender differences.

In mapping out the many strcssors expressed by participants, it soon became

obvious that the common stressors included interpersonal relationships and balancing

their personal and professional role responsibilities. All nine participants reflected on

these stressors. Eight of the nine participants demonstraûed agreement that time

management, the Ontario government's Social Contract and the anticipation of, or

recent promotion, to a new PAR position were major stressors. Feelings of isolation

within their current role was described by six participants while different

communication and management styles was identified as a stressor by f,rve participants.

All three Curriculum CoordinatorVConsultants identified a poor understanding of their

job responsibilities by others as being a stressor and this tied in closely with criticisms

which were received at budget times when there was a threat of staff cuts. Each of

these data themes will be reviewed with Janelle's inferview woven into them.
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1. Interpersonal Relationships: In every interview, it became obvious

that the women administrators were very concerned about their relationships with

others whom crossed their daily paths. Sentiments were expressed with regards to

their relationships with students, teachers, par€nts, Principals, other administrators and

stakeholders within their professional roles as well as their own family members within

their personal lives.

Janelle perceived her troubled relationship with two different administrators as

leading to her taking æn days off school for job-related stress and her ulcer. In each

situation, she was made to feel that she was not capable of doing her job and not valued

as a member of the system team. The stressor leading to her experiencing physical

symptoms of stress in both situations was conflictual interpersonal relationships. She

drew the following conclusion:

"It seems to be working with people which upsets me. The things in the
environment are temporary stressors. But, the people whom you work with
don't change the way that they do things. You have to learn tô work around
those who have caused you great distress."

In describing her relationship to one administrator with whom she must work, she

noted:

"To me, he is saying that he doesn't trust me to do my job. I found that during
this period of time, my professional self-esteem just absoluæly plummeæd and I
began to doubt that I was capable of doing my job. That was how he made me
feel."

She continued on to suggest that:

"We all have diffrcult people with whom we have to deal. When you are in a
very small system with only two schools ... it is trying. You are often
consumed. You spend a lot of your time dealing with them and ironing out
problems."

Alexandria was very concerned with the stress created by daily interpersonal

interactions, and noted "Whatever is going on with the staff, or individual staff

members or between staff members, has a great effect. I am pretty sensitive to that and
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that can create a stressor." She discussed student interactions and her disciplinarian

role as creating stress, as well as dealing with parents and upper administration. She

rank ordered "mediating problems or things that are happening between adults" as her

second most stressful stressor.

Brittany talked of her relationships with others but indicated that her students'

problems were a major daily stressor. She discussed the complexity of these problems

which bandaids could not remedy. Problems such as suicide, sexual assault and other

legal problems demanded a lot of her attention. Although many of her stressors listed

tended to be of a managerial nature, there were people and relationships involved in

each stressor which she identified.

Cara talked of her stress as related to inûerpersonal relationships. Bad feelings

and conflicts among staff members such as "when there is a misunderstanding and

people are angry with each other" was a stressor identified. Cara also listed

disciplining children as creating stress in her life. She t¿lked of the many people to

whom she must answer as creating stress.

Danyelle expressed similar concerns. Confrontations with parents was the first

stressor named and she discussed a particular parent whom was "particularly critical of

me and made me feel very incompetent and gave me low self-esteem." Parents

screaming at her was lisæd as a major stressor. She suggesæd that staff arguments and

hassles, juggling all the auxilliary personnel within her schools (educational assistants,

coop students, and Futures students) as well as dealings with parents, staff and

students were stressors for her. When personnel working within the same classroom

had a personality clash, it was her job to help them work out some type of solution.

Eveline discussed the stress created by the negativism and low staff morale

which the Social Contract has inspired. She noted that "the whole morale issue and

how to deal with it and work with people" posed a major stressor. She described co-
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workers and æachers who have developed deep negative attitudes and how this

negativism had st¿ræd to eat them up. Her relationships appeared to be important to

her.

Fiona also expressed concern with her interpersonal relationships. She talked of

the negative relationships between administrators and teachers which were initiated by

the Social Contact. She discussed learning to communicate with the men of her Board

as being a stressor. As well, she explained that her male colleagues "are not used to

sharing the information or not certiain how to share confidential or difficult situations"

with a woman administrator. These interpersonal relationships caused stress for her.

Lastly, Fiona expressed that "Maintaining relationships, in terms of professional

relationships, friendships and family relationships" was also a major stressor,

Gina's interview focussed on the "falling out" she had had with her sister. This

created the most stress for her in the previous year. She discussed the effects of having

others cnticize her fulfillrnent of her job and how devastating this was for her. She also

talked about the importance she placed on having someone to talk with regarding her

stressful solutions, whether it be a personal friend or her secretary or her aunt or

someone from a more organized networking group to which she belongs. Much of her

interview centered around her feelings regarding the inærpersonal relationships within

her life.

Hillary talked about staff morale issues as a major stressor. She emphasized ttre

importance of being in control and she discussed the stress she experiences when she is

dependent upon others to fulfill her job responsibilities. It would appear that

interpersonal relationships were important to her and her feelings of job satisfaction.

She also discussed the stress resulting when others do not understand her role

responsibilities and she is a position where she must defend her job to others. She

noted that co-workers with beliefs and values which are different than her own create
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stress. As a Curriculum Coordinator, she proposed that she must hone her

interpersonal skills to get the cooperation from teachers which she so strongly desires.

Hillary commented on the negative attitudes of administrators in various leadership

experiences which she had shared with them. She rank ordered the attitudes of co-

workers as being her number two stressor.

Thus, interpersonal relationships was a stressor identified in all nine interviews.

The women administrators emphasized the importance of functional, effective

relationships and how they valued having cooperative positive people surrounding them

in their adminisüator role.

The respondents within this study supported what has been revealed in most

studies of administrator stress in the past. They discussed the importance of good

relationships with supervisors and subordinates as was identified by Williamson and

Campbell (1987) in their study. The participants discussed the stessful effects of lack

of communication as identified by Wiggins (1988) and poor interpersonal relationships

¿rs suggested by Brimm (1990) and Sarros (1988). They discussed the time and energy

which these relationships required as proposed by Lyons (1990). Conflict-mediating

stress was one of the four broad categories devised by McGrath and Gmelch (1985) in

their research and it would appear that this study supports the findings that

interpersonal relationships and the conflicts which are precipitated are a key stessor for

adminisuators.

McGrath and Gmelch (1985) also proposed boundary-spanning stressors as a

broad category, which deals with the stress arising form the large number of

interactions with people external to the school system whom administrators encounter

on a daily basis. Alexandria and Danye[s talked of all the auxillary personnel with

whom they deal in their schools and the frustration which results from trying to
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coordinate, and mediate ¿rmong, these many stakeholders. This supports McGrath and

Gmelch's research findings.

2. Balancing their Many FrofessÍonal and Personal Role

Responsiblities: All nine women interviewed talked about their responsibilities to

their home and their families and the difficulty which they experienced trying to

maintain a balance between these personal home responsibilities and their professional

work responsibilities.

Janelle expressed some concern that one of the causes of her extreme

experiences with stress was the lack of balance within her life. She talked about being

a workaholic and described herself:

"Over the last couple of years, I have had to learn to deal with my workaholism.
When I do something, I just dive in and it becomes my whole life. I consume
myself in it. I did this with this job. I was staying at work until T:00 or 8:00
Pmr at night. Sometimes I would come home for supper and then I would go
back and work until midnight. I reached the point where I realized that I didn't
have a life."

As a result of taking her time off and her ulcer, she has come to realize the value of

maintaining a better balance. She is currently working to develop an improved balance.

She suggesæd:

'J am getting into my personal life and away from my job. There are many
things which I do to try and get my mind off the job and on to other things. ... I
have been focussing on family more and it has put better balance into my life. I
think that that is a key word too - balance. I think that that is one of the things I
have really learned to do this year, find some'balance'. f look on the stress-
related things which have happened and reflect upon their effect on me as a
person. I always felt like such a süong person but realized that I am not
invincible but I am expendable. I came to accept thar I realized that I needed a
better balance of other things in my life. Having this new granddaughter was
probably the best thing thathappened to me. Focussing more on family and
realizing how good having that balance was for me, helped me deal wittr my
stress. "
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Alexandria reflecæd upon her lack of balance within her life and the guilt which

she experiences when she tries to take time for herself and her family. She expressed:

"I think that this leads to the whole issue of balance. I find it very difficult to
balance my life at home with my life at school. I fTnd that I carry my school
home with me and I can't always get it off my mind. I always feel like I should
be doing the many things left unfinished at the end of the day and feel
guilty when I üy to take some time for myself. Sometimes I will plan a
weekend to relax and then I experience guilt the whole weekend because of the
school things I should be doing. I may as well be doing the things which are
bothering me as I don't relax anyway."

She discussed the stress created by the number of outside roles which female

administrators hold and suggesæd that the many family roles and obligations which

women hold "weigh heavily upon a female administator."

Brittany used the term 'Juggling" rather than "balancing" when she talked of the

many roles which she works to maintain. She talked of juggling her family, her staff,

and her students in her initial definition of "stress". When asked about her daily

stressors, Brittany reflected upon the daily racing home to take care of her small baby

and her husband. She lisæd her fourteen month old crying baby at home as her fourth

most stressful stressor and suggesæd that she had not had a full night's sleep since he

was born. She spoke of the fact that male administrators had wives at home and as

such, they did not have to worry so much about trying to balance as many roles.

"When men have a job like this, they can really concentrate on their job."

Cara talked of the dominant role which her job occupies because of its newness

and how she is hoping to make more time for herself and her family in the future. She

noted "I just haven't been able to do that this year. So I don't believe that I have been

doing that well" regarding balancing her home and job responsibilities. She talked of

her two teenage children who require part of her time. She noæd that in order to give

them the time they require, she often would have to eliminate or omit other obligations.
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Danyelle also talked of juggling many roles and responsibilities. She t¿lked of

juggling all the auxilliary personnel in her school. She identified that she had family

related stressors and suggesæd that getting her son off to college in the summer was

one such stressor. She looked at the age of a woman administrator's children as being

a variable in determining the amount of home stress. She commented that she has

raised one teenager who is out aheady and successful and that she is glad that she had

her children when she was young unlike some of her friends. She noted that she was

"glad that the house is quiet and that I can put my feet up and that everything is in its

place." when she returns home from school each day.

Eveline noted that she is currently concerned with her lack of balance within her

life. She described the damage that was occurring in her family as a result. She stated:

"The one difference as a woman would be in trying ûo balance my whole life,
my personal life, with my work. The factright now is that the balance is not
very good so I find myself being placed in situations where I am trying to
explain myself a lot That goes on daily. I find it difficult to find time to do the
things at home that need doing and to spend time with my family. I am always
riding that guilt trip. I have to explain first thing every morning where I am
going to be. Yuck. .... And no matter how much you say to yoursell "I am not
going to carry around somebody else's problem" you do. You know the reason
that your family react a cert¿in way is because they are hurt. They believe that
everyttring else is important and ask, "What about me?" when you have all these
other things going on."

Eveline also talked of her frusüation trying to balance all the expectations of her job and

stated that she often gets an 'overwhelmed'feeling trying to keep up with her many role

responsibilities.

Fiona expressed concern with balancing her many role responsibilities when

describing a bad day she had recently experienced. She had had four different meetings

to attend and/or chair. In the midst of her meetings, she received a call from her

daughter in Thunder Bay. She noted: "f knew that I couldn't do anything about it but I

started thinking, "Do f really want to do this? This is too much. Iæt me off the wheel."

I was going from one meeting to the next to the next. I find the greatest stressor is
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trying to balance the time commiEnents in terms of my job expectåtions". fn this case,

her family commitments added to her stress. She noted the stress resulting from

balancing her time commiünents as she talked about going home on weekends and the

unsettling feeling she had living away from her family. She discussed coping with a

long distance relationship with her husband and the influence her family stress had

upon her overall coping abilities. When looking at gender differences, she discussed

with envy the fact that male administrators had wives at home to carry many of her

responsibilities and concluded that "maintaining your regular routines of home, or in

my case, two homes can be stressful." Fiona's interview concluded with her

discussion of an article she had read recently about the number of female

superintendents who were opting out of their positions because of the stress. She

noted that the article talked about family as being one of the major stressors.

Gina talked openly of her.two kinds of stress - job-relaæd stress and family-

related stress. She noted "of the two, the family stress was the worst for me to deal

with." In explaining the stress she went through recently in applying for a Principal

position, she continued to emphasize her family responsibilities and how these

interferred with her preparation process. She talked of "coming home at night, and I

have a family, so I was trying to deal with them, preparing supper and everything else

that goes with my family role." and getting the family off to school in the moming and

getting the family organized and the joys of having teenagers in the house adding to the

daily stress she experienced. She concluded with "There is all that kind of family-

stress on a daily basis." She spoke of her son moving away from home and the

financial obligation attached to that move. She mentioned that she and her husband

always supported their sons' spoß activities and that this entailed spending many

hours on the road travelling to their games. She t¿lked of selling their house and
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cottage as being an added stressor. She concluded with "trying to find a balance and do

the best job that you can is a stessor."

Hillary suggested that she had diffrcuþ separating her roles:

"'Well, I had a hard time, I must admit separating my personal life from my job
and I guess I have a hard time separating the two at the best of times. I find my
work is a salvation to me sometimes when I am stressed at home. It gives me
something different upon which ûo focus."

In looking at the variables which affect her daily stress, Hillary suggested that her

family and what is going on at home is an important factor. "If I can leave the family

behind when I come to work, it helps." When rank ordering her stressors, Hillary

expressed:

"Family c¿Lme up on top. I probably feel that way because if you were to ask
me what my priorities in life are, family would be number one. So when things
are not working out there, I am stressed."

She described how she had learned a lot about letting go of her stress and coping

stategies from living with a house full of t€enagers. She discussed how she has been

able to transfer some of her coping skills to her work.

Much of the literature deallng with administator stress identifies stress created

by role conflict, role overoad, and role expectations. However, in general, these

stressors are defined in relationship only to the workplace. Cooper (1990) defined

role-based stress as "stress which arises from conflicts over job responsibilities in the

organization." (p.86). The findings from the respondents within this study suggest the

need to extend this definition to "stress which arises from conflicts over job

responsibilities in the organization and home responsibilities in the family." Not one

participant within this study reflecæd upon role conflict whereby differences exisæd

between directives from above and beliefs and values at the school level as was found

by Lyons (1990). There was most definitely "role overload" suggested by all

participants but again in a very liberal definition of the tenn. Unlike Lyon's (1990)
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definition restricted to the administrative role, the participants in this study expressed

concern with role overload in the number of roles they occupied and the unrealistic

expectations when these many roles were combined. Because of their many role

responsibilities beyond their adminisuative responsibilities, role overload became a

stressful concern. Morrison et al. (1987) suggest:

"Yet all of the executives had the challenge of weighing and juggling their
personal and professional pursuits. As women, most of them were under
constånt strain as they tried to switch from one role to another. They felt
pressure to conform to one role or another, without the freedom to combine
them." (p.115).

Morrison et. al. (1987) speak of women being "judged on their personal life as

well as on their job performance. If they indicate to more senior executives that their

personal life is important, the suspicion that it will take precedence over their career

grows." (p.114). For this rrason, it is suggested that some women "deliberately try to

convince their colleagues that their personal life is not important, or at least that it

couldn't possibly interfere with their career." (p.119). In this study, Hillary was very

clear as to her priority and placed her family as number one over her career. She

possessed the confidence to express her beliefs in the interview and to relate the role of

her family in both creating stress and in helping her learn important coping strategies.

Thus the influence of each participant's family and their ability to balance their

job and home responsibilities was a theme which was identified in all nine interviews.

Many suggested that this was a gender difference and so more will be written on the

influence of family on a female's ability to cope with stress when the themes in the dat¿

reflecting female sfress issues are discussed.

3. Social Contract: Alexandria, Brittany, Cara, Fiona, Eveline, Gina,

Hitlary and Janelle all identified the Social Contact as a major stessor within their lives

as adminisnators. Janelle commented:
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"The Social Contract played a major role in my first real stressful situation that I
have encountered in a long time. It resulæd in my having to take a week off
work before the Chrisunas holidays, actually ten days, due to job-relaæd
strgss. "

The actual cutbacks in salary resulting from the Social Contract were rarely mentioned

by the participants. One of the ramifications of the Social Contact which created stress

in the lives of these women administrators was the elimination of Professional

Development days at a time when the Ministry was introducing many new initiatives.

This had a strong impact, especially for the curriculum coordinators, whom are

responsible for curriculum and policy implementation. Another ramification of the

Social Contract was the low staff morale which was created and which all these women

administrators have had to deal with in varying degrees. The general lack of control

they experienced with the Social Contact was a stressor for others.

Cara stated, "fff hear about Social Contract one more time,I'll scream!" Gina

noted that the Social Conuact had affecæd us all, regardless of our gender. It was a

stressor for everyone.

As Eveline stated, "That would be the one stressor that I believe stands out for

me and it stands out head and shoulders above everything else." She added that "the

one thing that the Social Contast has brought out which I find personally very difficult

to work with is negative attitudes and behaviours." She discussed the whole morale

issue which she attributes to the Social Contract and which she finds is a const¿nt

source of frustration for her in her daily inæractions with people.

The flrst stressor which Fiona suggested was the Social Contract. She noæd:

"I think the one that carne to my mind right away (stressor) was the Social
Contract as it was a major stressor for me. The relationships benveen
administrators and teachers all became very negative. Also, because we lost all
our Professional Activity days, it added stress for me as I was trying to make
changes. Being someone new in the job,I wanted those days to work with
staff and they were gone. "
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Hillary listed the Social Contract as a stressor for her and a lot of other people,

suggesting that "we are asking teachers to change, we are asking them to do more with

less, and now we are telling them in a lot of ways that what they are doing is not

valued as much." She added:

"I found Rae days were a súessor because as part of this job, you are
responsible for professional developmenl People are saþg we need the
professional development and yet there is no time. Again, you lose that contol.
You know what the need is, you know how to solve the problem, but it is out
of your hands."

In going back to the liærature, the Social Contract affecæd each respondent as it

created stress due to a mandated decrease in finances and resources of all types -

supplies, personnel and time. McGrath and Gmelch labelled this broad category as

task-based stress. Although not one participant referred to the decrease in supplies as a

result of decreased budgets, they did reflect upon the negative influence upon

personnel, the low staff morale, which the Social Contract had created. They also

reflected upon the lack of professional development time resulting from the Social

Contract mandate and its influence upon their fulf,rllment of their positions. As Eveline

noted, educators are being asked to do more and more with less and less resources

available.

4. Time Management: Time and its scarcity in terms of completing all

perceived requirements for the role was a common stessor identified by six participants

within the study. Janelle talked about her concerns with the time element and expressed

how she contribuæs to her own stress through hermisjudgement of time:

"...there are some things which I do, the way that I operate, which cause me
stress. I am always laæ for everything. I try to do that last little thing before I
leave. There always seems to be so much to do and not enough time to do it. I
always want to do just one more thing. I think that I am still going to have
enough time to get to that next meeting on time. But, then I frnd that I am
always racing a¡ound late. I hate ir I haæ driving in the ca¡ thinking about
how late I am going to be when I arrive. I have caused that. It is nobody's
fault but my own."
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She continued to describe the process she uses in completing projects. She indicated

that she knows she will need a big block of time for any major project and because she

knows that she will not get that block at the office, she tends to do all the little things

which "put together, the minutes add up". By then it is 4:00 pm. and she has not

started her big project. She commented:

"To me, it is frustrating because ofæn I am in the eleventh hour trying to finish
something off. Once the big thing is done, I say that I am never going to leave
things again and that I am going ûo be a better person, betær organized, focus
better, tackle this type of work flrst the next time round. Sometimes it works
and sometimes it doesn't."

She gave a lengthy description of the many time wasters which are built into her job

such as dealing with the maintenance of the equipment at the office and the

replenishment of supplies. She noæd that no one takes responsibility to refill the

stapler or buy a new typewriter ribbon or even change the toilet paper ro11 in the

bathroom and that these little stressors take time away from her real responsibilities.

Britøny noted that "finding the time to get everything done when everyone else

wants something done for them right away." was a big stressor for her. She talked

about finding or making time for herself as a coping strategy which she wished she

could adopt more successfully; she just never could find the time. These tend to be

challenges for most educators.

Eveline noted that she was being asked to do more and more with less and less

and time was one of the resources which she was running short on when it came to

fulfilling her job responsibilities. She suggested "you continually feel like you are just

running on air. Time would be one of my big ones."

Fiona explained that it was the time pressures or demands on her time which

caused her to feel the most stress. "My greatest stressor is trying to balance the time

commiünents in terrns of meetings and doing things within the Board and the office and
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at a regional level and within the schools, which is where I would like to spend more of

my time."

Gina indicated that she likes to manage her time wisely and be organized to

avoid creating any additional süess. She discussed her organizational strategies such as

making appointments ahead of time, keeping lists for herself and planning. She noted

"That relieves my stess so that it doesn't all pile up on me."

Hillary rank ordered "lack of time to get the things done that I know have to be

done and that I want to get done" as third on her list of stressors.

The usage of the term 'time' was ofæn included in explanations of other

stressors or concerns within the lives of these female administrators. Everyone

expressed a desire for more time in order to accommodate all their professional and

personal role expectations.

Time was a common stressor identified in the literature. William and Campbell

(1987) found in their study that the management of time was the single factor

accounting for the majority of stress. Lyons (1990), Wiggins (1985), Lam (1988),

Roberson and Matthews (1988), Whan (1988) and Brimm (1990) all identified time as

a stressor within the lives of educational administrators. Time appears to be a very

valuable commodity and its management is ultimate to the individual's feelings of career

tulfillmenr

5. Preparation, Anticipation and Fulfillment of New Positions: It

was interesting to note that eight of the nine women inærviewed were anticipating stess

in the future when they applied for a Principal position or they had recently been

promoted to a new position and thgy were anticipating stress as a result of adapting to

their new position.

Janelle talked of applying for a principal position on a particular school if it

were to open up. Her rationale for applying for this position was most interesting. She
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would apply for this position only because she was afraid that another person she had

in mind would get it if she didn't. She had strong feelings that the other person was

not the right person for the job. She commented regarding "the fear that this person

will become the next Principal sits.in the back of my mind. I don't want it to happen. I

don't necessarily want to become the Principal. I know that there are some people who

just want to be Principal for the position, for the power and the status and the image. I

don't think that those are the right reasons for wanting the position." She discussed the

head start she would have because of her skills and knowledge gained as Curriculum

Coordinator. However, she also expressed fear that "choosing that Principalship and

interviewing for the job and finding out that the other person got the job could prove

stressful" to her.

Alexandria projects that eventually she will be seeking more of a challenge and

looking for a move. She talked about the fears associated with an interview and the

preparation process for the change. It was interesting as she had begun to question her

desire to move to a larger setting. "I used to think that I would move into a larger

school when one became available but now I am questioning that desire. I like where I

am and I am not so sure that I want to change. I am finding more and more women

beginning to doubt that "bigger is better" unlike their belief in the past."

Brittany is not being promoted but looking forward to moving into a new

school building in the upcoming year. She discussed all the planning which she and

the st¿ff had been doing. She noted that the move was starting to become part of each

day's conversations and activities. "Right now we are sitting down and choosing

furniture for an entire new school. I have trouble picking out my own livingroom

furniture let alone furniture for a whole school." This created stress in her current dailv

life, as will the actual move in the near future.
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Cara discussed the stress of being in a new position. "I have not been sleeping

as well as I used to sleep. I have these little subconscious fears that I will forget

something that is really important." She went on to relaæ forgetting to cancel a supply

teacher and commented on all those little det¿ils which she worries about forgetting in

her first year as Principal. She expressed the belief that next year would be less

stressful as she would be more familiar with the expectations and paperwork

requirements.

Danyelle was starting a new Principalship in the fall and listed her new job as a

potential stressor. "Being prepared, spending a lot of time just thinking about what I

am going to do, what my entry plan is going to be, is how I plan to help deal with the

stress. This is a new school for me with new people." She asked herself "What is my

strategy going to be?" and made some plans accordingly.

Fiona was in a new position and expressed some concern over the reassignment

of Professional Activity days to Rae days as this limiæd her ability to work with her

new staff making some necessary changes. She spoke throughout her inærview of

some of the adaptations she had had to make in her new position and the stress which

they had caused her. Learning to relate to men who were not used to working with a

woman, dealing with the new information network and finding the key players,

working out of a building which was ten kilometres from the Board Office and keeping

on top of new directives were some of the stressors of her new position.

Gina had recently applied for a Principalship and had received the position for

the fall. She explained the stess which she experienced in terms of writing her resume

and preparing for her interview. She talked about all the activities she was doing in

preparation for her new position such as attending a staff meeting in June, ordering

books on communicating with the public and marketing your school and talking with
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each staff member individually regarding the strengths and weaknesses of the school

according to their perceptions and other sftategies.

Hillary reflected upon her desire to take a Principal's Course in the upcoming

future and suggested that "if I were to get into that type of position, I would probably

have to learn a few more coping skills."

It was interesting to note that each of them, with the exception of Eveline, who

spoke of retirement, indicated that they were interested in pursuing their careers further

and/or had recently achieved a new plaûeau in their careers. For each of them, this

meant additional stress as they planned for the changes to their curent ways of living.

Shakeshaft (1939) refers to a study done by Edson (1981) which revealed that:

"female administrators, in conúast ûo the men who participaæd in the study,
gene-rally aspired bey91d th9 position of principal as their ultimate career goals
... when compared with their male counterparts, women showed greater äesire
to advance more than one step up the organizational ladder." (p.92).

The women adminisúators within this study appear to have aspirations for advancement

which they have recently fulfilled or which they are anticipating fulfîtling in the near

future. This stressor appears to be the only one identified which may be viewed as a

positive stressor. Positive or negative, stress is experienced by the body the same way.

6. Feelings of Isolation: There were feelings of isolation identifîed by six

participants as sources of stress in their lives. These feelings of isolation were

expressed as being created by communication differences between genders and by

physical distances between offices within their Board.

Janelle discussed the importance of having others with whom to t¿lk and the

feelings of isolation which she experienced working in a small board situation. She

talked of meeting with other women and the value of having "an out and out "bitch"

session":

"I think that women find out that they are not alone in their feelings about the
situation or the person. I think that when you work in small boards, this can be
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a problem, as there are so few people that things get blow out of proportion
because the person stårts to think that "I'm the only one experiencing this. I am
all alone here.". It tends to magnify. Whereas, where you have other people to
t¿lk with, you frnd out that other people may have simila¡ problems with which
they have to deal. It makes you feel betær. It is therapeutic."

Alexandria discussed a desire to have more opportunity to talk with other

administrators, male and female, regarding problems she was experiencing. She noted

that in one incident dealing with upset parents, she felt alone in her problem:

"Until I said something to one of the other female administrators, we didn't
know that this was going on in both schools. She said, "Oh, my god! You're
going through that too! 'Well, we're going through it. Can I æ11you about
what we are going through right now. How would you handle that kind of
situation?" And then we f,rnd out that another female principal is going through
the same thing. I think that we do not, as women, have an opportunity to t¿lk
about these things. I know for sure, that with the male individuals which are in
our board, the egos get so involved. They could not say to you, "This is really
a problem for me."

Danyelle talked of feeling different than everyone else and how she had

questioned herself. She noæd that she "was different until I got out in the world and

got to Toronto and that was when I learned that others had simila¡ aspirations. I felt,

"Oh, I am not strange. I'm normal." Through sharing and networking with others,

she began to feel that she was not alone in her personal aspirations to be more than a

classroom teacher.

Eveline noted that she experienced high anxiety as a result of her perception that

she is the one everyone blames when things go wrong. She noæd that "I feel that I am

the one that has all the spears pointing at me. I feel like I have to dodge the bullets. I

find that I feel like I am the target and that gets to be a high stressor." She noæd that it

is the nature of her position to be responsible to many different st¿keholders and that

this causes her to feel different and isolated from the experiences of the other

administrators.
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Fiona talked about isolation as a result of the difference in communication styles

used by herself and the male administators she deals with on a daily basis as well as by

the physical distance between her office and the main board office. She commented

that "As a woman, being isolaæd from the main board offîce whei atl my colleagues

were male and they all work there, created stress for me." When we discussed the

cause of her communication breakdown, I asked her if she thought it resulted because

of the distance between offices or if she believed it was gender issue, to which she

responded, "I think that it is both. I think it is a combination. I think that some of it is

distance. But I also believe that part of it is because I am a woman. They are not used

to sharing the information or not certain how to share confidential or difficult

situations." The two factors combined to create feelings of isolation as Fiona noted that

often she was not part of the decision-making process and ofæn she was not informed

about changes to meeting dates and other informally shared information.

Hillary discussed the importance of having a support network in place "because

if you don't, you feel like you are all alone." She expressed that she does not perceive

this as being as important to men. The rationale which she suggested was that it was

important to women to be accepted by others and that men do not place the same value

on this acceptance within the worþlace. "They just go outside of their job for their

social acceptånce." Hillary strongly supported the need to t¿lk with others as a means

of preventing the feelings of isolation for women.

There are many gender issues inærtwined within these feelings of isolation and

these will be dealt with under the themes in the data reflecting female stress issues. The

isolation which results from different communication styles will be reviewed. The

FWTAO (1991) notes that isolation that many women feel when they are the only

woman or one of the first women to successfully be chosen for a traditionally male

role. They suggest that "women must overcome this isolation and focus on
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establishing their credibility in a chilly, sometimes hostile environment." (p. xvi).

Fassel (1990) espouses that women receive their identity from their job and their

achievements within their job. As such, their self-esteem is achievement-dependent.

When information is withheld or there is a communication breakdown, this interferes

with a woman's ability to fulfill her job demands and hence affects her self-esteem and

feelings of job satisfaction. Stress is created. As Hillary suggests, men go outside

their job for social acceptance unlike women. For women administrators within this

study, talking with others in order to confirm their feelings and beliefs regarding similar

situations is an important coping strategy which helps them deal with their stressful

feelings of isolation.

7. Managerial and/or Communication Styles: Having to deal with other

administrators and staff whom had varying styles of communication and management

were stressors for six participants. Janelle spoke at length about the stress she

experienced in trying to deal with her Director's style:

"It is very hard to get anything done which requires a lot of thought because he
has a ændency to have a different style or orient¿tion than myself. This is
another interesting ttring ttrat at one point caused a lot of stess for me, but I
have now accommodaæd it. He tends to be a very linear sequential type of
person and I'm a very divergent abstract kind of person."

She went on to explain his method of working tlrough his mail and through his agenda

when meeting with her and did suggest:

"We have both come to try and understand how the other works, to reahzn the
differences and to accept them and accommodate accordingly. Mind you,I
probably (This is a biased statement, I know) have let him have his way more.
If he wants to go down his.list, that's fine. It doesn't bother me as much any
morg."

Alexandria discussed the "mentality of competition" and described the gender

differences which create stess for her:

"I think that the men that I have met are more competitive than the women are.
Whereas the women would call each other or a man just to ask how to do
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something or for an easier way of going about some procedure, the men don't
do that same sort of a thing. Although you f,rnd them calling the women, they
would never call each other. There just seems to be a cert¿in amount of
competition there. I think it is hard, as a female administrator, not to be drawn
into that mentality of competition. It seems to be so much a part of the whole
structure that it is really hard not ûo start feeling that kind of competitive edge."

Alexandria continued to speak of her director and his competitive nature as contributing

to her perceptions. She noted: "I think that he is really big at competitions. That is

important to him, so he highlights that type of activity."

Danyelle discussed the influence of the management style of the men in upper

administration in her board. In discussing gender-based stressors, she noted:

"We find that the stress comes from the top down, that the administration is
pushing the stress down a level. The way that they cope affects our lives. And
the management style of the top really influences the whole system. 'We 

as
middle managers arc pushed."

She discussed the stress which was created as a result of the managerial style of the

upper administration within her board.

Fiona talked of the different management and communication styles as being a

stressor. In explaining her view that communication styles were a stressor, she noted

that she had to learn to work" with male and female principals with different styles of

dialogue. I learned to adjust to different people regularly." She also spoke of learning

to communicate with the men on her administrative team. "I think that women

communicate in a way that is different than men and so because you don't stamp your

feet or should, sometimes, my point of view was not taken seriously. So, I had to find

ways to let my colleagues know when issues were really imporüant." lvith regards to

management styles, she t¿lked of gender differences and how this created some stess

for her in her cuffent position:

"I found as a woman, that my management style was different My style tends
to be less confrontational f don't want to get inûo a power struggle.
Sometimes, people interpret that as I don't have a bottom line. That was
stressful sometimes, as I would think ttrat I had a situation solved. Because I
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was not very forceful about it, others would comment, "Oh, f didn't think that
you meant what you said." I had to get used to thal"

Eveline discusses the gender differences beween males and females definition

and fulfillment of their roles but does not mention the terms management style or

communication styles in her description. She hints that there are differences when she

states that:

"Sometimes I actually think that it is really good the men and women do work
together because we do bring two sides or perspectives to an issue. A lot of
times as the Director and Superintendent of Business and myself sit down and
talk together, they bring a more administative perspective and then I will tend
to ask them, "He], but what about...?" It helps us to round the picture a little
more."

Thus, Eveline does not refer to these differences as a stressor but rather believes that

they add to the richness of the adminisnative team.

Hillary commented upon the way that males and females dealt with others,

discussing the concepts of assertion and aggression. She concluded that "Agression is

thought of as a positive quality in a male but not necessarily in a female." She reflected

on the stress which was created by the differing expectations, accepted behaviours and

styles of men and women

Daggett (1993) talks of how the educational system promotes a concrete

sequential teaching and learning style and concludes that there is a need for more

random abstract teachers and thinkers. It would appear that Janelle has experienced

stress because of her unique random abstract learning sfyle which contiasts sharply

with the linear sequential style of the administrators with whom she deals on a daily

basis. There were no specific management or communication styles identified in the

research studies reviewed as being stressors.
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In reviewing the liærature on communication and management styles, there has

been a lot written recently. The gender issues and the accompanying stress created will

be dealt with under the "Female Sress Issues" section.

8. Lack of Understanding of Role Responsibilities By Others:

Many expressed that dealing with others who did not understand the complexity of their

job was a stressor. Janelle noted:

"It made me realize that other people do not understand my job. They only see
how I relate to them, here I am speaking of æachers, and they see the services I
deliver. I have always felt very positive about that as they have always given
me the impression that they feel that I deliver a valuable service to teachers. I
felt that they really appreciaæd the service. But they do not appreciate all the
other things that come with the job - the liaising with Ministry and all the
Ministry commitments which you have to do."

This was a stressor common to the three Curriculum Coordinators/Consultants

interviewed and each described the misunderstanding in relation to the fear that their

positions were going to be cut. Hillary had noæd that "Other people's perceptions of

what I am doing in my particular job are not always clear.... I end up having to defend

myself." Gina suggested a similar situation, only adding that this happens every year at

budgettime:

"Budget time is always a stressful time. The first year that this happened,I was
really devastaæd. I was really stressed out. I thought, "I have worked so hard
and all they are talking about is cutting my position. Every year with the budget
cuts, there is stress as to what is going to happen to you. ...You hear comments
that people are saying, "If you have ûo cut anywhere, you better cut the
consultants, because you know we don't need them. They are a frill."

She adds "there is a lack of understanding of the job responsibilities.'l

There is little writæn in the literature reviewed which suggests that the role

confusion of others contributes to the stress of an adminisüator. This may be a stressor

unique to curriculum coordinator positions within this study because of the nebulous

job descriptions which usually accompany such a position and the lack of power and

authority which they possess.
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9. Other Stressors [dentified: Janelle, as did each of the other

respondents, identified unique personal stressors. Janelle identified two additional

stressors which are worthy of mentioning.

Janelle identified a lack of trust in her capability to perform her job as being a

major stressor and one which led to her ten day leave due to job-relaæd stress. She

talked of originally working with a male administrator whom expressed:

"This is a new job. I was allowed to create this job. There are cert¿in things
that need to be done. (They were given to me.) I trust you and I know that you
do a good job. If you have any questions come and ask me."

She noted that his trust gave her a comfortable feeling. She worked hard with positive

results and successful feelings about herself. She noæd that her frustration began when

"this new person c¿une along who, all of a sudden, doesn't allow me to do what I

believe is needed. The lack of trust came through in many small ways." She gave

examples of some specific incidents and concluded "incidents like that really make you

doubt yourself. I was upset as this inferred that he didn't trust me to do my job." The

resulting feelings of self-doubt were devastating for Janelle, as she noted "my

professional self-esteem just absolutely plummeted and I began to doubt that I was

capable of doing my job."

The other stressor which Janelle identified which was different than other

respondents was ergonomics. She t¿lked of the noise level in the small board office as

becoming "quite loud and overpowering" when all the administration were present.

This created stress for her as she suggested that she couldn't concentrate to do the

things which needed doing. She talked of frustration created by the poor upkeep and

maintenance of the machines and equipment within the offrce. She noted:

"I have tried to deal with this in a positive way. It has never really been
deærmined whose responsibility it is to keep the supplies in stock. So, nobody
does it unless they have a need. I find that very frustrating."
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She spoke of having to go shopping for a typewriær ribbon because there were none

left in the supply room and having to refill the stapler every time she used it and "even

in the washrooms, no one takes responsibility for replenishing the toilet paper." She

commented that all these little things become quiæ frustating to all involved.

Gina and Danyelle both expressed concern with their body weights. Gina

suggested that her weight was a daily stressor and noted:

"I am always worrying about dieting and that is stressful. I joined "Back to
WeightWatchers" again and I am notreally doing all that well. I haven't gotten
myself back into the groove of it. So I worry about that. That is stressful and
that is a day to day sûessor. Every time I have something to eat,I think I
should not have eaten thal"

Danyelle commented that she knew that other women adminisüators walked to relieve

their stress and noted that "maybe they do it betær than I do, as they seem to be able to

keep their weight down better than I can. I have a problem with my weight that I just

can't get a handle on. All the others seem ûo handle it."

These are the type of comments which Sullivan (1993) addresses when she

notes that women have a "Body Image" stressor. Both these respondents referred to

their desire to lose weight and the stress which that desire created for them. Both

expressed a discontent with their ctrrent body.

In response to the question discussing perceived gender differences with

regards to stressors, one respondent indicaæd that they believed that the stressors

would be individualistic and were not gender-specific. Five suggested that the

stressors would be similar for both genders and seven perceived ttrat the stressors were

different for male and female administrators. These numbers do not add up to nine as

some respondents indicaæd that some stressors would be the same while others would

be different
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Themes In The Data

Coping Snaægies

There were a large number of different coping strategies identified by the

participants. There were also a large number of common strategies proposed. All nine

respondents suggested that physical activity and talking with others were effective

stress management techniques for them. Eight respondents commented on the

importance of positive self-talk, the use of a problem-solving process to work through

a stressful situation and the importance of being able to release their emotions in a time

of extreme stress. The imporønce of a supportive husband and family was offered as a

coping strategy by five respondents, as was having a positive attitude and a sense of

humour. Four respondents suggested watching television provided stress relief while

three proposed that learning to say "NO!", deep breathing exercises, planning, listening

to music and driving were coping strategies which worked for them. AII participants

discussed reading books and atænding workshops as there was a specific question in

the Inærview Schedule which addressed these "Intellectual" strategies.

1. Talking and Networking with Others. The importance of having

others to talk and network with regarding strategies for dealing with sEessful situations

cannot be underestimated in the lives of these women administrators. Janelle spoke of

discussing her stressful feelings about the Social Contract with other curriculum
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coordinators and discovering that she was not alone in her experience. When she

becomes upset, she suggested that she talks to her secretary as part of releasing her

emotional energy and that her secretary acts as a real sounding board. In discussing her

ten days leave due to job-related stress, she noted:

"When there were periods of high stress, I know I had to talk about it. I would
come home and sit and talk with my husband. I also get along well with
everyone in the office and if I need to talh my secretary and I talk and
discuss things through. She will confide in me and so we have that really good
working relãtionship. She understands my job and I understand her job
because we work so closely. So it is really good to be able to talk about things
and get them out in the open. I feel better."

In discussing the problem-solving process which she works through in an intense

stressful situation, Janelle emphasized that she does nothing while she is angry or

upset. "f take the time to calm down. I may talk about it with someone, my secretary,

my husband, my friends whom.I walk with, or any ear, for the sake of having

someone listen. Then if I feel that I need someone's input, some suggestions, I can

ask."

Alexandria spoke of the importance of talking with others about stressful

situations such as upset parents. She felt somewhat relieved to know that she was not

the only one experiencing such problems and concluded with the statement "I think that

we do not, as women, have an opportunity to talk about these things." She noted that

she wished there was more time provided for talking, as she noted "One of the things

that we miss out on is getting together on a regular basis to discuss things like this. If
we had a chance or an opportunity to t¿lk about the stressors, it would be beneficial."

Brittany reflected on her coping snategies which she uses when she has a rough

day and noted that "I have close friends that I go for walks with and t¿lk with and the

fact that they are teachers really helps as we can have some good "biæh" sessions."
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In Cara's interview, she noted that she turns to her husband and secretary in

times of stess:

"Generally the way thatl deal with stress is to talk to my husband a lot He
does administration work too. He is not in education and so he has a different
perspective but yet we have our commonalities. We discuss a lot of things. I
am his sounding board and vice versa. If I am able to verbalize it, it heþ. My
secretary is a great help also. Even is she is busy, I don't mind. It is not so
much that she is going to respond or that she is even lisæning to what I say, but
that I am able to verbalize it out loud is a great release."

In discussing workshops on stress which Cara had attended, she commented that she

enjoyed discussing sftessors in groups and hearing other people's solutions.

Danyelle talked of being a good listener and learning from other's sharing their

coping strategies with her. She talked of belonging to a formal networking group:

"'We have our PAR networking groups, our "'WIN" or "Women in ttre Nineties"
group. Some of us have gone to a stress workshop in Toronto and we shared
that with the group. Talking to the other women in our PAR group once a
month at our meetings helps. Once a month we always go out for dinner or
lunch and we will talk about something that was stressful. The last PAR
meeting was stessful for me because one of the Principals had gotten upset
with me and told me to suck rocks. 'We went to lunch and we talked together
about how we would handle this. They helped me work it through." -

kr listing her coping strategies, Eveline stated "I talk with other people. I talk to

my yoga instructor and I get different stategies. I talk with others about the things that

they do to help themselves with stress."

Fiona stressed the importance of being able to trust those with whom she t¿lks.

She commented:

"The other thing that really helps me is having someone to t¿lk to. . . . Having a
couple of people to talk with whom I can trust explicitly is very important. Tõ
know that they are not going to be judging you because you are hairing a
nervous crack-up is crucial. To be able to spill it all out makes me feel better.
Then I can go back to the issue again."

Fiona expressed a real need for others to talk with when she noted "I have worked to

develop a network of people with whom I can t¿lk. I can't keep phoning my friends in

my home town. So, I am developing a network of people within this town with whom
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I can talk." In discussing her strategy to solve a family related stressor, she again

referred to the importance of talking about it and airing all their expectations. Fiona's

inærview concluded with her summarizing her beliefs:

"I believe as a women, it is more important for me to have someone to talk
things over with. . . . When I was a Principal, there was a network of four
women. We were such a tremendous support for each other. I really valued
that I thought it was excellent. I miss it now."

Gina spoke of the importance of friends to her ability to cope with her stress.

She commented that "at the end of a busy week, we like to do things with our friends

such as going in the boat across the lake. I really like to socialize with people. I am a

very social person." She also talked of belonging to a sorority and to a formal

networking group called 'r\ryTN" or "Women in the Nineties". When she is stressed

and seeking help, Gina remarked.that she likes to "t¿lk to a lot of people. I am not

afraid to phone someone and ask for help. If I knew that you wefe an expert at "x", I

would say, "Well, I am phoning her." and I would do it. I would talk to somebody."

When Gina was asked what she does to learn about something such as stress, she

responded with "I talked to some of the others in the office. Just talking to people

helps me. I have an aunt that never had any children and she and I were always very,

very close. She always makes me feel good. If I ever have had a bad time regarding a

family situation, something sad, I always feel like I want to call her. She always makes

me feel good. She always says the right things."

Hillary commented on the relief she experienced when she t¿lked over a

stressful sitr¡ation with some other administrators. She noted that "sometimes, misery

loves company. But, it is nice to know if you arc over-reacting. It made me feel better

to know that other administators had felt disappointed."

In reporting on coping strategies which Goldstein (L992) advises for

superintendents, she heads the list with "Get a good support system of family and
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friends." followed by "Find confidants and allies in your community. They can give

feedback to your ideas and sometimes just be good listeners." (p.10). Bailey, Fillos &

Kelly (1987) found that the exemplary principals within their study scored higher in the

socio-psychological category than in others. The socio-psychological category

included coping strategies such as friends, support groups, family, and solitude.

Cooper (1988) found that discussing concerns with colleagues in education was one of

the top three coping straægies used by the principals within his study. He concluded

his study with the recommendation that "principals should consider organizing monthly

meetings with fellow principals to share job concerns and frustrations. Principals

should attend state and national conventions and develop a network of colleagues to

share job experiences." (p.87). Lyons (1990) proposed that administrators "find and

maintain a network of trusæd professional and personal friends. Few forms of therapy

are as effective as mutually satisfying two-way communication between trusted

colleagues and friends." (p.47) He goes on to suggest that these people should have

positive and enthusiastic personalities and the importance of avoiding the "prophets of

doom" or "black clouds". Monæiro (1990) discovered tJrat "one of the most important

stress-coping strategies is belonging to a support system with people who share and

give feedback." (p.85). He discusses the importance of "supportive comraderie" to the

ment¿l health of administrators. Much of the research reviewed suggested that talking

and networking with colleagues was a key coping strategy for educational

administrators.

2. Physical Activity: All nine respondents spoke of physical activity as

being a major stress reliever. Many commented on walking on a daily basis with

friends while others chose other forms of activity such as Tai Chi, yoga and aerobics.

Most expressed that physical activity was the one coping strategy which brought them

the most relief in times of stress.
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In reflecting on her daily coping straûegies, Janelle noted:

"First of all, I try to keep physically in good shape. I think overall health is
important. I usually walk three miles every day. I used to do a lot of aerobics
and I used to jog, but as I am getting older, I am slowing down. I am now into
fast walking which I understand is every bit as good for me as jogging and less
stressful on certian bones. To me, it makes all the difference in how I tackle
things and how I work on the job. 'When I get a good aerobic workout" I can
uke anything with very little stress or frustration."

She added that she is a "fair weather walker" and that once the temperature goes below

minus ten Celsius, she stays indoors. This caused her to reflect upon the ûemperatures

during the period when she was experiencing her high stress and to query herself:

"It is interesting that you mention that because it would be inæresting, in
retrospect, to chart this past year, When I think back to those times of high
stress, I do not know if they were periods when I was not doing my aerobics
because of the weather. So, my ability to cope really deteriorated. I know
myself well enough to know that if I can get a good aerobic workout, I can
tackle the world and do anything. So, I know the importance. It is really my
own fault when I don't walk. I could do to an aerobics class or go swimming
or do something. I have to be more careful of that during the cold months and
at least üry to do something physical."

When Alexandria was asked about coping strategies, she suggested that she

goes for a walk or has sex. Alexandria prefers to walk by herself in the morning to

wake up and to think about the day ahead. Brittany talked of going for a walk with

friends and talking over stressful situations while walking. Cara spoke of the

effectiveness of walking as a coping strategy when she was teaching but noted that

recently she had not found the time to walk because of her many responsibilities as a

flrrst-year administrator.

Danyelle walks three miles every day followed by a jacuzn which is located in

the basement of her home. She also tries to swim each day in the summer in the pool

located in her back yard. Danyelle spoke of having a weekly massage as a means of

relaxing her muscles.
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Eveline spoke of doing "some stretches even if they are just minimal ones.

Sometimes when I am driving my car,I roll my head and strerch my shoulders to try to

get rid of some of the stress. I try to get involved in a few physical things. For

example, I curl in the winter and golf in the summer. A lot of times when I golf, the

walk just takes over. So the one area that I know works for me is physical activity."

As did others, Eveline concluded with regret that she had been finding it hard to find

the time for this activity this year. "This year, I just haven't been able to make a

commitment to the time-"

Fiona recognized the importance of physical activity ûo stress management when

she commented "I know some people who go for walks or do some physical activity to

limit their stress." She admitæd that she tried to exercise at least once a week over the

winter but meetings always seemed to be scheduled for the specific evening of her

class. She also commented that she did not try to exercise "as a way ûo relieve stress. I

did it for my own physical health. I did find that on the nights when I exercised, I did

feel good. So, I did try."

Gina talked of curling in the winter. She commented that she thinla of nothing

but the game for the two hours she is one the ice with her team. She also spoke of

walking to relieve her stess. She walks with trvo others at 6:fi) am. in "rain, sleet or

snow. That helps to relieve my stress. We walk for about forty minutes. We walk

four days a week, with Wednesday being the day we give ourselves a break. I like to

walk. It certainly hasn't helped my weight any but it just clears your mind to start the

day."

Hillary talked about working in her garden, noting that "I find if I do something

physical that it helps me." She has also staræd taking Tai Kwon Do and suggested that

"it helps me to let things go and to leave them behind. I find ttrat in that hour that I am
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in the class,I have forgotæn whatever I was uptight about prior to the class. It is good

that way."

Physical activity was a coping straúegy which was reportedly widespread in its

usage by administrators in various research studies reviewed. Roberson & Matthews

(1988) found that principals in Georgia chose "Physical Activities" as their most

frequently used coping strategy. They reporæd that "about 30 percent of the principals

reported that they used physical coping strategies more often than the other types.

Reported most often were activities such as exercising, jogging, sports and brisk

walks." (p.81). Swent (1990) noted that "several responses indicated the value of hard

work or physical exercise as a diversion activity that allowed them to put some

emotional distance between themselves and their work." (p.71). Swent found in this

study that "physiological activity was the most frequently used means of stress

management, with approximaûely two out of every three administrators responding in

this caægory." (p.72). He reported that 85 percent used some form of exercise to help

cope with their daily stress and suggested that this may be explained because "physical

exercise has long been an acceptable form of activity to work off tension i' (p.72).

Lyons (1990) suggested that administrators should "develop some activities that you

can use to reduce your anxieties and stress" (p.47). He suggests various activities,

with physical exercise and sports being two on the list. He concluded that "411 of these

activities may serve as a safety value to relieve your mind of job-related issues.

Moreover, the appropriaæ physical activities will enhance your overall physical health."

(p.47) Monteiro (1990) notes that exercise may be viewed as a "Band-aid" treatnent as

well as a Life Style strategy in his "Taxonomy of Stress Coping Strategies". He

emphasizes the importance of administraûors moving beyond the cognitive challenge of

stress to realize that the body and emotions are also involved in the stress coping

process.
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Many stress management books promote the role of exercise in coping with

daily stress. Sullivan (1993) lists "Exercise and massage" as one of ten stress

management techniques which she deal with on the audio-c¿ìssetûe "Stress Management

for Women". Witkin (1991) talks of "cathartic activities", listing walking,

calisthenics, jogging, swimming and team sports as being vital to "relax our bodies,

make good use of the extra adrenaline produced during stress, and direct "neryous"

energy." (p.29I). Carr-Ruffino (1985) writes of the benefits of regular exercise and

comments on the extra energy eiperienced when exercise is completed. She also

reflects upon the fact that "Busy managers often find it difficult to take time for

adequate exercise." and emphasizes that it must be given top priority. She suggests that

the exercise should be enjoyable and that is more often accomplished when it is

combined with social inæraction.

3. Emotional Releases: Eight of the participants indicaæd that they had

developed a means of releasing their emotions to help them cope with stress. Some of

these were physical releases while others were mental or psychological releases. They

spoke of using these releases ûo help themselves move past their emotional reaction to a

stressful situation onto a calmer, more objective problem-solving state.

Janelle spoke of her release in the following way:

"Everybody's way of coping is different. I know that my immediate reaction is
to get very frusüated but then I soon get through the emotional thing. I shout
and scream and work it out. I sit in my desk and scream. My secretary will ask
what happened and I will explain it to her and then I feel better."

She stated that she believes that "it is really good if something has happened which

really irritaæs you to not hold it in but to let it out. I don't kick the dog but I scream or

talk about iL"

Alexandria spoke of consciously checking off her physical symptoms of stress

when she is in a high stress situation. She noted that she ties to "breathe deeply. I get
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myself a "time-out" if I need it. If I feel like I am going to say things which I may be

sorry for or react in a way that might be overzealous, I take "time-out" to sort out my

emotions."

Cara t¿lked about verbalizing her emotional response out loud to her secretary

and not really caring whether or not her secretary was even listening to her dialogue.

"That I am able to verbalize it out loud is a great l€lease."

Danyelle spoke of taking a "time-out" by walking around the school building

and getting away from her office and ælephone. She also commented that She had a

half hour drive home each day and that this allowed her time to "rehash things through

so that I am not coming through the door like a screaming idiot." She spoke of a

strategy which she had learned through reading called the "Silent Scream".

Eveline talked of putting herself into a positive frame of mind and counting to

ten to relieve the emotional frustration. "f say to myself, "Count to ten". If I have to, I

count to t€n again." I set myself up to say "Don't get mad. Don't get angry. Don't get

frustrated." I lower myself into a more passive mood. Then when I go into the

situation, I usually diffuse it because the other person expects me to get angry back and

I don't. So, gradually the conflict gets reduced and I can put the discussion back on a

more even keel." She also talked about avoiding involvement as one of her coping

strategies. Eveline noted: "Another one which f use, depending upon the situation, is

to go into the situation and just lisæn. Don't get embroiled in it, just sit back and let all

that high energy slosh around and keep yourself insulaæd. I will just sit and listen."

This is one way she uses to avoid emotional stress from building in the first place.

Fiona noted that she had a number of releases. She reflecæd the importance of

talking things out with someone else. She also suggested that she used to write about

all her experiences in a journal as a therapeutic straægy. She commented that:

"If there is a really bad situation, there is an emotional outburst as well. I might
just go somewhere and have myself a nice little cry and get it out of my system.
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When I come back, I have that out of the way and I am ready to deal with it
again."

She discussed the fact that many "times we get caught up in the emotions and there is a

blockage there" in terms of thinking rationally and objectively. She concluded noting

that she can depend on her secretarial staff to support her in times of stress:

"I find that my colleagues in this office are really supportive as well. On those
days when I am just pulling my hair out, I am quiæ comfortable saying, "I have
had it!" and being able to blow off steam. It is good to get it out and oñce it is
over, I am set again."

Gina suggesæd that she talks her stress away. She spoke of calling a friend and

cousin:

"If there is something that is really bothering me, I like to deal with it. As
painful as it is, I like to talk things out. I have a very good friend who is also a
cousin of mine. We can really talk. I ofæn call her on the phone and I will deal
with things openly. I like to get it out of the way."

Hillary talked of turning to nature to let go of her stress. She goes to her

peaceful backyard, sits down, has a cup of æa and takes in the beauty of the river and

the trees in order to calm down. She noted that this allows her an opportunity to "get a

grip on things that are bothering me when I need that break"

All the respondents except Brittany reflected upon some means of coping which

helped them to deal with the emotions they would experience in either an intense

stressful situation or as a result of accumulaæd daily stress. Most strategies were

unique to the individual and yet, in each case, they allowed the respondents to function

more effectively within their environment.

There was very little in the reviewed research which dealt with the types of

releases which these respondents identified. Gmelch (1938) was the only srudy which

mentioned crying as a coping response and he placed it within the Attitudinal caægory.

In analyzing the frequency of coping responses used, his study results showed that the
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Attitudinal category was one of the three most frequently used categories. Cooper

(1988) talked of "Time-Out: Taking a short break." as being a stress-coping category.

However, it was not in the top five of the seven categories which he used in his study.

Swent (1990) talks of administrators spending a short period of time walking within the

work environment ¿ìs a strategy used by a few.

Simons and 'Weissman discuss the "Language of Emotions" indicating that

"many women cry, smile, or look confused when they are actually angry about

something." (p.45). Carr-Ruffino (1985) devotes a section of the chapter to "Handling

Emotions Constructively". She discusses the fact that women "are blessed with the

ability to express their emotions more freely than men" and talks about the problems

which can develop in a male-dominated worþlace when feelings are not expressed in

an acceptable format. She talks of expressing these emotions without acting them out

and goes onto to develop sections on "Experiencing Feelings Without Acting Them

Out" and "Expressing Feelings to a Trusted Friend". Carr-Ruffino suggests straægies

for dealing with these feelings in a socially acceptable manner. Many of the

respondents interviewed did in fact act out their feelings in acceptable places with

accepting colleagues. They tended to be very discriminating as to with whom they

chose to share their emotional outbursts. While some screamed and cried, others talked

the stressful situation out with trustworthy friends and co-workers.

4. Self-Talk: Eight of the nine participants indicaæd ttrat they used self-talk

when placed in stressful situations. Some used positive self-talk while others

commented on their negative self-talk.

Janelle reflecæd upon her self-talk in many situations. In some cases, her self-

talk was negative. IVhen she was experiencing extreme stress just prior to her leave,

she noted:

"...the bottom line is that when you lose the feeling that you are a valuable
person in your position, that is the highest point of stress. That is the point
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when I said, "If this is going to continue, I don't want it. I can't work within
this situation-. I am just doing mechanical things. I am wasting myself here
doingrhis, plus my self-esteem is hurting. I want out." This lvas very
stessful for me."

In other cases, she talked of her positive attitude and her belief, "It's not me, it is them

who have the problem.". She discussed avoiding black clouds and talking to herself

and with others in a positive manner.

Alexandria told of a technique which her husband had taught her to use in a

stressful situation:

"He told me to think that it is only a 3D movie, so look at the situation as
though-it were a 3D movie and dke yourself our of youi body-Þéich yãurself
somewhere else and look at the situation and say to yourself,-"In the lóng run,
in the great scheme of things, this won't matter õne trilt of beans. It is
ilsignificant compared ûo -rgal signifîcant problems. " saying to yourself,
"You've got it pretty good." helps too."

She commented upon her usage of this technique as being very effective for her and the

self-talk which is involved as helping her to cope with many situations.

Brittany made reference to the satisfaction which she derives from her job and

commented that she ofæn has to "stop and say to myself 'Get a life!'. In discussing her

strategies, she reported that she is always looking towards the future, making

statements to herself such as "Today may be really bad but that doesn't matter because

tomolrow is Friday." She commented that she takes one day at a time and discussed

the usage of her self-talk to help her deal with stress.

Danyelle talked of her self-t¿lk in relation to her problem-solving process. She

commented that at one point, she thinks "Okay, what do I want to do here?". She

weighs the many alærnative solutions.

Eveline spoke of trying to find the time and energy to do the fun things in her

life and the activities which she knows will help her manage her stress. She commented

that "I ofæn say to myself, "This will reduce my stress - DO it!"". When in a stressful
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situation, she uses self-talk to help her. "I say to myself,"Count to ten.". If I have to, I
count to ten again. I set myself up to say "Don't get mad. Don't get angry. Don't get

frustrated." I lower myself into a more passive mood."

Fiona talked of a æchnique which she had learned from a facilitator in a

Strategic Planning Seminar. "He said that you have to stop inæmrpting yourself. I am

like that I have æn things going on at one time in my mind. So, one of the things that

I try to do is to focus on where I am. I try to forget my other commitments and think

only of the one that I am working on at that time. When it is finished, then I move on

to the next one." she reflected on talking to herself to keep on task.

Gina spoke often of her self-talk. She generally used self-talk to help herself

cope with a stressful situation. "I'll say, 'Yeah, I can do that!"'. When discussing

writing an exam, she noted that she "just kept saying to myself, "You will get through

this! You have got to. Look, you have done this and you have done that. you wiJl get

through this. Right now, you are thinking you can't do this or get it all done. Buq you

just have to think that you can get through it." And I usually do." In reflecting upon

her new Principalship, she comment€d that she turned "to my old belief, "I will do this.

I will get through this. I have done this in the past."" Gina also t¿lked of using self-

talk when she is organizing and planning activities. she suggested that:

"I want to do all those little things that.are gging to make the day go smoothly.
Çgtui4v, thgre^witl F t" oddpèrson ttrat rliu tluow things off.'Bï l*n
think about the fact that "so and so is probably not going tõ tite this...';. I will
even think, " ffhe says this to me, I will respônd w:ith .]". I think about what
I might say."

Hillary used self-talk in atæmpting to establish the rationale for an event creating

stress within her life:

"A lot of times.*hgn I sæp back and look at the situation, I ask myself, "Why
has that little thing bothered me so much?" I realize, ttrat iÍ was a Uítte ttring irí
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the whole scheme of things. I ask, "why would that make me question my
whole position or worth?'-

She also uses self-t¿lk in her problem-solving process, as she noted "f ask, "Is there a

better way to react to it?" I try to think before I do anythin gif atall possible. . . . I say

"Now, this is the situation. What are my options here? What will happen if I choose

this or that?"

The respondents used self-talk as a stress management strategy when it was of a

positive nature. Self-talk of a negative nature can create more stress rather than

reducing it. Butler (1981) and Helmsætær (1987) both promote rhe value of positive

self-talk in reducing stress. Gina is a prime example of a person who uses positive

self-talk to give herself the confîdence she seeks in a stressful situation. Janelle, on the

other hand, uses self-talk but more often in a negative manner when she is reflecting on

the situation. Self-t¿lk which is neutral such as Danyelle asking herself, "What do I
want to do here?" may be viewed as positive or negative depending upon her reaction to

the question in the specifïc situation.

5. Problem-Sotving Process: Eight of the respondents referred to using a

problem-solving process when attempting to deal with an inænse stressful situation.

Janelle t¿lked about releasing her emotions through screaming and talking with

her secretary and once her mind was cleared, she moved onto face the problem. She

noted "I recognize that it is a problem and I tackle it in a problem-solving fashion. I use

all the skills that I developed from all those workshops on creative problem-solving."

She goes on to elaborate:

"I think when I am in any type of stressful situation, I ænd to react the same. I
get angry_if something has happened and then-I get verbal and usually yell or
scream. I talk tomy seÆretary. I hav.e.tg get the-stress out initiatly to airybody
who will listen. Then I sit ddwn and thinË through the situation.'l æn¿io wriæ
things 9oryn. I like to put things down on paperlThen I can see a situation
more clearly-. Ican.put the pieces together^anã see a way of dealing witfr tf,ingr.
That usually helps."
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Alexandria turns to her 3D technique ûo help her solve her problem. She noted

that she takes herself "out of the situation" and puts it into proper perspective as her

means of working through the stess.

Cara talked about her personal characteristics which help her in a stressful

situation. She spoke of the importance of flexibitity and of her ability ro withdraw

herself from the situation in order to gain perspective. She noted:

"I had mentioned removing myself. Specifically, when I am dealing with a
situation, I know that I am going to be as fair as- I can in the situatiol. I will
listen to both parties and I will present any information which might help them
to come to an agreement. I try to be as impartial as possible. I háve always
been like that That is part of my naivete too. I really believe in fairness above
all else. Knowing that helps me. Ilnow that I will irot pick favorites."

Danyelle spoke of turning to "higher level thinking and problem-solving skills"

in commenting upon the commonalities of all the stressors which she had listed.

However, she did not elaborate on the problem-solving process which she used. She

spoke of asking herself "What do I want to do here?" as being the first step in the

process.

Eveline talked of her "skills" which help her to deal with stress, although she

commented that "these are not necessarily skills in dealing with stress." She described

various strategies which she uses and suggested that her choice of strategies was

dependent upon the situation. She talked of the importance of preparing herself. "If it

is a situation where I know that I have to come and present some information, then I go

in knowledgable. Unless the other person has much more information than I do, I go

in feeling justifîed with what I am doing and presenting." She discussed that she

solves other situations by just sitting back and lisæning. She concluded this discussion

noting that "the bottom line is if you know it is coming, you can work towards finding

a way of handling the situation which will not necessarily diffuse it, but at least let you
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deal with it." It would appear, that unlike Janelle who discussed using the same

process for every situation, that Eveline's problem-solving process varies with the type

of stressful situation she faces. She also offered the following suggestion: "I just deal

with them on a one by one basis."

Fiona discussed solving stressful situations by clearing her mind and focussing

on the situation at hand. Fiona and Gina both spoke of the importance of organizing

their day to prevent many stressful situations from arising. Gina reflecûed upon the

attitude of taking one day at a time and breaking situations and activities down into

small units. She talked of øking "one step at a time".

Hillary referred to a problem-solving process. she commented:

"As soon as I feel tenseness coming on,I try to separate from the situation and
¿ls$_s_s it regarding how I am reacting to it. 

-I 
ask,-"fs there a better wav to react

to it?" I try to think before I do anytñing if at all possible. I think I am'aware
now. That is the.first step to helping yoursetf to stop the symptoms of stress.
what I do issimilar to a problem-sorving process. f say nów ï'This is the
situation. What are my options here? Whãt will happen if I choose tfris or
that?""

Each respondent commented on her own problem-solving process. While

some' such as Janelle, applied the same process consisüently, others, such as Eveline,

varied the process depending upon the situation. Swent (1990) reported that

administrators within his study tended to turn to other colleagues when solving

problems and noted that "creative problem-solving with staff was viewed as an aid to

reducing job stress." (p.72). Roberson and Matthews (1988) found rhat only thirteen

percent of their participants used what they called "Direct" coping straægies. Direct

copingstrategies included "planning ways of dealing with stressful situations such as

getting advice from a friend or supervisor, rehearsing coping behaviours, or

consciously thinking about alæinative responses." (p.81). They concluded their

research suggesting that "What principals need are direct coping strategies to
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supplement the indirect straægies which they are currently using." (p.S2). Monteiro

(1990) acknowledges that a Life Style sraægy in the Cognitive domain is "becoming an

active problem-solver and avoiding letting problems fester", Active problem solving

with a positive approach whereby the many alternatives are discussed and weighed acts

as a coping strategy for many administators.

6. Supportive [Xusband and/or Farnily: Five respondents referred to the

importance of having a supportive husband and/ or family members to their effective

dealing with stess.

Janelle comment€d on her personal life:

'J.{n y"ty tonu1rlp that my personal life is so stable and stess-free. I really
think that when I listen to othèrs talk about their lives. Personally, I believe
that for some people, their whole life is more stressful than theirlob. So, when
I come home it is great. I love my life. ... (when under extreme stess) I come
home and sit and talk with my husband."

She spoke of the importance of her granddaughter and discussed the fact that her grand-

daughter had come at a time in her life when she needed to learn to focus on her

personal life. "I found this year, with a new granddaughter, I have been focussing on

family more and it has put betær balance in my life."

Alexandria commented that she has a "very supportive spouse who is there for

me if I every need someone to dump on or whatever." She talked of her husband

helping her to learn the 3D technique which she effectively uses as a strategy for

dealing with stressful situations.

Brittany also remarked that her husband is very supportive of her position and

its requirements, but that he is also very busy with his job.

Cara talked of dealing with her stress by talking to her husband a lot. "We

discuss a lot of things. I am his sounding board and vice versa." When asked what she

does to help cope with her stress on a daily basis, talking things over with her husband
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was number one. She also spoke of her teenage children and the time which she

spends with them.

Gina commented regarding the importance of her family to helping her deal with

her stress:

"I am rgally lucþ because my husband is very supportive. We work together
and he helps me around the house. Those kinds of things get me down, when I
reallyget behind at home. The kids are really good too. They look afær their
own things."

Danyelle, Eveline, Fiona, and Hillary did not directly comment on her

supportive husband and/or children even though they frequently discussed them

throughout thei¡ interviews.

Swiss and Walker (1993) reported on the importance of a supportive husband

to the success of the women managers whom they had interviewed. Often the

husband's support was a key factor in allowing these women the time commiunent and

opportunities necessary to make it to the top. If we consider the balancing of personal

and professional lives as a major stressor, it only follows that having a supportive

husband and family who can help reduce the expectations and responsibilities on the

woman administrator's personal life would be a great stress reducer. Gmelch (1988)

placed "talking with spouse" in the Social category of coping responses within his

taxonomy. This category was the third most frequently chosen category for stress

reduction. Whiæ (1992) suggests ttrat Myth #9 of the ten biggest myths about working

women is "Men are the enemy". (p. 10). She found in her research interviews that "six

of the eight manied executive women profiled name their husbands as their number one

mentors, not only serving as their cheerleaders but for the most part agreeing to put

their own careers second." (p.10). In her concluding chapter, she offers strategies for

women to "make the worþlace work for you" and straægy number 9 reads:
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"Make sure your þu-sba¡rd supports your work. It's virtually impossible for a
woman to demand that her colleagues, underlings and superiors^t¿ke her
seriously- if her husband won'L A solid marriagé is one ûiat is based on
teamwork: mutual respect and mutual career suþporr And æamwork meurs
that the male member of the æam is not permiuéd to assume that the female
Temþ.r is goin_g-to futfill the role of chief cook and bottlewasher along with
that of being a full-time wage-e¿rner. If both members of a couple arõ workinsg 

!q { or 9 to 9, a working wgqanls.other half either has to pitch in ana ne6 "
with h_ousework, cooking and the kids, or agree to pay for óutside help."
(p.216).

This sftategy was not commonly found in many research articles, perhaps because most

of the studies used male samples and restricted their surveys to workplace strategies

where a supportive spouse and family were not discussed.

7. Positive attitudes and sense of, f,rumour: There were five

respondents whom commented on the role of a positive outlook upon their effective

stress management. Closely related, three reflected on their sense of humor and abilitv

to laugh as playing an important role in their success in dealing with stress.

Janelle often spoke of taking a positive approach towards a stressful situation.

She made statements such as "I tried to deal with this in a positive way." or "Being the

positive person that I am, ...". She reflected on her coping strategy of avoiding "black

clouds" in each st¿ffroom and noted:

"I have alwSYf thought of myself æ ? yery positive person and very optimistic.
I think in this job,_you have to be positive-to survive. I tfrint that pósiriviti
should be one of the requirementsg{ 4" joU. I c¿n see why it is s'o important.
I think that was one of the things which ran out this year. íalways felfthat it
would teally take a-lot to _get rne to that point of beinþ stressed oút that I would
have to take time off work. I didn't ttrir¡k ttrat I woulã ever get an ulcer. I
r.efly didl!. I know that I am very conscientious and that I íealy dive into
things and I am a very emotionalþrson, but I didn't think ttrat Í would
ever let ïtyqing get to-me that much. I have always felt that I could handle ir
Essentially,I am.a positive person, but I gugsq we ¿t have our breating points.
I try to be around positive, fun-loving peõple."

Alexandria talked of needing something more positive in her life than spending

her day disciplining students. She t¿lked of forcing herself to smile when she does not
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feel positive. Danyelle talked of dealing with an upset parent and offering her "a

positive idea about what she could do about it." She also indicated a positive attitude

was importanl

Eveline discussed a major stressor was dealing with the general feeling of

negativity and negative attitudes of staff. She noted that she ofæn would like to say to

these negative people, "He!, you are not dieing. You are not dead. You haven't lost a

child. Your best friend doesn't have cancer. Get a grip on yourself." She noted that

she gets stressed when she can feel herself getting dragged down into this depressed

attitude. She remarked, "Normally, I appear as a very positive type of individual and it

bothers me to think that I am getting caught up in this wave." Fiona also spoke of

putting herself into a positive frame of mind prior to going into a stressful situation

where emotional issues were about to be discussed.

Gina suggested within the interview that she is "a positive person. I never look

at the negative. I always think if I got one good idea out of a workshop, then it was a

success. I never go into anything looking for the negative. It has to be really bad

before I think anything negative. I can usually fînd something positive about

everything."

With regards to a sense of humour, Janelle had recently lisüened to a audio

cassette while driving and remembered the quoûe "You can't get an ulcer when you are

laughing." This was meaningful for her because of her recent ulcer and she

commented, "I liked thar I will have to work on my humour and looking at the lighær

side of things."

Cara reflected that she could still laugh. "I still have the ability to laugh.

Sometimes that relieves a lot of stress for the other people involved. I can still laugh

about things and put them into perspective."
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Gina spoke of laughing as one of the strategies she uses to let down after a

stressful day. She commented that when she gets home on a Friday night, "I do not

want to think about anything. I just want to be entertained and to have a few laughs."

Later she noted that she likes to socialize and often "we play cards and have some

laughs".

The imporønce of maintaining a positive attitude and a sense of humour are

promoted in many of the stress management resource books as well as numerous

research studies. Monæiro(1990) lisæd Positive Thinking and Affirmations as "Band-

Aid" treaûnents as well as Life Style strategies for stress. Gmelch (1938) placed

optimism and laughing as Attitudinal straûegies and found that the Attitudinal category

was one of the three most frequently used categories of coping responses. Lemley

(1987) suggested from his research that in order to deal with cynicism, a subtle

indicator of stress, that a principal should say positive things. He also speaks of

inappropriaæ humour as being a sign of stress and suggests that learning to laugh at

truly humourous things is a coping stategy. Lyons (1990) tatks of fînding trustworthy

colleagues whom are "positive and generally enthusiastic about life. Conversing

frequently with prophets of doom will be of little help to your mental health." He

promotes positive attitudes and behaviours ¿¡s being imporrant to stress management.

Roberson and Matthews (1988) talk of Psychological straægies and reported that

sixteen percent of their sample used these coping responses most frequently. In this

category, they lisæd coping æchniques such as "thinking about how things could be

worse, tinding someone to blame, making jokes about the situation, praying, or

looking ahead to when the stressful situation would be over." (p.81). Swent (1990)

assessed the use of cognitive/psychological activities as coping strategies and

concluded:

"A number of responses ry]aæd to a positive attitude toward the development or
maintenance of a sense of humour. The need for a positive attitude seems more
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essential now than ever before to maint¿in effectiveness as a school
administator. Decreasing resources, less public confidence in øucation and
continuing pareng pressure.make-today's education a real challenge. it is no
place for a negative thinker." (p.73).

Russell (1994) reviewed the importance of a positive outlook and a sense of humour

when reflecting upon her study of survival strategies for women managers. She spoke

of smiling through a stressful situation as being one coping strategy, which supports

Alexandria's forced smile strategy. All of Russell's respondents commented on the

value of these two strategies to their success within their organization.

Many other stress management resource books such as Hanson (1989), Witkin

(1991)' Carr-Ruffino (1985), and Pertik and Senter (1990) promote a positive amirude

and humour as means of reducing stress. As \Vitkin (1991) suggests, "laughter can

even promoæ healing. ... It lights.up our faces, relaxes our muscles, lowers our sense

of vigilance, restores our objectivity, and enhances hope." (p.30g).

8. Other Common Coping Strategies: There were a number of other

strategies which were addressed by three or four participants. While four participants

indicated that watching ælevision reduced their stress, three respondents suggested that

saying "NO!", deep breathing æchniques, driving, listening to music and planning

were strategies which helped them deal with their stress. These straægies will each be

briefly described according to the participants' perceptions.

Warching television was used by four participants, Janelle, Alexandria, Brittany

and Fiona. Janelle curbed her "workaholism" by becoming involved with a ælevision

show which came on at 5:00 pm. daily. Prior ûo that, she used to st¿y at the office until

7:00 or 8:00 pm. and sometimes she would go back after supper, staying until

midnight. She commented:

"So, I_gol hooked, deliberaæly, on the "young and the Restless", which comes
on at 5:00 pT: I rrflæd warching that andgoihooked on it. n it ** .dlt,
pallv good for me because.it got me out oflhe office at 5:00 prn. Túh*
become my deadline ever sincè. I have ûo get home to watch if,e "Voong *A
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the Restless". Sometimes, I come home and I turn it on but don't even watch
it. I will just putter around while the TV is on. But it has gotten me out of the
offrce at 5:00 pm. which is really good. That is almost a nórmal office day."

Later in the interview, Janelle indicated that when she does watch TV, "I don't watch it

too much anymore", she choosès light comedy such as "Cheers" and "Murphy

Brown".

Alexandria remarked that she enjoys watching ""The Young and the Restless"

which is something totally mindless." Later in the interview, she commented that she

watches two programs daily, "The Young and the Restless" and "The Bold and the

Beautiful". She noted that "the two of them are an hour and a half in total and watching

them acts as a stress reducing time. I have them taped every day so that I can watch

them when I come home. Usually, I watch them before I am going to bed around 9:00

pm."

Brittany commented on watching television, noting that "I do this very very

seldom so that when I do, it's a treat. We live in the country and so we only get CBC.

I'11 watch a movie or sitcom and for me, that's a big thrill and a real release because I

don't do it very often."

Fiona t¿lked of watching ælevision but she spoke of watching educational TV.

She responded that she warches TV Onørio as a means of learning new concepts and

information on subjects such as stress.

Watching television was discussed in Gmelch's research articles as an

entetrainment strategy for reducing stress. He found that it was the least frequently

used category of coping responses. Roberson and Matthews (1988) listed watching

television and movies in their "Mental Coping Strategies" category and found that

twenty-three percent of their sample used Mental strategies most frequently. Bailey,

Fillos and Kelly (1987) noted that thei¡ "Avocational/Recreational" category was "very
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important personally" to their sample and that principals indicaæd that they were more

likely to choose these types of coping responses over physiological and socio-

psychological categories. Goldstein (1,992) suggest that Superintendents "Be

entertained. Go to a movie." (p.10). Most self-help stress management books do not

specify television as a stress reducer although they do discuss the role of entertainment

and relaxation in the overall scheme of stess reduction.

Learning to say "NO!" without accompanying guilt and anxiety was a coping

strategy which was identified by Alexandria, Danyelle and Fiona. Alexandria talked of

saying "No." to her director when she had been asked to serve on a committee. She

talked of his reaction and how she had handled the situation. She suggested that

administrators must learn to be morc selective of the activities that they choose to do. "I

think that sometimes we feel like-we have to do them all. We don't pick and choose.

As Administrators, we often aren't selective at all for ourselves," She t¿lked of feeling

pressured to say "Yes." to all initiatives.

Danyelle spoke of women having to be jugglers because they did not know

when to say "No.". "'We are always saying, "Yes, sure we can handle that." We take

on more and more." She talked of the importance of learning this valuable strategy.

Fiona commented that she was thankful for her secretaries who would say

"No." for her. "They are very good at saying "No." to people as I always try to

squeeze in one more appointment or one more meeting. They have helped me a lot in

terms of saying "No, she can't do that today." as I find it diffîcult to say "No."." Her

secretaries help her with this strategy in order to reduce her stess.

There has been much written on the topic of assertiveness and learning to say

"No." without guilt and anxiety. Lemly (1987) suggests that administrators "learn the

use of the constructive "No."" as a strategy to overcome stress caused by assuming
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responsibility for everyone's problems. Witkin (1991) offers advice with regards to

saying "No.":

"Leam to say no without feeling guilt (as to a child).
Learn to say no wirhour juslfy¡¿ yourself (as to your spouse).
Learn to say no without defending yourself (as to â pareñÐ.
I-earn to say no graciousl¡ not tentatively (as to yoûr lover).
læarn to give explanations, not excuses (as to your boss)." (p.3@).

Self-help resource books such as Charlesworth and Nathan (1984), Carr-Ruffino

(1985), and Miller and Smith (1993) devote whole chapærs to asserriveness training

and its role in stress reduction.

Three respondents remarked on their usage of deep breathing æchniques as a

means of coping with their stress. Alexandria commented that in her conscious

checking off of her physical symptoms of stress, she tries to breathe deeply. Danyelle

t¿lked quite extensively about the lessons which she had been receiving on developing

her deep breathing techniques:

"'When I g-o to the lady who-gives me my massage, she is trying to teach me to
deep breathe when I am in the middle of somethine inænse. SÈ'e tells me to
think about my breathing. I tend to keep it all insiãe such that when I get to her
on q{ytq?y morning, she says, "Oh,m} goodness, what happened thìi
week?" She can tell where the stress is ánã it is usually righf äcross my
shoulders. {nd.she il ttying to train me to move from-t}re-shallow breáthing
which I tend to do. She has taught me the difference between ttre shallow
breathing. an$ the deep breathing. So I am urying to make a conscious effort to
use that tip.'

Eveline remarked that there are some simple æchniques which help reduce stress such

as deep breathing which she had learned at her yoga class.

Breathing techniques were not mentioned in one of the research studies

reviewed. They were proposed in a number of self-help resource books such as

Charlesworth and Nathan (1984), Pertik and Senter (1990), witkin (1991), Carr-

Ruffino (1991), Sullivan (1993), and Miller and Smith (1993). Breathing exercises are

promoted as being a quick and easy way to relax the body and calm down the mind in

an intense stressful situation.
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Planning as a coping strategy was suggested by Brittany, Eveline and Gina.

Brittany spoke of looking forward to trips and planning for the future as a coping

strategy. She also spoke of planning for big events such as the Transition Years reform

or moving into a new school as a stress reducer. "How I deal with these stressful

events is plan. I am a big planner. ...we have to plan; we have to know what we are

going to do ahead of time."

Eveline reflected on her planning and prioritizing of tasks as helping her reduce

her stress. She atæmpts to plan some personal time into her daily work plans as she

commented that otherwise, "you just start to walk around in this fog." She plans her

strategies for meetings and situations where she is going to be called upon to present

information. She also commented that she reduces stress by keeping some strong

routines and planning her week. "If I keep some organization with the regular things

that go on in my life, then I can fit the other things in and keep my stess under control

more."

Gina reported that she manages and plans her time wisely. She related this to

her personal life when she reflecæd upon the fact that she "makes our hair appointments

one month in advance so that we know when they are. I keep a fairly good calendar at

work. ... I do like to have things planned. That relieves my stress so that it doesn't all

pile up on ms."

Almost every research study reviewed referred to planning as a coping strategy.

Planning was categorized as a Managerial straægy according to Gmelch's (1988)

taxonomy and he found that the Managerial category was one of the top three

categories which were most frequently used. Swent (1990) found that only twelve

percent of his sample used organizational management skills the most frequent of his

three categories of coping responses. Roberson and Matthews (1988) placed planning

into their "Direct" category and found that only thirteen percent of their sample reported
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using the Direct coping responses most frequently of the five categories within this

study- Goldstein (1992) suggests that Superintendents need to "Improve your

organizational skills and your ability to manage time." (p.10) which would entail using

planning techniques in order to reduce their stress. Other books discuss the role of

planning in the development of time management and organizational strategies which

help to reduce stress.

Three respondents, Danyelle, Gina and Janelle, indicated that they found

driving was a form of relaxation and that it helped them reduce their stress. Danyelle

noted that "one thing that is very helpful is that I have to drive a half an hour to work"

adding that this time gave her an opportunity to "rehash things through so that I am not

coming through the door like a screaming idiot." Gina reflecæd that her husband and

her will ofæn go for a car ride as they "fînd it very relaxing". She explained that they

enjoyed the isolation from the rest of the world which it provides, as well as the quiet

time for thinking. She noted "it is nice to know that you don't have to go anywhere or

answer any phones" during the time spent in a car concluding, "It is great thinking

time". Janelle expanded on her enjoyment of driving and how she used the time for

creative problem solving:

"I find driving very relaxing. A lot of my job requires me to be in different
places and that_involv_es driving. I don'tlüst totally relax as I drive. i pot on
soryg tlpe_s_. ... whgn I am driving on a job-relaæd-rrip, it gives me theïme
to think. I have,to have that quieltime io get away frôm tlie ioU but also quiet
time to reflect uþoy.tTy jo¡. A lot of theþb is uiing creatiie, wotting -
with whar's available in á creative way. I;eed to frãe rny rnino to ãã tiat. I
have found that the first half hour to hour that I am driving, I hàvó rolvËã
more probleps. I have sat in the office and the solution júst wasn't there. But,
P tht car, all of a sudden, it just comes to me. The mostïatural solutions
become evident when I am. in a relaxed environment. These ¿onirten¿ to come
when I was back in the office. I need to free my mind. The f,rrst trour-ttrát t am
on the road, I have more creative ideas and soluiions to things than i óan ñave in
a whole month in ttre of[ice."

Janelle went on to explain the process she uses to write down her ideas on a pad of

paper as she is driving. She noæd that she tries "to focus my eyes on the road and on
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my driving, but also try to concentrate on writing my thoughts so that they are still

legible. I want to be able to read them at a later time and say, "Oh, yes!" They act as a

spark." She did comment that once she had almost hit the ditch writing down her idea

but she is generally careful to coordinate the two activities. She also suggested that her

ideas tended to peak in the flrst hour noting "the flow of ideas gradually diminishes

such that the last hour, I am in slow gear. When I am arriving, I am in a whole

different frame of mind." Janelle uses her driving time as a constructive creative

thinking and recording time which reduces her stress as she solves the problems within

her life.

Driving is one of those uniques coping strategies which is not specifically

singled out in stress resources as a coping response. However, it appears that it was

identified by the participants within this study, with some very positive problem-

solving and relaxation resulting.

Listening to music was also a stategy suggested by three participants. Janelle

commented that she has many tapes and that she enjoys listening to music. "I listen

when I am at home working and when I am driving in the car. I find music very

relaxing." Fiona also suggested that music was another release for her. "I like all

different kinds. Depending on the mood I am in, I may want something quiet or

something to spark my energy." Eveline commented on the fact that some people use

classical music as a stress reducer but that it does not have that effect on her. "I like

classical music but it does not induce me to rest and relax. I need some other way."

She goes on to explain how she attempts to shift her energy as a means of reducing

energy rather than "actually taking all the energy and ûying to dissipate it."

Listening to music may be discussed under the "Entertainment" or "Personal"

categories of coping responses within the liærature. However, it is rarely promoted as

a major strategy for the reduction of stress. Sullivan (1993) discusses the role of sound
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and music in the overall scheme of stress reduction and offers it as a strategy to be

combined with others to form a completed repertoire.

9. Bibiotheraphy: Because there was a specific question within the Interview

Schedule which asked about the straûegies the participants used to learn about a new

concept such as stress, all nine respondents commented on books which they read to

help them deal with stress.

Janelle suggested that she reads a lot as a stress reducer. The books are not

necessarily educational non-fiction type books. She responded with "there are many

things which I do to get my mind off the job and onto other things." She also talked

about reading self-actualization books and suggested the belief that "most people are

constantly trying to improve themselves". She talked of Hans Selye's book on stress

as being one which had had an impact upon her. She also talked of listening to books

on audio c¿rssettes. She commented on a book tape by John Dyer, a teacher in Alberta,

and remembered the quote that "The biggest cause of burn-out is thinking that you

don't make a difference." This was especially meaningful for her based on her

experiences in the past year.

Alexandria suggested that she tums to books, workshops and lectures to learn

something new. Brittany noted that she reads a lot of books and especially "likes all the

female books which are out on the topic of stress". She suggested three books for

other female administrators, The Seven Habits of Highly Effective People by Sæphen

Covey, Perfect Parenting and Ward and June Cleaver Don't Live Here Anymore. The

last two books deal with parenting issues and "how to mix your family and your career

in the 1980's and 1990's.".

Cara talked of reading "mindless" books to relieve her stress as they "put me

into a different world. It takes me away from the kind of readings that I have to do as

an administrator. So, it reduces the stress in two ways." Danyelle discussed reading
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articles in magazines and other print materials. She recommended two books, The Joy

of V/orking (author unknown) and Celebrating With Anger by Angela Jackson. These

are books which she has loaned to other administrators to help them deal with

situations. The Joy of Working helps people "dealing with rejection" while Celebrating

with Anger presents "different stategies ûo use when you are upset and angry".

Eveline suggested that she also turns to books and workshops to learn

something new. She could not think of a specifîc title ûo recommend but had one in her

mind that was like the Im Okay: You're Okay type of book.

Fiona recommended two books also, Gloria Steinem's new book, Revolution

from lVithin and Stephen Covey's Seven Habits of Highly Effective People. She

suggesûed that Gloria Steinem's b'ook was helpful, practical and down to earth. She

recommended it for both men and women but particularly for women.

Gina suggested that she reads books and magaztnes to learn about something

new, ¿ls well as atænd workshops wherever possible. She talked about having ordered

some books for summer reading on "communicating with the public and ways of

marketing your school" to help her get off to a good start with her new Principalship.

Hillary commented early in the inærview that she had read The Joy of Stress

and noted that she did not agree with all of its propositions regarding stress. IVhen

asked about learning something new, she suggesûed that prinæd literature was her best

source of information. She also reflected that she had read a lot of books to help her

with her stress. "I have read practically them all. I rry¿N on a real spurt for a while. I
guess I knew that I was having some trouble with my stress. I read a lot of the self-

help books. I read a lot of articles and things which just helped me to focus."

Bibliotheraphy, or the reading of self-help books, has become a popular hobby

and as such, acts as a stress reducer for many individuals. Miller and Smith (1993)
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offer a bibiography of books which they recommend on the topic of stress and stress

managemenl Witkin (1993) promotes bibliotherapy as being "self-paced, not

expensive, unambiguous, educational, and often the first step toward therapy."

(p.296). She also suggests that sixty percent of psychotherapists recommend that their

patients read self-help books for guidance and support. She concludes with a buyer

beware and notes that books do not work for all problems and that individuals may

need to seek human interaction to remedy some concerns. Reading and attending

workshops are both coping responses within Gmelch's (1988) Inællectual category.

As such, this category was selecæd as the fourth group of coping strategies used most

frequently to deal with stress.

Discussion

There were a few other unique coping strategies suggested by individual

respondents. For example, Brittany describes taking work home at night and spending

time completing paperwork as an effective coping strategy for her. Cooper (1988)

refers to this as also being a coping strategy which he placed in his "Workaholic"

category. He found that taking work home at night and on weekends was one of the

top three choices of principals as a means of coping with administrative sftess.

There were a number of physical activity straûegies discussed by participanæ.

Hillary discussed enjoying gardening as a means of stress reduction. This was a

coping response which Gmelch (1988) had identified in his Personal category within

his taxonomy. Many participants discussed physical wellness strategies such as their

diet, the amount of sleep they received, their desired absense of alcohol within their

lifestyle, and the importance of fitness. These are frequently discussed in self-help
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resource books such as Charlesworth and Nathan (1984), Hanson (1989), Witkin

(1991), and Carr-Ruffîno (1991).

In analyzing all the coping straûegies with regards to Gmelch's taxonomy, it

would appear that there were two Social strategies (talking with others and supportive

husband/family), two Physical strategies (walking and deep breathing), ¡vo Intellectual

strategies (reading and attending workshops), two Enærtainment strategies (watching

television and reading), two Personal strategies (lisæning to music and gardening),

three Managerial straægies ( saying "No.", planning and problem-solving processes),

and four Attitudinal strategies (self+alk, emotional release through crying, a positive

attitude and sense of humour). Of the top five strategies identified by the participants in

this study, talking with others is Social, physical activity is Physical, self-talk is

Attitudinal, emotional releases are Attitudinal and problem-solving processes is

Managerial. Gmelch (1988) found that "the Managerial, Attitudinal and Social

categories were used the most frequently followed by Inteltectual, Physical, Personal

and Entertainment." (p.228). From the results of my study, it would also appear that

Managerial, Attitudinal and Social categories were most fiequently chosen, with the one

noted difference being the frequency of use of the Physical category. All nine

participants discussed ttre imporønce of physical activity to their control of their stess.

In response to the question as to whether or not male and female administrators

employed the same or different coping strategies to help them deal with their daily

stress, five participants indicated that they perceived coping strategies to be

individualistic and felt that they were not able to make gender-specific generalizations.

Two expressed that they believed the coping straûegies were similar between genders

and six expressed that generally they felt that the coping strategies were different.

These do not add up to nine, as some participants such as Alexandria expressed that she

believed that in general, coping with stress was an individualistic experience and then
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she proceeded to explain how they may be the same and also be different. She

commented:

"I think some of them would be the same and some of them would be different
according to their individuality. I know that one woman Principat sews and
works on her house. She finds things like that take her out of her stress. She
visits with her granddaughær. As for men, I think ttrat lots of them golf, maybe
work with their hands, work in the yard or other types of physical labor jobs as
a kind of shess reliever. I know one male Principal that works on refrnishing
furniture or paints. Once again, it is individual according to what each enjoys
and what works for them."

Eveline also suggested that they are different with some similarities and afær giving an

example, she concluded that they are probably individualized. Janelle expressed:

"I believe that there is a set of coping strategies out there and everyone picks the
ones with which they feel the most comfortable. I would have to look at a larger
sampling than our board to see if you could catÊ,gortzÊ the staægies according
to gender. I think in many ways, it become a very personal thing. I am not
surc that the gender difference comes into play here."
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CHAPTER EIGHT

Themes In The Data

FEMALE STRESS ISSUES

This chapter is somewhat different from the rest in that it deals entirely with the

perceptions of the individuals. Unlike the findings reporting the stressors which the

nine female educational administrators faced in the real world and the coping strategies

which they actually practised, this chapter offers some insights into their beliefs

regarding the different stressors and coping strategies which men and women within a

similar position experience. Some readers may comment that the perceptions of these

respondents are stereotypical and overly simplified when one looks at real life.

However, these are the perceptions of the nine women interviewed and as such, these

perceptions govern how they fulfill their roles as administraûors and how ttrey deal with

the stress within their lives.

All nine women expressed the perception that their multiple role responsibilities

created stress within their lives which affecæd their abilities ûo fulfill their administrator

roles. Comments were made comparing the time and energy rcquirements to fulfill the

father and husband role with the requirements to fulfill the mother and wife role. Six

women described a perceived need to prove themselves within their role. As the first

women within administative positions within their boards, they believed that they musr

set the example and pave the road for women of the future. Six commented on the

different managerial and communication style of men and women and how this had had

an effect on their ability to fulfîll their positions. Six respondents also expressed the
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importance which they place on people and relationships ûo the successful fulfillment of

their administative role. They presented their perception that men place more emphasis

on the successful completion of a t¿sk than their relationships with people. Five

respondents discussed gender differences with regards to accepting personal

responsibility for their decisions and actions. Five women commented on the influence

of their maternal views upon their management style and their treatment by students

within their roles. The important role of feelings and intuition in making decisions, and

the additional stress which was experienced as a result, was discussed by five

respondents. Five women also suggesæd that their strong desire for cooperation and

peace and their strong dislike of confrontation and disagreement creat€d additional

stress within their administrative roles. Two respondents expressed concern with the

influence of the male-created linerar hierarchy and bureaucratic structure on their süess

levels. Within each of these nine female stress issues, perceptions were expressed by

the respondents as to the male views and practises currently in place in contrast to the

female views and practises.

1. Multiple Role Responsibilities: In reviewing the responses of the

participants, a common female stress issue which surfaced was the gender difference

with regards to the number and expect¿tions of role responsibilities. This was

reflected in the female administrators' attempts to balance their many roles. Four

participants verbalized their perception that because male administrators had wives at

home to relieve them of the home and family responsibilities, male adminisüators faced

less overall stress. They suggested that as female administrators and mothers and

wives, they had increased stress resulting from attempting to meet the multiple role

expectations placed on them by society and themselves. All nine respondents spoke of

the stress created by trying to balance and juggle their many roles. They spoke of their
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family-related stress and their expect¿tions in terms of household responsibilities.

Their perceptions strongly support the Scarcity Hypothesis regarding multi-roles

responsibilities.

Alexandria discussed this gender concern when she spoke of differences in

fulfilling the demands of the administative position. She noted:

"I always remember when John was around as Curriculum Coordinator. He
would-say, "Otay. Let's get ready. I will be ready to go at x:00 pm. you
should be ready to go with me." He didn't realize that I was goin! to have to
go home and_wash my clothes and make sure that there were all piessed and
rgalV to go. It was going to take a little while longer ttran frfæen minutes to
pick up my-suircase. He had a wife at home packing his suircase and making
sure that all was in order and he didn't have anything to plan for. It was my
responslbility to make sure.that there was food in the cupboard and make sure
that the laundry was done. Not that I even have a family. This is a big
difference. It seems like the males don't have as many ioles as wome-n do."

Alexandria suggested at a later point in the interview "I think for many female

administrators, the number of outside roles which they hold beyond their role as female

administrator places a lot of stress on them. For example, there are many family roles

which women hold." She talked of "outside obligations as weighing heavily upon a

female administrator. "

Brittany expressed a similar opinion. She noted that men can "really

concentrate on their job" and gave the following scenario:

"Ifthey hqvg a meeting { J:00 pm., it doesn't matter because they can go home
and have their dinner and their wife does the dishes and takes caré of
ever¡hing. L*! night l had a dinner meeting ro go ûo at 5:30 pm. I had to run
from here ûo the babysitter to pickup Thomas, gei trim all chariged and bathed
and fed and out the door back to the babysitterb for 5:30 pm. Most men would
not have that pressure at all. They would go home and ge[ changed for their
meeting and go on to the next one. Vy'omen are not so lucky."

She suggested that men "do not have to juggle as many roles. I believe that they

traditionally do not feel like they have to. As women, we still feel like we have to

juggle everything. We just can't give it up no anyone." She makes reference here to the

" Superwoman Syndrome".
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Cara does not come right out and discuss the differences in terms of the

perceived extra responsibility carried by women administrators. However, she does

make the comment that "Not to be sexist, I think that there are differences in how a

mother and a father define thei¡ roles in a family." She reflecæd on how this affects the

way stressors are defined by male and female administrators. Danyelle discussed that

women are often porfayed as "jugglers" because of the many roles they assume and the

many tasks which they take upon themselves. Eveline revealed the difficulty which she

was experiencing trying to balance her whole life, her personal life with her work life.

She spoke of changing her life in order to reduce her strcss within her personal life and

the importance she places on organizing her household responsibilities:

"I !ry .to organizn my lif_e.- I have taken things out of my life which really used
to be important to me. I don't worry about my house everyday. I don'tôare if
there are a few -duslballs anymore. I know that worrying is stupid and I am just
creating a bunch of stress fo_r myself which I don't nee¿. I try t-o organize my
week in terms of my house."

She went on to discuss her development of a routine for household chores such as

grocery shopping. Eveline did not openly discuss the possibility of her husband taking

on some of these responsibilities but instead discussed the guilt which she experiences

in trying to " find time to do the things at home that need doing and to spend time with

my family. I am always riding that guilt trip."

Fiona discussed the many role responsibilities which she maintains as a mother

and wife which add to her sftess as an administrator. She noæd:

"I also think ttrat as a female administrator, you don't let go of that role of
parent, housekeeper,laundry person, etc. Even if you hire someone to assist
you with that, iq is- still ygur-responsibility to make sure that the supplies are
there, the door is left unlocked, the cheque is on the counter and other tasks. If
I tty to get home for that hour benveen meetings that I t¿lked about earlier, I
have to pfnare my meal.whgn I get there. My male colleagues go home to a
meal that is prepared, enjoy it, sii down for aÎew minutes an¿ rüstr back to ttre
next meæ:ting. I prepare it, eat it, clean up and sit down for five minutes if I am
lucky.--Eyen t$ngs like taking youlsuits 1o the dry cleaners and picking them
]rp. All those little things 4dd up. so, maintainin! your regular ioutinei of
home, or in my case, two homes, can be stressful"-
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Later on in the interview, she added that she perceives women and men administrators

as having different stressors, noting "unless you have a full-time, live-in support

person,I think that all those home things add to your stress." as a woman.

Gina talked extensively about the increased stess assumed by women because

of their family responsibilities. She suggested:

"One of the main differcnces which I see between men and women in PAR
positions is the lack of family obligations that men have. Women have to run
their family and home as well as their job while men have wives to do all those
tasks for them. Trying to juggle all the roles can become difficult. As I was
saying, I am lucþ that I have a supportive husband and that my two sons help
out. But, I still feel that men have it a lot easier as they only have their job
responsibilities to occupy their minds."

In discussing gender differences with regards to the identification of stressors, Gina

continued to emphasize the difference in the role obligations. She indicaæd that "all the

women administrators have family obligations which create stress for them which are

similar to myself. I do believe that the male administrators do not get themselves as

involved in family-related stressors compared to the women. Also, women have the

added stressor of trying to balance their home and job responsibilities which the men do

not appear to have."

Hillary talked of her difficulty separating her personal life from her job. She

listed what is happening to her family and what is going on at home as one of the

factors which affects her stress level. She talked of the stress she experiences as a

result of her family responsibility, When asked to identify her stressors, she noæd that

"family came up on top. I probably feel this way because if you werc to ask me what

my priorities in life are, family would be number one. So when things are not working

out there, I am stressed." She t¿lked of learning stress coping strategies as a result of

living with a houseful of æenagers. Although she does not compare this source of
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stress between the genders, she made evident her perceived stress experienced as a

result of her mother and wife role responsibilities.

In relating these findings to the literature which has been reviewed, it would

appear that these respondents' perceptions are in line with many research findings.

Their perceptions support the Scarcity Hypothesis as they expressed the more roles

with which they must contend, the less energy and time they have to devote to each role

and the more stress they perceive themselves experiencing. Barnett and Baruch (19S7)

suggested that "the more roles one accumulates, the greater the probability of

exhausting one's supply of time and energy and of confronting conflicting obligations,

leading to role strain and psychological distress," (p.IzÐ. That was the sentiment

expressed by all the respondents within this study. Their perceptions of the heavy load

which they must carry because of the social role obligations are supported by Carr-

Ruffrno (1985), Morrison et. al. (1987), Apter (1993), Krusor and Blaker (1992) and

Swiss and Walker (1993).

There is also support in the liærature for the perceptions expressed regarding the

limiæd role obligations of male administators as fathers and husbands when compared

to the all-encompassing role obligations of female administrators as mothers and wives.

Aneshensel and Pearlin (1987), Barnett and Baruch (1987), Shakeshaft (1989), Aprer

(1993), and Swiss and Walker (1993) all discuss the gender differences regarding

obligations to family and household, emphasizing that husbands and fathers have very

few time and energy demands placed upon them compared to wives and mothers.

Hardesty and Jacobs (1986) suggest that "despite supportive husbands, most women -

as ever- have to shoulder the burden of the family, including great aunts and third

cousins as well as children." (p.335). They quote statistics which noûes that "almost 60

percent of working wives do more than ten hours of housework a week while barely

more than 20 percent of working men do." (p.335).
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Brittany hinted at her refusal to give up doing things and the stress which she

experienced as a result of believing that she had to do it all herself. Hardesty and

Jacobs (1986), Carr-Ruffino (1985) and Swiss and Walker (1993) all discuss the stress

experienced by women managers and administrators who fall into the Superwomen

Syndrome.

Hillary spoke of her priorities and noted that her family was number one over

her career. Apter (1993) discusses that women who est¿blish their family as their flrst

priority experience stress because of the guilt and anxiety they suffer in trying to

balance their family and work obligations.

2. Proving Themselves: Six of the respondents addressed the female

stressor of perceiving the necessity of proving themselves within their positions.

Alexandria discussed the pressure which she experienced to do it all and prove

that she was capable. She commenæd that administrators "aren't selective at all for

ourselves" and noted that her director made her "feel like you have to keep adding and

adding and adding. I guess it is this whole competition thing that keeps coming up

again and again. I think that he is really big at competitions. That is important to him,

so he highlights that type of activity."

Brittany responded that "as a female, in a role where there aren't very many

females, you have to prove yourself. Whether we like it or not, we have to do it." She

expressed her perception that this has gotten worse since Employment Equity mandates

have come into existance, suggesting that "people assume you got the job because you

are female. They don't look at all the qualifications which you have and that you would

have the job regardless of Employment Equity. I have found that I have really had to

prove myself." She described a situation where a police officer asked to speak to the

Principal of the school and when she responded, "he said, "No, the man." She

concluded that "people really still assume that men are in these positions."
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Danyelle espoused her perception that "women feel that they must be twice as

good as the men. We push ourselves higher and harder. Whether it is real or

imagined, I don't know." She spoke of women being given the tough jobs and doing a

good job thus eaming their promotion up the ladder.

Eveline confers with the perceptions expressed by the others. She noted:

"Women also have to go a little bit further tlnn men. They have it harder. They
do. Whether it is our own fault that we fe€l that way or not, I can't rationalize it.
But I do know that most women that I know in these positions work harder and
longer than most men. They have this feeling that ttrey have to perform a little
bit bener in order to equal the men's performance."

Gina expressed a similar perception when asked about gender differences with

regards to role fulfillmenl She suggested that:

"I thi¡k women feel that they have to prove themselves in a PAR position. At
least, I dol I feel that I have to work twice as hard and I still feel insecu¡e at
times. I want everything to be perfect and I want to let everyone lnow that I
can handle all the work Yet, I look at the other men in the offrce and the piles
of unfinished work on their desks. They don't appear phased. They seem to
believe that they have put in their day and they can just leave at 4:30 pm. o
enjoy their evenings. I feel that I have to get everythi-ng done or at least, the
major projects, before I can relax."

Hillary responded in a similar marurer when asked regarding gender differences

in terrns of how men and women define and fulfill their roles:

"I think first of all that a female in an adminisfative role feels a lot more like
they hâve to prove themselves. Males have come to just accept administrative
roles as their right whereas females probably feel that they have to work twice
as ha¡d as the males to be acceptable. Maybe I am overstating that point but that
is how I feel. "

The perceptions expressed by these six respondents is supported in some of the

research reporting gender issues. Can-Ruffino (1985), Russell (1994), Morrison et.

al. (1987) and Swiss and Walker (1993) all suggests that this is a common stressor.

Morrison et. al. (1987) note that women executives "often expect a lot of themselves,

sometimes even morc than others expect of them. So they endure the pressure to do an
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enonnous job, driving as close to perfection as they can get." (p.16). Fassell (1990)

would support this notion and suggest that this leads to women workaholics. Janelle

recognized and discussed the symptoms of her workaholism while others simply

described their need to work longer and harder to meet their perceived job demands.

3. Managerial and Communication Styles: Six respondents

discussed indepthly the effect that gender-based managerial and communication styles

had upon their stress levels.

Janelle explained the chaos which results when her director and superintendent

are in the office. In the past this has created stress for her but she noted that she has

learned to adapt to their ways of doing things. Speaking of her director, she noted that

" he has a tendency to have a different style or orientation than myself. This is another

interesting thing that at one point caused a lot of stress for me but I have now

accommodated it. He tends to be a very linear sequential type of person and I'm avery

divergent abstract kind of person." She noæd later on that "we have both come to try

and understand how the other works, to realize the differences and to accept them and

accommodate accordingty. Mind you, I probably (This is a biased statement,I know!)

have let him have his way more. It doesn't bother me as much any more."

When asked to reflect upon gender differences in relation to role definition and

fulfillment, Janelle perceived the following:

"There is certainly a stereotypical administative mindset which has been
traditionally a male perspective. The clear, conciseness, the "let's get down to
busilless", the no fooling around, the concrete sequential type of approach or
mindset has dominated the adminisuative position in the past and is still very
much a part of the present. When I relate this to my own situation, I think that I
am differenl"

She goes on to explain the fact that the men with whom she works have "a different

way of dealing with things." She explained that:

"When we would meeq he expecæd everything right up fronl "Just give me
the facts." was his common expression. When I deal with something, I have to
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explain the whole picture so that the other person knows everything. I explain
things that are important. I believe that you need to be able to see the big
picture. He used to get very frustated and impatient with that. "What's your
point? Get to the poinl" was his response. I used to get fluffed because of his
impatience and I felt that I had to do it my way. Once again, I learned to try and
be a little more concise. He learned to be a little more understanding of the fact
that I dealt with things differently. He came to recognize me as a creative
person, which I think is one of the things that brings me to this job and that
creativity is an important aspect of this job."

Janelle revealed in the interview that ofæn she would ask herself, "Had I been a male in

this position, would he have said that to me?" afær a request or a comment had been

made. V/ith regards to communication styles, she concluded that:

"I find often that the men are not open and upfront about things. I prefer people
to be open and upfront. I can sit down ¿¡¡d talk with people very frankly. I am
not aftaid of dealing with negative situations. But, sometimes people find it
very difficult to communicaæ. It may just be a basic communication problem
with some people. I find it diffrcult to deal with people who are not open and
upfront and who do not communicate when they should be."

She discussed how she gets stressed when people keep everything to the themselves

and have the power which that knowledge brings to them. She also gets frustrated

when they fail to "communicate information which they are supposed to pÍrss along in

order to allow you to do your job."

Alexandria spoke of differences in the way that men and women define and

fulfill their role, suggesting that "there are real differences". She discussed the

"mentality of competition" and described ttre differences:

"I think that the men that I have met are more competitive than the women are.
'Whereas the women would call each other or a man just to ask how to do
something or for an easier way of going about some procedure, the men don't
do that same sort of a thing. Although you find them calling the women, they
would never call each other. There just seems to be a certain amount of
competition there. I think it is hard, as a female adminisuator, not to be drawn
into that mentality of competition. It seems ûo be so much a part of the whole
structure that it is really hard not to start feeling thatkind of competitive edge."
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Alexandria continued to speak of her director and his competitive natue as contributing

to her perceptions. She noæd: "I think that he is really big at competitions. That is

important to him, so he highlights that type of activiry."

Danyelle commented on differences between how men and women deal with

stress, which refered to their communication style. She noted, "I think men scream

more and blame others more. They don't really own up to their responsibility in a

conflict situation from what I have observed. They seem to think that louder is right,

bigger is better. If they scream louder, then they are going to be right."

Danyelle discussed the influence of the management style of the men in upper

administ¡ation in her board. In discussing gender-based stressors, she noted:

"We find that the sEess comes from the top down, that the administation is
pushing the stess down a level. The waythat they cope affects our lives. And
themanagement style of the-to_preally influences the whole system. We as
middle managers are pushed. fthink ttrat the men are more résenful of external
expectations. Th9 men tÏink, "I have to manage the school. that is all that I
have to do- I don't úink I should have to do eita-curricular system
responsibilties." I don't feel that way. I feel that I have compóænt people in
pY school and if I can't be of assistance úo help the system, tirere iia pioblem I
have a system perspective."

Eveline suggested that gender differences occurred and was the only respondent

to suggest that there were positive ramifications to these differences. She noted that she

believes that she brings a human side to a discussion while the men with whom she

works bring a more administrative perspective. She commented that "Sometimes I
actually think that it is really good the men and women do work together because we do

bring two sides or perspectives to an issue." She concluded that "It helps us to round

the picture a little mole."

Fiona's perceptions as to gender differences with regards to management and

communication styles were discussed under the "Stressors" section. She noæd that

"learning to communicaæ with men was a concern. I ftink that women communicate in
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a way that is different than men and so because you don't stamp your feet or shout,

sometimes my point of view was not take seriously." Fiona also discussed within her

interview another difference in communication styles between men and women. She

commented:

"The other thir,rg that really helps me is having someone to talk to. I don't want
someone to æll me what to do. I think that this relates back to the different
communica4on styles between male and female colleagues. When I discuss a
probl-em with a male colleague, they will have æn alærãatives. "You can do this
and this or this." They-3re-fine. However, when I discuss things with a female
colleague, sh9 ofg-n *ilt.ut\ questions to allow me to come to lny own answer.
Most of the time I know inside what it is I want to do but I don't want to be
told."

Janelle had commented on a scenario in which her male administrator began telling her

what to do. She noted that "What I have a real problem with is having not only the

problem but also the strategy dictated to me. I feel that I am very capable and t¡ained. I
should be the one to decide the best way of doing something. The situation was such

that I was being told how to do my job." Janelle's situation appears to support Fiona's

perception, that men offer alternative solutions rather than letting an individual come up

with their own solution. Janelle's male administrator was telling her what to do when

she felt capable of making her own decision.

Fiona also discussed her management style as being different than the males

with whom she works on a daily basis and noted:

"I found as a woman, ttralqy-management style was different My style tends
to be less confrontational. r don't want to geiinto a power struggÉ.
Sometimes, people interpret that as I don't have a boitom line. äat was
stressful sometimes, as I would think that I had a situation solved. Because I
was not very forceful about it, others would comment, "Oh, I didn't think that
you meant what you said." I had to get used to thaL"

Hillary commented upon the way that males and females dealt with others,

discussing the concepts of assertion and aggression. She concluded that "Aggression
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is thought of as a positive quality in a male but not necessarily in a female. So I think

there are some basic differences there."

In reviewing the literature regarding differences in styles, Daggett (1993) spoke

of a school system which is very supportive of the concrete sequential learning style.

Janelle expressed that she experienced suess when dealing with her administrator

because of their two different styles. She t¿lked of his linear sequential style and her

divergent abstract style. She did not seem to perceive that this was a gender difference

but certainly a difference which created stress for her until she learned to modify her

own behaviours to meet the style of her male director.

In Janelle's perception of the særeotypical male administrative mindset, she

refers to the business-like attitudes of men in contrast to the humanistic approach of

females. Eveline also made reference to this perceived difference between genders.

Simon and Weissman (1993) speak of women-run organizations as focussing more on

the individual and personal fulhllment. Shakeshaft (1990) and Morrison et. aI. (1987)

discuss that female administrators tend to demonstratÊ a preference for people tasks

while males ænd to gain more satisfaction from administrative tasks.

In discussing gender differences in communication styles, Janelle commented

on her need to "explain the whole picture so that the other person knows everything".

Danyelle also spoke of having a system perspective in contrast to the men within her

experiences who ænd to limit ttreir focus to their own school. Russell (1994) noted that

her respondents indicated the females'need to see the big picture, which is supported

by Janelle and Danyelle. Helgesen (1990) suggests that women's and men's ways of

leading differ in that men lacked time for reflection as they became involved in the daily

tasks of their company while women tended to focus on the ecology of leadership.

She suggests that today, unlike in Mintzberg's era,

"both male and female managers ænd to be more big-picture oriented as a result
of the advent of a global economy. What distinguishes the women's view of
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the big picture, however, is that it encompasses a vision of society - they relate
decisions to their larger effect upon the role of the family, the American
educational system, the environment, even world peace," (p.25)

Janelle also spoke of men as wanting to get down to the facts and Shakeshaft

(1990) notes that "The content of female speech is more likely to be centered on

emotional and personal issues than on impersonal, factual subject matter.

It would appear that Fiona experienced the negative effects of her female

communication style as was suggested by Woodall (1990). While she was

communicating her opinion in a collegial non-confrontational manner, she was accused

of not stating her point strongly enough to be recognized. As tiVoodall noæd with

regards to female communication sgrles, "These characæristics, while essential to group

communicating, sometimes work against their goals of being listened to, of being

powerful." (p.30). This supports Fiona's finding that sometimes her view was not

taken seriously. Shakeshaft (1990) quotes Booth and Butterfield's (1984) study which

indicaæd that "female executives may not be lisæned to as closely as are their male

colleagues, thus creating environments in which women must try harder to st¿y equal."

(p.17s).

Fiona's experiences in dealing with the male administrators at the Board Office

support Russell's (1994) hypothesis that men prefer to work with other men and ænd

to isolaæ women from important information networks. Fiona commented that ofæn

the men will discuss things on their way to the coffeepot and forget to pass the

information on to her. Fiona noted "Ther€ was a lot of informal inforrnation which was

shared amongst them and I don't believe it was intentional, but they would forget to

inform me." Russell (1994) and Cava (1988) support Fiona's perceptions when they

note that women ænd to feel isolated and stressed when men withhold information and

communication breaks down. Cava (1988) talks of women as viewing themselves as
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part of a web of relationships and notes the sense of isolation which is experienced

when they are left out of these relationships. Helgesen (1990) found in her studies that

women actually " scheduled in time for sharing information" (p.27) unlike men from

Mintzberg's study, who experienced "difficulty sharing information" (p.14).

Mintzberg had found:

"Sitting at the top of the hierarchial pyramid, Minøberg's men had
extraordinary access to infonnation: from within the company, because all
information flows to the top, and from outside the company, because of their
extensive network of contacts. This information constituæd the chief source of
their power, but since they ænded ûo derive their personal identity from the
power of their positions, they were reluctant to share the source of their power.
The result was a tendency to hoard infonnation, to be more avid to collect than
to disseminaæ it; this was the chief weakness Mintzberg in the managers he
studied." (p.14).

It may appear in Fiona's case that this characteristic is still present in part in her

administrative setting.

Swiss and Walker (1993) discuss the "microinequities" which exist in the male-

created workplace. They define microinequities as "destructive but nonactionable

aspects of the work environment that occur at the level of individual decision-making -

instances in which people are treated inequitably but not in a way that can be taken to

court." (p.24). They continue to discuss the stress these microinequities create for

women, noting that "they may severely constrain a woman's career progress and blur

her perception of her own competence. They ofæn are hidden in the informal channels

of communication within an organization; their soruce may be the people who have the

power to make decisions." (p.24). Russell (1994) supports this perception. Fiona's

and Janelle's experiences with the men in their boards may be viewed as

microinequities which created stress within their lives.

Simons and Weissman (1990) describe women-run organizations as

demonstrating "more democratic, participative, consultative management" and "less

autocratic, domineering, ego-involved management". (p.54). They also suggest that
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women place more emphasis on process and fairness within the process.

"Collaborative decision-making" is a key to greater organizational effectiveness in

women-nrn organizations. These stereotypes were supported by the perceptions of

Janelle, Alexandria, Eveline, Fiona and Hillary. Cara ølked of her sense of fairness

which prevails throughout her daily interactions.

Just as Eveline suggested that the two genders working together allows a more

balanced solution, Simons and V/eissman (1993) note that "Studies have begun to

show that some activities,like negotiation, mediation, and personnel selection are done

better by women and men working together rather than individually or in same sex

groups." (p.54). Morrison et. al. (1987) also support this notion when they suggesæd

that "women will complement men in the management ranks and bring a healthy

balance to business." (p.49).

4. Importance Placed On Feople and Relationships: Six participants

expressed the perception that women were more stressed by people problems than men.

As interpersonal relationships was identified as a major stressor by all nine

respondents, it would appear that within this sample, women are indeed affected by

their relationships with others.

In discussing the importance of people and relationships, Janelle noted that "It

seems to be working with people which upsets me. The things in the environment are

temporary stressors. But the people whom you work with don't change the way that

they do things." She stated her belief that "I love working with people. Based on

what other people have told me, it seems that working with people is one of my strong

points." She reflected that when she felt that she had "failed in relationships with

people" she staræd to question herself, with the result being her self-esteem went down

and she started doubting herself. Because of the emphasis which she placed on

working with people and her positive self-image which revolved around successful
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interaction with others, when she began experiencing problems dealing with others, she

became stressed. 'When asked to reflect on gender differences with regards to

stressors, Janelle responded with:

"I don't think that men probably get as stressed out about relationships or
interpersonal dealings ¿ts women do. I think ttrat they get more stressed out
about a report not handed in on time. I think male administrators are problem-
solvers. But, knowing the way that they work at things in a straight-line, linear
approach, they get frustraæd when something happens which upsets their
direction and focus. It goes back to getting the job done. That is the most
important thing for men. When I think ofjobs and upper administrtion, it is
more related to paper things and to policies. There are people dealings in
getting the policy written and ready but their major focus seems to be on the
completion of the task."

Janelle proposed her perception that female administrators are more people-oriented

than male administrators, who tend to be more task-orienæd than female adminisuators.

Cara expressed that the commonality among all her identified stressors was the

interaction with others. "I think that they are all people things. Those are the things

which cause my stress. It is not appointments or paperwork but people issues. It is

incidents which have to do with people and relationships which is the common aspecl"

Eveline talked of women being "far more sensitive and caring. As a result,

when things happen in the worþlace,women are more sensitive to their effects and

recognize the effects in other people. ...generally speaking, most women tend to be a

little more sensitive to things which the men accept as being the routine things of the

day." In discussing the stress created by the Social Contract, she relates her level of

stress to its effect on the people with whom she works. "The whole morale issue and

how to deal with it and work with people is a major stressor."

Fiona discussed the importance of her relationships ûo her in her new position:

"f want to maintain, support, and develop the relationships which go along with
the position. I think sometimes men don't feel as obligaæd to do that. So, I
think ttrat is one major difference which I have noticed since I have entered this
position. Maintaining the relationships is really important úo me. "
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Gina talked of being a very social person and enjoying socializing with other

people. When she experiences stress, she commented that she likes to talk to a lot of

people.

Hillary reflected upon gender differences with regards to the experience of

stress and suggested that:

"women want something more out of the job than just a job. Women want to
be socially accepted and that's what I am f,rnding with the women I know in
these positions. It is good to have a support network because if you don't, you
feel like you are all alone. To men, it doesn't appear to me that it matters so
much tothem if they aæ accepted. They just go outside of their job for their
social acceptånce. It doesn't seem ûo me to be quiæ the same."

In looking at the effects of stress upon the male and female bodily functions,

research has been done which suggests that females are more stressed by personal

interactions than are males. As was noted in the "Review of Literature" Adler (1993)

writes:

"Many researchers and lay people alike believe that women are more affecæd
than men by strcss related ûo their personal relationships. Men are believed to
be more wrapped up in their jobs." (p.10).

She also added that:

"Many studies, including those as recent as 1992, have argued that women are
more affecæd by their relationships with their children than men are, because
"women more than men are socialized to feel responsible for the quality of their
family relationships." Dr. Barnett and her colleagues wrote. Women define
themselves by their relationships mole than men do, those studies found. For
example, researchers have argued ttrat employed mothers will feel more guilty
than employed fathers about not being as available to their children." (pl1).

Aneshensel and Pearlin (1987) support this notion, suggesting that "problems and

frusüations encountered on the job and at home a¡e differentially dismessing to women

and men (Pearlin (1975). Men are found to be more depressed than women by stains

encountered at work, while women were more depressed than men by marital

problems." (p.86).
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Simons and Weissman (1990) suggest that women-run organizations ænd to

demonstrate "a greaûer responsiveness and concern for individual feelings, ideas,

opinions, ambitions, and on- and off-the-job satisfactions." (p.54) as they focus upon

the individual and personal fulfillrnent. Russell (1994) t¿lks of the role of support

networks and networking in, and the importance of relationships to, the survival of

women in managerial positions. Gilligan (1982) discusses female and male

socialization patterns and suggests that "girls tend to be socialized to sense others'

needs. As a result, they see themselves as part of a "web of relationships and feel

threatened by isolation."" (Russell, 7994, p. 13). Shakeshaft (1990) ølks of the

human orientation of female administrators compared to the task orientation of male

administrators. She also noted that there were differences in communication styles

such that "female managers .... stessed interpersonal relations through communication

more than did males." (p.181). In conceptualizing the female world, Shakeshaft's first

characteristic described is "(1) Relationships with Others a¡e Central to All Actions of

'Women Administrators. Women spend more time with people, communicate more,

care more about individual differences, are concerned more with æachers and marginal

students, and motivate more." (p.197).

Helgesen (1990) commented on women leaders scheduling time on a daily basis

for sharing information as being motivated by "women's concems with relationships.

Lots of give-and-take kept the network in good repafu." (p.27) She comments on the

choice of words which many of her respondents used and notes that "These are words

that above all emphasize relationships with people." (p.28). She supports the views of

the women educational administrators within this study as it would appear that

relationships are perceived as being very important to an administrator's success and

her ability to cope with the prcssurcs of the position.
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5. Fersonal Responsibility: Five respondents commented on gender

differences with regards to accepting personal responsibility for their decisions and

their actions.

Janelle noted that "I feel overwhelmed at times with things and believe in the old

adage, "We have met the enemy and he is us." I am aware that there are some things

which I do, the way that I operate, which cause me stress." She discussed the problem

she was having with one male administrator and the feelings which she had experienced

because of the situation. When she asked for help, it "was poinæd out to me by

another male administrator..."Uhuh, but that is how you perceive it." So the blame

came back to me. It was my fault for perceiving it and letting it get to me. That didn't

help. It was like a double wammy." She felt that the blame was being shifted to her in

place of the male administrator accepting responsibility for his behaviour and actions.

Alexandria spoke of the commonality among her many stressors as being her

lack of confidence in what she was doing, whether it was in staff evaluations or in

mediating conflicts. She assumed responsibility for her actions and would like to learn

more so that she felt more confident in her decisions and behaviour.

Danyelle made a comment that the men "don't really own up to their

responsibility in a conflict situation from what I have obseryed."

Gina discussed her experiences when others were criticizing her position and

suggesting ttrat it be cut to save money. She noæd that she learned "úo toughen up a bit

and not look at things so personally." Later in the interview, she commenæd that:

"I think that women take their job home with them morc too. Itmay just be
that they show their worry more. Men seem to not worry about things. I think
of some of ttre things that have happened to some of the men in our office or
some of the things that have been said to them, and I cringe. I would die if that
happened to me or was said to me. Men seem to be able to shake it off.
'Women 

ænd to take things more personally or harder or more seriously. They
seem to take things more as a personal affront than men."
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Hillary discussed feeling responsible for the behaviours and actions of others

and the stress which she experienced as a result. She talked about taking things

personally and feeling as though she should have done something differently to change

the results of a situation. She noted that one of the big coping strategies which she has

learned through experience is letting go. She commented:

"Something that I have found that I have had to do was learn that I can't control
people and I have had to learn that they are responsible for thei¡ actions and the
consequences which come out of them. A lot of that came from having a
houseful of teenagers. I really realized that no matter what I wanted for them,
they are not put on this earth to make me happy. They are put on this earth for
their own lives and to learn from their experiences. Some of those times have
been really tough and I guess in a small way, I have been able to transfer my
coping stategies to my work. That has been a big one for me - letting go."

Simons and 'Weissman (1993) speak of women-run organizations as demonstrating

"more concern with responsibility" (p.54). Witkin (1991) discusses the importance of

women learning to give up control in their lives as a means of avoiding stress and

suggests that women "have to stop holding ourselves responsible for everyone else."

(p.83). Alder (1993) suggests that "women more than men are socialized to feel

responsible for the quality of their family relationships." (p.11). It would appear that

women transfer this sense of responsibility to their work lives from their family lives.

Lemley (1987) suggests that administrators "learn the use of the constructive "No.""

(p.134) as a strategy to overcome stress caused by assuming responsibility for

everyone's problems. He informs administrators of their need to "redefine ownership

and shift boundaries to escape responsibility" in order to reduce stress. There is very

little research available in studies and books reviewed which refer directly to the

acceptance of responsibility as being a gender-specific characteristic.

6. Maternal Style: Closely related to the discussion of role responsibilities

and expectations, five participants discussed the influence of their motherþ role on their

management styles. In some cases, they perceived that they experienced increased
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stress as a result of their motherly style, while others believed that it w¿ts to their benefit

and hence reduced their stress.

Janelle commented on her perception that women tend to be:

"more people-oriented and more sensitive to people issues. They are not quiæ
as business like or officious. I think women are more sensitive to different
things than males are. Maybe that is stating the obvious. There is a difference
here. I think most women have been mothers and nurturers in some form, even
if it is just with a husband. They have taken care of other people most of their
lives. I believe that where men are more interesæd in getting the job done,
women get the job done or they wouldn't be there, but they are more divergent.
I find most male administators to be more linear."

Brittany reflected on the influence of being a woman in an administrative role and

commented that the "students see me as a "mother" image and hold onto the belief that

you don't hit a woman." She sees this as a stress reducer as she perceives that she

does not have to deal with as much student violence because of her gender.

Cara reflected that handling her disciplinary role from a maternal background

created additional stess for her:

"I think that when I have to discipline children, I do it like a mother, as that is
what I am, that is where I am coming from. Not be to be sexist, I think there are
differences benveen how a mother and a father define their roles in a family.
Therefore, in administrtion, I am sure that there is a difference in how ttrese
stressors affect them. I think that I might be more emotional about children's
difficulties than a male administrator because I have always been very involved
with my own children's education. I know what sort of things were important
to me and I feel that experience really makes a difference as to how I will deal
with children. I always think before I act as to how I would have wanted my
children to be treaæd in the situation. I think that there are differences in that
way between females and males."

Gina makes the statement in describing gender differences with regards to role

fulfillment that women "project our mothering role onto our jobs. We want everything

to run smoothly with as little chaos as possible."

Hillary also comments on a gender difference with regards to managerial style

with reference to women's "mothering" attitudes. She suggesæd:
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"I think that there is a basic difference in the way that males and females deal
with things too. I think that women ænd to feel more responsible for other
people. Maybe that is part of that "mothering" role, the feeling of being
responsible for other human beings. So I ttrink that females carry this over. It
is a learned thing, of course. We have all been taught in those ways."

While Russell (1994) mentions the value of the parenting role to women in

building their "bank of skills", Shakeshaft comments "women's traditional roles as

wife, mother and daughær - roles that call upon women to promote and maint¿in

harmony within the family" (p.190) are important to their administrative role when

resolving conflict. Gilligan (1982) talks of an "ethic of care" within which young girls

are socialized. This "ethic of care" is reflected in the importance of interpersonal

relationships and connections to women. (Shakeshaft, 1990).

7. The Role of Feelings: Another closely related perceived gender

difference which has created additional stress for five respondents was the female

administrators' emphasis on the feelings side of their nature. Many times during the

interview, Janelle described her feelings and the role of her intuition and her gut

feelings in deærmining her stress coping ability. She made comments such as "I would

have liked to talk more and said more but I have to be sensitive to his feelings as well.

We are dealing with human beings here. I can't make this other person feel badly while

I am explaining my feelings about how he treated me. I have to be so careful to come

to some understanding without damaging the relationship." When something is

bothering her, Janelle explained that she will sit down with someone and say, "This is

the way that I am feeling about this. I can't help the way that I feel, but this is the way

I am feeling because of this. I hope that you can understand." She discussed her

feelings and used the tenn "feel" and "feelings" frequently during the interview

although she did not identify this as a gender-related issue.
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Janelle also reflected upon her understanding that she had learned the

appropriate times to release her feelings and to withhold them. She noæd that in

stressful situations, "I do not let my feelings show. ... I handle my feelings very

tactfully and professionally. "

Alexandria also often spoke in terms of her feelings. Staæments were made

such as "I don't like that kind of fee1ing." and "I don't particularly like feeling that.".

In responding to some of the questions regarding her perceptions of gender differcnces,

she would preface or conclude her comment with a statement such as "I really don't

know but I feel..." and "But that is just a feeling." .

Like Alexandria, Cara used the ærm "feelings" throughout the interview. She

commented "f lnow that, as a woman, everything that I do is very tied to feelings, even

the way that I handle situations with the discipline of children. One of the most

stressful times for me is when there are bad feelings ¿rmong staff members. When there

is some kind of misunderstanding and people are angry with each other, until that is

resolved, I experience intense stress and that is the most stressful situation for me."

When responding to a question regarding gender differences in defining and fulfilling

role demands, Cara perceived that men ænd to be "more removed and unemotional

about decisions in a stressful situation. But, as a woman, I find that my reaction is

much more emotional and much more a gut reaction rather than mind. That's how I see

my role as a female administrator to be different." She concluded with the statement

that "when an incident or something has to do with feelings, I think it will cause more

stress for a woman than a man."

Eveline suggested that while men don't always look beyond the task at hand,

she tends to "get more into the human side of the situation and look at how the person

will feel as a result of the situation." She perceives that this is a gender difference in

managerial styles.
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Gina responded to a question regarding her coping ability in a stressful situation

with the following statement:

"I am really heavy into the feelings side of my personality and I go a long way
to avoid confrontation. I don't like ir I don't want to intentionally hurt
anybody. When we did those personality tests,I am an extrovert and a feeling
person. Those are my two areas. I know that that is a weakness with me. I
also know thatin myjob, I have to deal with it. I am aware of ir Itis
something that I work on all thetime. I think I am effective in my own way."

Even though Gina reflected upon the negative aspect of being heavy into her feelings,

she did not extend the concept to be a gender issue or express that she was more

stressed by this tendency than male administrators would be.

Simon and Weissman (1993) comment that in women-run organizations, there

is "a greater responsiveness and òoncern for individual feelings," (p.54). Helgesen

(1990) opens her book with a description of feminine principles which

"reflect our culture's basic presumptions about the differences between how
men and women think and act. We feel, many of us, that women are more
caring and intuitive, better at seeing the human side, quicker to cut through
competitive distinctions of hierarchy and ranking, impatient with cumbersome
protocols. Our belief in these notions is more intuitive rather than articulaæd;
we back it up with anecdotes instead of arguments." (p.5)

Although it is commonly espoused that women are mor€ guided by their feelings and

intuition, there does not appear to be a lot written in the strcss management literature

which was reviewed with regards to the positive or negative consequences of this

concept.

8. The Desire for Cooperation and Peace: Five respondents discussed

the influence of their desire for cooperation and peace or their dislike of confrontation

and disagreement as creating stress within their lives.

fanelle talked about approaching her main male stressor "in a nice way but an

honest way". She also reflected upon her role as the "Peacemaker" where she is "called

in when there is a cerüain situation where someone is needed to act as the facilitator in
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the ironing out of a situation. I enjoy that type of work with people. I feel comfort¿ble

with people and people situations." She spoke ofæn of making efforts to avoid

confrontation and to promote a "win-win" philosophy.

Alexandria suggested that one commonality among all her stressors identified

was the desire to "keep everything peaceful and cooperative. In some of the situations

where you are negotiating, although you begin negotiating for a "win-win" situation,

the fact is that people might be upset with each other. I don't like that kind of feeling.

How upset each person is and how much the negotiation is going to affect each

person's life affects the stress I experience."

Danyelle made a direct comment about women's desire to keep peace while

discussing how men and women experience stress differently:

"We tend to think, again, that we have to be the peacemakers. That's inbred
and therefore we try to smooth the waters and try to solve everyone's problems.
But, we're learning. We're learning that everyone has to resolve their own
problems. I think that this whole topic of violence in the schools and conflict
resolution has taught everybody. It has certainly taught me a lot more about
how to help children solve their differences. I think men scream more and
blame others more. They don't really own up to their responsibility in a conflict
situation from what I have observed. They seem to think that louder is right,
bigger is better. If they scream louder, then they are going to be right."

Gina discussed her strong desire to avoid confront¿tion even though she

recognized that it is a daily part of her job. She discussed her perception that "women

want everything to run smoothly with as little chaos as possible. We will do whatever

we have to do to create a peaceful "win-win" situation." She suggested that this creaæd

additional stress for women.

Hillary discussed her lack of authority and suggested that "I mollycoddle along

and hope that people will be cooperative, and when they decide not to be, I find that I

become stressed." When asked regarding gender differences with regards to stressors,

she responded "Regarding the males, I would say that the males are not as concerned

with consensus building or being the nice guy all the time."
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Tannen (1990) supports the desire of the respondents to be cooperative as she

suggests that "The role of peacemaker reflects the general tendency among women to

seek agreement. " (p. 166). She speaks of women's inclination to seek agreement as

being an advantage to a managerial position as women are "more inclined to consult

others and involve employees in decision making, and everyone agrees that employees

are more likely to implement a policy efficiently if they feel they have played a part in

making it." (p.182). However, she also cautions that women's "avoidance of

confrontation opens them up to exploitation. In a word, they don't stand up for

themselves." (1984). She looks at women's and men's views of conflict and notes

that "It may seem at first that conflict is the opposite of rapport and affrliation. Much of

what has been written about women's and men's styles claims that males are

competitive and prone to conflict whereas females are cooperative and given to

affiliation." (p.149). She adds that "To most \ilomen, conflict is a threat to connection,

to be avoided at all costs. Disputes are preferably settled without direct confrontation.

But to many men, conflict is the necessary means by which st¿tus is negotiated, so it is

to be accepæd and may even be sought, embraced and enjoyed." She does caution that

women's fears of conflict may be viewed as a weakness and she comments that

"Successful women may be especially prone to this weakness because they are likely ûo

have achieved success by getting along with people - not fighting with them. In order

to get along with people and be liked, many women learn to avoid confrontation."

(p.183).

9. Bureaucracratic and Hierarchial AdmÍnistrative Structure: Two

respondents commented on the influence of the male-created linear hierarchy and

bureaucratic structure on their sfress.

Janelle talked of the levels of bureaurcracy and the attitudes of her male

colleauges. In reference to one specific situation, she commented:
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"This was an older administrator who had administated in the old style and as a
result, the situation is, what I would tenn, a rigid bureaucracy. Everyone is
very aware of the hierarchial structure and where you are in that structue.
'Whereas, this goes against my orientation. I really feel that in education, there
is a team. I do not think of anyone, from regional directors to those in the
Ministry, as being any more important to geaing the job done than the next
person. We each have an important role to play and a job to do. My job is
different from the next person's and I couldn't do his/her job and I am not sure
that he/she could do mine. We all have a job to do and there is no hierarchial
structure. It is all just one unilateral group working together and that is the way
it should be."

Later on in the interview, she spoke of learning to cope with this same male

administrator and suggested that he is " a very sensitive, understanding person. It is

just this one little fact. Based on his hierarchial upbringing, he is so engrained in his

ways regarding his position and who he is. I know that his treatment of others lower

on the hierarchy is not done inæntionally. That is good and ttrat is bad. It is engrained

and it is a hard thing to try to get anyone to change their whole way of thinking about

structure. You know that it is going to continue and you will have to learn to deal with

it. Accepting that makes coping much easier."

At one point Janelle explained how she became stressed when she was being

given secretarial tasks to do by her male administrators. She reflects on the position of

secretaries within her hierarchial version:

"I do not mean to put down what secretaries do, because I do not know what
we would do without our secretaries. I feel that they do an important job equal
to what I do. All our jobs are imporant. Some of us just get paid more than
others to do it, unfortunately, which creates an artificial hierarchy."

In discussing her top five stressòrs, Janelle lisæd that feeling like she was being

patronized posed a stessor for her. She noæd her perception that "male administrators

tend to do that with their women administrators". She spoke of being treated in a

condescending way and concluded that "a lot of that occurs, I believe, in organizations

which are hierarchial. The more bureaucracy there is, the more condescension there

willbe. It goes against the feeling that we arrylt working together as a team."
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Although Alexandria does not use the terms "hierarchy"or "but€aucracy", she

talked about institutions which created divisions among administrators. She

commented that she sees administrators as "working together for the common good"

and that she sees "some of the things that are really instituted as causing a heightening

of the competition in some ways."

Simons and Weissman (1990) describe the characteristics of women-run

organizations. They propose that these organizations exhibit "less concern with title

and formal authority, more concern with responsibility and responsiveness", "Less

concern for empire building, power, domination, and consciousness about one's turfl',

"more decentralization" and "more democratic, participative, consultative management;

less autocratic, domineering, ego-involved management". (p.54). Ferguson (1984)

talks of the depersonalization of a true bureaurcracy and the importance of the sense of

isolation to the character of social life within the bureaucracy. She reflects upon the

management styles of women as working counter to many of the traditional qualities of

a true bureaurcracy. These support some of the comments made by Janelle with

regards to her views of a hierarchy versus the views and depersonalized linear

perspective of some of her male colleagues.

Helgesen's (1990) discussion of the web of inclusion is supported by Janelle's

perceptions of everyone having a role ûo play within the organization and her belief that

one person is as important to the success of the organization as the next. Janelle talked

of not viewing an organization as running successfully as a hierarchy but rather that

everyone works on the same playing field with interdependency the key to success.

Helgesen talks of women scheduling time to share information and suggests that this:

"Sharing was also facilitaæd by ttreir view of themselves as being in the center
of things rather than at the top; it's more natural to reach out than to reach
down. They ænded to structure their companies as networks or grids instead
of hierarchies, which meant that information flowed along many circuits, rather
than up and down in prescribed channels." (p.27-28).
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This somewhat reflects Janelle's views of hierarchy where everyone has a role to play

which is equal to other roles rather than inferior or superior in position.

Tannen (1990) talks of the disadvantages of women "maintaining an

atmosphere of community rather than hierarchy." (p.182). It would appear that research

is just beginning regarding the female's view of effective structures and that traditional

hierarchies and bureaucracies are not viewed in a positive lighr

Discussion

These nine female educational administrators discussed their perceived gender

differences not only in how males and females fulfill and define their administrative

roles, but also within the stressors which they face and the coping straægies which they

practise. The nine female stress issues discussed in this chapter indicaæ that these

women believed that some of the stress which they experience is gender-related. They

offered their perceptions of differing ways that male and female administrators fulfill

their roles because of their gender. For women enûering into administration, a field

which has traditionally been male-dominated, as well as those currently holding

administrative positions, learning to recognize and cope with these female-related

stressors may play a vital part in their success within ttreir administrative role.
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CHAPTER NINE

Conclusions

As a qualitative study, this research collecæd the perceptions of nine female

educational administrators regarding the stress within their daily lives. Four research

questions were addressed with perceptions being gathered through an inærview format.

Some of the data gathered confirmed the results of previous research studies. In other

cases, these women verbalized and conceptualized into a concise format many feminine

issues which had not previously been viewed as poæntial causes of stress. Many of

these issues have been addressed in feminist literature but never before connected with

the stress which they create for women in educational administrative positions. It was

an exciting study with many revelations.

In discussing the concept of "str€ss", there were some commonalities as well as

some unique approaches to the definition process. It became evident that stess to these

women was generally experienced when they felt a loss of cont¡ol. This loss of power

or disempowerment was a key in discussing stressors throughout all the interviews.

Even though some women did not address this within their definition of the concept,

they verbalized it frequently in the course of their interviews. Some related stress to

changeand the anxiety and frustration which results, while others described stress as

being "juggling" with reference made to the many aspects of their lives. It was revealed

that many were aware of the interdependent nature of stress and the reciprocal
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relationship between their job-related stress and their family-related stress. Five

respondents also discussed the ttrerapeutic release which their inærview served.

In response to the many questions which attempted to identify the cause of their

stress, the respondents proposed the following stressors as playing a role within their

successful fulfillment of their administrator position: interpersonal relationships,

balancing their personal and professional role responsibilities, time management, the

Ontario government's Social Contract, the anticipation of, or recent promotion, to a

new PAR position, feelings of isolation, and different communication and management

styles. A poor understanding of their job responsibilities by other educators was a

stressor identified common to the three Curriculum Coordinators only. These were

many of the same stressors which had been identifred in past research studies exploring

stressors faced by educational administrators. The common stressors identified by the

respondents correlated well with prediction made prior to the study. It was proposed

that the three most frequently identified stressors would be inærpersonal relations and

communication stressors, role conflict, role overload and role-based stressors, and

task-based stressors. Interpersonal relationships and balancing their many role

responsibilities were the most frequently identified stressors, as they were proposed by

all nine respondents. The task-based stressors were identified by six respondents when

they commented upon the Ontario government's Social Contract, which has cutback

supplies and personnel, and time management as specific stressors,

An unforeseen discovery with regards to identified stressors by the respondents

was that these were many of the same factors described by Shakeshaft (1989), Russell

(1994), FWTAO (1992) and others as "barriers" to the advancement of women in

educational administration. The stressors which these nine women identified with the

greatest frequency were some of the same stressors commonly identified in "female

barriers to advancement" research studies. It would appear that once women advance
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into administrative positions, the barriers to this advancement continue to plague their

successful maintenance of their positions.

There were many commonalities within the coping strategies which these nine

female educational administrators practised. The most commonly used strategies

proposed included physical activity, talking with others, positive self-talk, the use of a

problem-solving process to work through a stressful situation, the release of their

emotions in a time of extreme stress, the importance of a supportive husband and

family, a positive attitude and a sense of humour, watching television, learning to say

"NO!", deep breathing exercises, planning, lisæning to music, driving, reading books

and attending workshops. The coping strategies which were identified were very

similar to those identified in many research studies with educational administators.

It would appear from the research studies that both male and female

administrators incorporate many of the same coping strategies into their repertoire.

Although there were a few straægies proposed which may have been expressed from a

female perspective, these same strategies could be viewed as important to a male

administrator coping with daily stress. The importance of a supportive husband and

family may be changed to the importance of a supportive wife and family for a male

administrator. Men and women may choose to watch ælevision shows as a coping

strategy even though ttre type of program which they choose to view may be quiæ

different.. Male administrators may also read books as a coping strategy and while

some may be similar professional books, males may choose different subjects and

themes than these women discussed. Most of the coping strategies which these nine

respondents suggested may be viewed as effective for all individuals and not

necessarily gender-related strategies. All respondents agreed that people experience

stress differently and must develop their own repertoire of coping strategies which

permits them to function effectively in today's educational environmenl
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Most of the respondents expressed that they perceived definite gender

differences between how men and women define and fulfill their administrative roles as

well as the stressors they experience and the coping strategies which they use. These

gender-related differences were perceived as often creating stress for women

administrators. Many participants discussed their noticable absense of a "wife" to

carry out household and family responsibilities. They discussed the stress which they

experienced as they attempted to balance their many personal and professional roles.

They revealed the importånce of talking with others as a major gender differences and

they also discussed the role of feelings and intuition in their daily decision-making

process. Other issues which were revealed included a perceived need to prove

themselves within their role, different managerial and communication style of men and

women, the importance which they place on people and relationships, the personal

responsibility which they accepted for their decisions and actions, their maærnal style,

and their strong desire for cooperation and peace . Two respondents expressed concern

with the influence of the male-created linerar hierarchy and bureaucratic structure on

their stress levels. Within each of these nine female stress issues, perceptions were

expressed by the respondents as to the male views and practises currently in place in

contrast to the female views and practises.

Few of the nine female stress issues described in Chapær Eight can be found in

research studies done to date on.the topic of stress and educational administration.

These women have expressed concerns which have been written about in much of the

feminist liærature but never expressed from the perspective of the stress which these

issues create for women in educational administrative positions. It is Chapær Eight

which makes this study unique in that the nine women educational administrators

interviewed revealed not only their perceptions of gender differences with regards to

how men and women fulfill their administrative roles, but also the stress which is
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experienced as a result of these differences. There has been little studied and

documented in this area to date.

The frequency with which these female stess issues were identified during the

interviews would seem to suggest that for these nine women, and probably others,

these issues are very real. Readers may make comments as to the sterotypical nature of

some of these perceptions, but for the respondents, this is their real world. As most of

the research studies reviewed to daæ used male samples and tended to restrict the date

reported to work-related issues, and as most of the data collected were done so by

means of surveys, this study opens a whole new world of research findings and of

future research possibilities.

With regards to specific questions asked in the interviews, it quickly became

evident that for most participants going "back to the classroom with less

responsibilities" was not viewed as a positive option. In asking the question from the

Inærview Schedule:

5. Have you ever had a day were you cÍune home and questioned why you continue as
an administrator? \Mhere nothing went right and you felt like asking to be transferred
back to the classroom tomorrow? Can you describe that day for me?

many women expressed that they had been out of the classroom for many years and did

not see a transfer to a classroom setting as a positive alternative. They expressed that

going back to the classroom after having been out for ten or more years with all the

changes in educational philosophy and methodology would be like starting a new

career. As the Interview Schedules were mailed out in advance of the interview, I

clarified this question suggesting that if this was not a positive option for them, to

please simply describe a bad day they had experienced,

It was interesting to note that in this sample of nine female educational

administrators, all nine respondents were married and living within a traditional family
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setting. Of the nine respondents, only one had a young family to care for at home. The

rest all had teenagers or older children on their own. Their families had grown up

allowing these women more time and opportunity for personal development and

growth. Some respondents commented that the age of a female administrator's family

could have a major bearing on the stress which she would experience. No respondents

commented on the effect that alternative family settings may have on the stress

experienced.

The perceptions expressed by these nine women indicate that women in

administration today are still on the frontier and working to establish female credibility

in a traditionally male-dominated environment. Many commented on the timely

occurence of this study and felt that they were still in a period of proving themselves as

"trailblazers" to those higher up in educational administration. Affirmative Action and

Employment Equþ are just beginning to make a difference and these women perceived

that many changes were still required before there would be equity ¿urong genders

seeking future promotions. Morrison et. al. says it best when they noted that "Being a

woman where few, if any, women have been before is a liability that creates sftess."

(p.16). Janelle noted:

"We can only speak from our own experience and if we only have one
experience, we-don't know how that compares to others. I would be interested
to iee if others have the same opinions and I am part of the norrn, or if I am
way off base."

As more and more females are taking their place on the administrative team, educational

institutions are beginning to change and adopt some of the many positive aspects of the

feminine style. For those women breaking the trail, it is ofæn a time of both frustration

and discovery.
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CHAPTER TEN

Recommendations

There are a number of recommendations regarding practise and further research

which are clearly evident from the data collecæd during the interviews.

Many respondents indicated a desire for more formal and informal sharing

opportunities with other female and male educational administrators. Boards of

Education may wish to organize an optional half day a month for male and female

adminisuators to meet. During this time, the administrators may set up their own

agenda to discuss relevant issues and concerns. This would be a different meeting time

than traditional monthly Principal meetings where the agenda is generally struck by the

Director and/or the Superintendent of Education. This new meeting would provide time

for sharing and brainstorming. Feelings of isolation may be reduced as administrators

come to realize that many of them are facing similar dilemmas each day.

It would also be advant¿geous to set aside time for female administrators to get

together on a regular basis in order to discuss identified concerns. The Federation of

Women Teachers' Associations of Ontario provides some funding to each Women

Teachers' Association to encourage PAR networking and leadership opportunities.

This allows women in PAR positions to meet and t¿lk with other women about their

issues in an informal atmosphere. Often these "meetings" arc organized in a home

setting or restaurant during the evening. The "Women in the Nineties" networking

group described by some of the respondents is funded by PAR Networking grants and
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appeared to offer its members an excellent opporhrnity to discuss concerns and to work

on eliminating the feelings of isolation. However, not all Women Teachers'

Associations make use of this special funding. Perhaps this should be more strongly

promoted because of its value to its PAR membership. Networking with others was

clearly indicated in this study as an important female strategy for reducing stress.

It would appear that there is a role to be played by Educational Assistance

Programs and personnel. Currently in the six Boards of Education whose

administrators were inærviewed there does not appear to be any EAP's in practise.

They do exist on paper. At the present time, it is the responsibility of the individual

experiencing stress to seek professional counselling on his/trer own behalf from his/her

federation and/or local mental health unit. Having someone available for st¿ff at all

times and someone who can develop stress prevention programs promoting positive

healthy lifestyle stategies may prevent the loss of a worthy administrator in the future

whom has become overwhelmed with the stress in hilher daily life. An administrator,

such as Janelle, may benefit and experience less serious effects from her stress if she

had someone to counsel her at the early stages.

There is also a role to be played by teacher federations as a result of this

research. Conference themes in the future may be "Coping with Modern Educational

Stessors". The FWTAO stess æam delivering workshops could make use of some of

these findings to enhance ttre cunent workshop package which is presently in place for

teachers and administrators. Administraûors may benefit from a workshop specifically

designed to meet their needs such as "Stress in PAR Positions" which has been

proposed. I have begun to share the results of this study with the "Strategies on Stress"

workshop participants who took part in two workshops delivered this spring.

Examples from the study would be proposed in order to confirm for the women taking

the workshops that their perceptions were shared by female administrators across the
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province. I injected results and strategies where ever they added credibility to the

presentation. In the future, I will share the results of this study in any workshop which

I present whenever the findings support the topic being explored.

Teachers' federations and boards of education may wish to establish workshops

for male and female administrators to facilitate an underst¿nding of the different

managerial and communication styles. Men and Women: Partners at Work (Simons

and Weissman, 1990) is an activity book designed to be used in a workshop format.

Its goal is to encourage men and women to understand, respect and improve

communications between the sexes in ttre worþlace. Institutions may choose to

promote such workshops to help make the educational environment a more effective

and less stressful setting.

It is a recommendation that stress management programs be incorporated into

post secondary education courses in universities and colleges. Many new

administrators become overwhelmed in their first year on the job. Stress management

components need to be built into Principals'courses to help aspiring teachers develop

effective coping strategies needed as an administrator. The Federation of Women

Teachers' Associations of Ontario are running three leadership courses in ttre upcoming

summer and there is a line at the bottom of the applications reading "Stess management

strategies will be incorporated into each day's program.". More of this type of infusion

into cufrent progrÍrms is necessary.

The Federation of Women Teachers' Associations of Onta¡io are also attempting

to help women teachers and adminisftators experience less stress trying to balance their

home and work lives by offering Child Care funding for women educators who attend

workshops, conferences, retreats or other federation-sponsored events. This funding

allows a women administrator/teacher to hire a sitter ûo care for dependents within their

personal home setting. One æacher with a handicapped husband received this funding
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and as a result, she was able to atænd a workshop with her mind at ease while a special

worker spent time with her husband within their home. This type of funding helps

women whom are concerned about meeting the demands of their many roles by

allowing them the freedom to attend leadership activities while their families are in good

hands.

More federations, boards of education and institutions need to be looking at

their current policies to see if means may be provided to better meet the needs of their

mothers on st¿ff. Is there some allowance made for mothers to stay home with sick

children? How is this handled within the coilective agreements between

teachers/administrator and boards of education? Are flexible teaching arrangements

encouraged and promoæd which allow a woman æacher/administator to meet the needs

of her family? Businesses are starting to make changes to allow mothers the flexibility

sometimes required. Are educational institutions looking at changes in the future?

When reviewing the educational significance of this study, the value for other

women administrators who are currently experiencing similar stressors to hear the

stories and practical effective coping strategies employed by these nine female

educational administrators w¿rs proposed. This suggests that there is a need for these

research results to be publicized. Results may be publicized through newspaper or

magazinearricles as well as being'included in books which compile articles exploring

the concept of stress such as Gender and Stress with editors Barnett, Biener and

Baruch (1987) . To date, one article published within the Federation of Women

Teachers' Associations of Ontario Newsletter entitled "Dealing With Stress"

(January/February 1995). The article suggested over seventy different coping

strategies which teachers may choose to practise in order to deal with the stress within

their lives. This publication is distributed to over 40,000 female teachers and

administrators across Ontario. Another article is currently being written which would
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be a synopsis of this research study with the desire being to have it published in the

upcoming school year. My goal is to write a book exploring in depth the many female

stress issues and make it available to female educational administrators across Canada

and the United St¿æs.

When looking at future research, the most obvious study would take

these same Interview Schedule questions and interview a sample of nine male

educational administrators who were maæhed for factors such as administrative

position, age and family status. It is my belief that there would be vast differences in

the data and perceptions which would be collected. I cannot foresee a male

administrator discussing a family quarrel as a major stressor nor can I foresee them

suggesting that their paternal style affects how they manage their positions and

communicate with others. I would project that this study may have differing results

depending upon whether the interviewer was male or female. I would suspect that the

answers would be more forrnal and of a surface natule with a female inærviewer. It

would be most interesting to see if given the oppornrnity to express their perceptions of

gender-related stress issues, similar or different issues would be identified.

It could also prove inæresting to repeat this study with female educational

administrators but have a male interviewer. Again,I perceive that there may be very

different dat¿ collected as I believe that these women felt more comfortable expressing

their perceptions to another female who can relate to some of their experiences.

Because I could identify with so many of the issues which these nine women revealed,

it would also prove inæresting to have a male administrator take these same transcripts

and search for common themes within the data. Would.he identify the same themes?

From a male perspective, would there be different themes revealed and explored?

This research study used a sample composed of nine women in various PAR

positions - Principal, Curriculum Consultant/Coordinator and Superintendent of
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Education. For more concise findings in the future, a similar study may be established

focussing on only one type of educational administrator. Researchers may choose to

select all Principals or all Superinændents. This would offer findings which would be

more generahzableto a specific group to help them deal with their stess.

It has become evident that all of the nine respondents within this study are

members of traditional family units. All respondents were married and talked about the

importance of "supportive husbands and families". This study did not explore the

degree and naturc of that support in any depth. None of the respondents were single,

divorced or living within an alternative family situation. Further research may be

proposed which selects a sample of women whom are single, divorced, or living in

altemative family units to determine the importance of the stable traditional "supportive

family" to the female administrator's ability to cope with stess.

It would appear according to the perceptions of the participants inærviewed that

balancing the societal expectations of their many social roles, personal and

professional, was a major stress'or and gender issue strongly identified. Further

research to someone supportive of these perceptions may investigate strategies used by

women in educational administation as well as in other walks of life to help cope with

this imbalance. Researchers would need to work at operationally defining the concept

of "balance" and devising a research method which would quantify the time and energy

which female administra¡ors devote to their many roles.

Someone speculative of these female perceptions may wish to pursue a

quantitiative research study to investigate the difference in time and energy demands

between the social roles of mother/wife and father/trusband. Swiss and Walker (1993)

note that today's generation of professional women are:

"left to struggle individually, without models for how a dual-career marriage
can or should function. Studies point to the continuing imbalance between men
and women in which responsibilities at home continue to be a heavier burden
for women, regardless of salary, hours worked or level of position." (p.51).
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Final Comment

As this is the frst study, or one of the first studies, to encourage educational

administrators to expand beyond their professional work environment to include their

personal home environment, it has.set the stage for furttrer research in the future. More

research needs to be done with both male and female samples in a larger scale to

confîrm if the findings within this study are tansferable to other situations. The female

stress issues revealed by participants within this study may be unique to female

administators within a Northwesærn Ontario setting. However, it is my prediction that

similar findings would be discovered with larger samples and in other geographical

areas of the province. It is the predictions of others that similar findings would be

discovered using male samples but this remains to be seen. The opportunity to

discover if these stress issues are truly "female" issues is there for researchers of the

future.
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APPENDD( A -- INTERVIEIW SCHEDULE

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

TVHAT IS ''STRESS''?

1. In your own words, what does "stress" mean to you?

2. How would you rate your current süess level today in this very hour - high,

moderate, low or relaxed?

WHAT ARE THE STRESSORS?

3. As a woman and an administrator, can you think of any stressful times or particular

events, positive or negative, which stand out for you in the current school yeat?

4. As a woman and an administrator, can you suggest some daily factors which

influence your stress level?

5. Have you ever had a day where you came home and questioned why you continue as

an administrator? Where nothing went right and you felt like asking to be

tansferred back to the classroom tomorrow? Can you describe that day for me?

6. What did you do to help yourself cope with your sfress that day?

7. Overall, regarding the many stessors you have identified, can you rank order your

top five stessors? What makes these the most stressful for you? (frequency,

degree of stress created, etc.)

HO}V DO YOU COPE?

8. How would you rate your ability to cope with stress on a daily basis - excellen! very

good, good, satisfactory, or need help?
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9. How would you rate your ability to cope with stress in an intensely stressful

situation - excellent, very good, good, satisfactory, or need help?

10. Describe what you do to cope with stress on a day-to-day basis? in an inænsely

stressful situation?

11. When you want to learn about something, such as stress, where do you turn?

12. Can you predict any stessful events in your future? How do you plan on coping

with them?

ARE THERE GENDER DIFFERENCES?

13. What does being a female in an administative position mean to you? Do you

believe that there are any important differences be¡veen female and male

administrators regarding their definition of their roles and their fulfillment of the

demands placed upon them?

14. Looking more specifically at stress, in your opinion, do you believe that women

and men experience stess differently or do you see stress as being an

individualistic experience?

15. Do you view your süessors as being different in any way from the other female

administators within your board? From the male administators within your

board?

16. Do you believe that your coping strategies are the same or different than other

administrators within vour board?

CONCLUSION

17. Arethere any other questions that I should have asked you that would have thrown

some light on the issues I am exploring - stress and the female administrator?

18. Do you have any questions or comments you wish to make regarding this study?
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APPENDD( B -- LETTER SOLICITING PARTCIPATION

AND GAINING CONSENT

March 29,1994.

Dear Female Educational Administtator,

You are being asked to voluntarily participate in a study which examines the

nature of your stress, the identification of stressors within your life and the stress

management straægies which you use to cope with your stress. The study is being

undertaken as part of my Masters studies in the Department of Educational

Administration and Foundations under the supervision of J. A. Riffel. The study is of

value because it can help us to better understand the stress experienced by the female

administrator and it should provide some insight to other female administrators by

suggesting practical and effective stress management strategies.

You are ¿Lmong ten women randomly selected from six boards of education

within Northwestern Ontario to participaæ in the study. Specifically, you will be asked

to respond to some inærview questions. It is estimaæd that your interview will be one

hour in length. The interview will be taped and later transcribed with all identifying

characteristics removed. The tapes will then be destroyed.

The interview questions will be designed to address the following issues:

1. What is stress?

2.Whatdo female adminisnamrs perceive as creating sfess within their lives?

What are their stessors?

3. What strategies do female administ¡ators use to effectively deal with their

stress?
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4. Do women administrators perceive that there are gender differences between

the way that men and women define and fulfill their administrator roles,

experience süess, identify the stressors in their lives and cope with

stress?

The questions will be sent to you one week prior to the scheduled inærview time for

your advance consideration. Your responses to these questions will be kept in strictest

confîdence. At no point within the thesis will your name or any information which

could be used to identify you be reported. You have the right to withdraw at any time

should you desire. Upon completion of the study, a summary oi ttt" thesis will be

provided for you.

Should you require additional information, please contact me by ælephone at

or write to me at . Your

cooperation and assistance are greatly appreciated. Thank you for your time and your

support for this study.

Yours truly,

Mrs. Joan Martin.

I hereby give my consent to participate in this research project. I will be contacted to

arrange an interview time within two weeks afær receipt of this signed consent.

(Signature of Participant)


